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NOTE ON REFERENCES
Many references in the text axe made to  the annual reports to Parliament. 
These reports were found in the bound volumes in the Library o f  the University 
o f  Queensland, as follow s:
to 1901, in the Legislative Council Journals;
thereafter, in the Queensland Parliamentary Papers.
These references are indicated in the footnotes by "LCJ" and "QPP" re­
spectively, followed by year, volume number i f  more than one, and page.
Frequent references have also been made to the ’’Queensland Educational 
Journal" and the '’Queensland Teachers' Journal” . The former, published from 
1895 to  1923 by a company formed by some teachers in the State service, func­
tioned as an unofficia l organ o f  the Queensland Teachers' Union; fo r  some part 
of the time it  was also ca lled  the "Queensland Education Journal". In 1923 
it  was taken over by the Union and became it s  o f f ic ia l  organ, being known 
since then as the "Queensland Teachers' Journal".
References are indicated by "QEJ" and "QTJ" respectively, followed by 
year, month, and page. In the former journal, pagination was not entirely 
consistent. Sometimes i t  was continuous throughout a volume o f  several 
months, and sometimes month by month. Where appropriate, the differences 
are indicated by the form o f reference.
A ll other references are made conventionally in fu l l .
PREFACE
There are two main tasks for the writer of a history. One is to prodace 
a sufficiently detailed arid interesting narrative of the events which took 
place. The other is to consider the events with a view to establishing 
reasons for their occurrence and tracing their effects on later events. In 
each of these tasks there is a danger. In the first, it is that the history 
may become merely a chronicle of events? and a history, however interesting 
the events may be, is mo^e than a chronicle. In the second, the danger is 
that, in discussion causality and seekia explanations, the historian may over­
simplify his case, reducing a complex interweaving pattern to straight lines 
and even forcing events to fit a preconceived pattern. As the development of 
teacher training in Queensland is both an interesting story and a pattern of 
some complexity, an attempt has been made to reconcile the two main tasks 
mentioned above so that, while the history tells the story of events of no 
small interest, it tries at the same time to discuss developments along certain 
main lines of thought. These lines of thought are stated in this preface so 
that a reader may have them in mind when undertaking any detailed consideration 
of the following chapters.
It should be recognized, of course, that teacher training is an integral 
part of the whole process of formal education, and that the present topic must 
be considered against the larger background. The lines of thought laid down 
should not therefore be considered as affecting only the training of teachers, 
but as affecting also the growth of education in general. An attempt has 
been made, however, to show how these lines have particular application to the 
topic of this history without destroying the sense of unitary development.
It is considered that six main lines can be identified.
1. The control o f education shows a high degree of cen tralization , which
has affected  the nature and development of teacher train ing^. This began 
a3 a necessary o iteome of the general socia l and economic beginnings of 
the colony and has continued as a strongly established so c ia l habit.
The cen tralization  arose f i r s t  from the nature of the e a r l ie s t  population. 
The obvious way to  govern a penal colony i s  from the centre. Thu3 the gover­
nors of New South Wales and, from 1824, the commandants o f the Moretón Bay 
D istr ic t  wieldod considerable power over early development so that early  se t­
t le r s  quickly learn t the habit o f relying on the central authority for guid­
ance, d irection, and the provision of serv ices. This tendency was streng­
thened by the absence o f any powerful, potentially  h o stile  native race such as 
the American Indians. Had such a race existed in New South Wales, phases of 
settlement would have been more d e fin ite , with periods of expansion alternating 
with periods of consolidation. This would have resu lted , as i t  did in parts 
of America, in the growth of local, communities with a strong sense of indepen­
dence, a trad ition  of se lf- re lia n t  lo ca l government, and the means of providing 
services from local resources. In the absence of e ffective  native opposition 
to settlem ent, the whole process was more continuous, so that the population 
spread rapidly but very thinly over a large area. The provision of public 
services like  education was therefore beyond the means of local communities 
until well into the f i r s t  hundred years of settlement, by which time the habit 
of looking to the cap ita l was well established. In more recent tim es, the
1. lxamples ares the entire concentration o f fu ll-tim e training for teachers 
in Brisbane as la te  in Queensland's history as 1960; the action  only in 
the same year to e stab lish  the f i r s t  Oniversity College outside Brisbane 
(at Townsville) ; the appointment o f Regional Directors of Education only 
a fte r  the second World War and the limited respon sib ility  delegated to 
them even then.
Xthe development and wide acceptance of the welfare state, and legislative 
action to stengthen the power of the State government at the expense of local 
governments, have militated against the growth of strong local authorities; 
xnder these circumstances, centralization is likely to renain as the general 
rattern of public service in the foreseeable future.
2. The English pattern of teacher training^ was accepted as the best far 
Queensland in spite of other models available; but this pattern was 
heavily modified, not for the better.
As most early settlers in Queensland were of English extraction, it was 
reasonable that they should follow the English system of training teachers; 
that is, that they should accept tí» pupil teacher system. iet some people 
with the power to make decisions must have heard of the Prussian seminaries 
for training teachers in elementary schools^; some must have heard of the 
well-organized Irish National System which had been considered by Governor 
Boirke for use in dew South Qales^; and some must have heard of the work being 
done by 1859 at the Fort Street Model School in Sydnsy4. None of these ap­
pears to have had any effect on developments in Queensland. Moreover, by 
1859 England had a widespread system of training colleges in operation, to 
which pupil teachers who had completed their pipilage were admitted, many of 
them on Queen's Scholarships^. it should be noted, of course, that by 1859 
the training colleges in England were mainly conducted by the churches, and
1. See pp. 1-3; 13; 23; 34-5 below.
2. Brubacher (1947) John S. A History of the Problems of Education. 
McGraw-Hill, New fork. pp. 503-4.
3. See pp. 3-4 and 35 below.
4. Sea p. 4 below.
5. See pp. 2-3 below.
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these were probably far too poor in Queensland to attempt similar action. At 
all events, there was no action taken; nor, apparently, did the colonial govern­
ment feel itself ooliged to act either in providing training colleges or in 
financing scholarships.
3. The limited provision and slow development of teacher training in Queens­
land aro¿e largely from the poverty of the colony1 23.
during the early decades of Queensland's history, the tasks of development 
were so great and the subsistence level so close to the margin of survival 
that there was little money available for anything bit the bare necessities of 
government. It was only after the first major discovery of gold, at Gympie 
in 1867, followed by further rich discoveries during the following fifteen 
years, that there was any degree of real affluence. In the meantime, govern­
ment borrowing had brought about a reduction of credit which led to the de­
pressed period towards the end of the nineteenth century, with disastrous ef­
fects on education in general and teacher training in particular^.
Moreover, it should be noted that during this time education in Queensland 
was at the stage when a very large part of the expenditure was capital expen­
diture, which makes the provision of any facility much dearer than does expen­
diture which is mainly for the maintenance of existing facilities. When this 
is borne in mind along with the fact that public expenditure on education in 
the whole of England in 1859 was only £836,920^ , it will be seen how little 
could be done with the available money in Queensland. The poverty of the 
colony was further intensified by the fact that, compared with the southern
1. Bee pp. 38; 42; 47 below.
2. See p. 42 below.
3. Curtis (1957) S.J. History of Education in Great Britain (Fourth Edition). 
University Tutorial Press, London. p. 254.
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c o lo n ie s , p o p u la tio n  was much le s s  dense and spread over a  much la rg e r  a rea  
In  consequence, a much la rg e r  amount in  p ro p o r tio n  to  th e  t o t a l  income had to  
he sp en t in  merely moving people and goods from one p lace  to  a n o th e r , and th e  
p ro v is io n  o f schools was to  a g re a te r  e x te n t  a  m atter o f  p rov id ing  many sm all 
sch o o ls  -  g e n e ra lly  more expensive than  p ro v id in g  la rg e r  sch o o ls  to  house th e  
same number o f p u p ils .
U.  As w e ll as s u f fe r in g  th e  e f f e c t s  o f p o v e rty , Q ueensland, both befo re  and 
a f t e r  F e d e ra tio n , seems to  have been p a r t i c u la r ly  u n fo r tu n a te  in  th e  im pact 
o f o th e r  c ircum stances beyond th e  c o n tro l  o f the  government.
The economic d e p re ss io n s  o f 1893 and 1929-32 were f e l t  in  many p a r ts  o f 
th e  w orld; Q ueensland 's f i s c a l  p o lic ie s  were on ly  p a r t ly  re sp o n s ib le  fo r  th e  
fo rm er, and the  l a t t e r  was w orld-w ide. Each, however, co in c id ed  w ith propo­
s a ls  fo r  improvements in  th e  t r a in in g  o f te a c h e rs ^ . Two World Wars occurred  
iu 3 t when prom ising s te p s  had been or were be ing  taken^ . The monetary i n f l a ­
t io n  du rin g  and a f t e r  th e  second world War had se r io u s  e f f e c t s  on th e  r e c r u i t ­
ment and t r a in in g  o f  te a c h e rs ^ . And, a s  a o ta te  w ith a  la rg e  p ro p o rtio n  o f 
prim ary in d u s try  and much m arginal coun try  used in  such in d u s try , Queensland 
i s  alw ays heav ily  a f f e c te d  by n a tu ra l d i s a s t e r s  such as  f lo o d s  and d rough ts .
5. no tw ith stand ing  a l l  t h a t  has been s a id ,  an im portan t f a c to r  has been the  
o f f i c i a l  a t t i tu d e  to  in n o v a tio n s .
I t  i s  conceded th a t  a  c e n tra l iz e d  system o f  ed u ca tio n a l a d m in is tra tio n  i s  
slow er to  make changes th a n  a d e c e n tra liz e d  system , because in  a  c e n tra l iz e d
1 . See pp. 42 and 89-92 below.
2 . See pp. 65; 96; 100-1 below.
3 . Sea pp. 100-3 below.
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system any change mist be on a large scale, whereas with local administration 
only a few schools and teachers may be involved. Bit other Aistralian systems 
axe highly centralized end have yet introduced new developments much more 
quickly than has Queensland"*. There Is evidence that political and admini­
strative authorities in Queensland have at times been hypersensitive to the 
need for economy in public spending, and that some of this hypersensitivity 
has been especially directed towards education^; but this is only part of the 
story. It is a hazard in any public service that senior authorities may 
feel themselves personally identified with existing practices and theories, 
and therefore tend to justify existing states of affairs rather than to strive 
continually to seek better. Because of the slow rate of development in 
Queensland, it seems a fair inference that the official attitude has frequently 
been a conservative influence - which is justifiable to some extent - and 
sometimes a deadening one - which is not3.
ó. Allied to the foregoing has been a frequent tendency to resort to temporary 
expedients rather than lay down a clear policy for adequate future develop­
ment.^.
Again, it is conceded that this is not confined to Queensland, or, in
1. Bee pp. 23-1 below.
2. See, for example, action taken during the depressions mentioned above.
3. See pp. 28-30 below; Cha’ter III generally; p. 95 coupled with the absence 
of any action on McKenna's recommendation; pp. 156-7; and Chapters X and 
XI generally.
1. See pp. 11; 38-11 with the suggestion of political, and administrative 
’trimming"; 17-8 and 55 on the College training of teachers for High 
schools only; 60 et seq. on the peculiar recruitment and training of 
teachers of small schools; 91-3; 95» 108-115; Chapter VII; 129-30; 197-200; 
217-220.
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Queensland, to education. It is very evident, however, in many aspects of 
the training of teachers. On too many occasions, political or administrative 
decisions have been delayed until situations of acute distress have arisen 
which could have been averted or at least ameliorated by prompt decisive 
action. Too often economies have been practised which have caused unneces­
sarily heavy expense later. In consequence, Queensland teachers have for 
long periods been trained less adequately than they should have been, with the 
further result that the whole service has been depressed in ways which have 
not yet been fully remedied.
To conclude this preface, it is reite rated that the complex and sometimes 
haphazard developments of teacher training in Queensland make it difficult to 
restrict this history to simple, clear-cut lines like those laid down above. 
There have been too many interesting and relevant minor developments and di­
versions, and the circumstantial detail is too extensive. However, it is 
hoped that the intrinsic interest of the story will justify the divergences 
which have necessarily been made.
I. HtCRODUCTIQIí
New South Wales, the oldest colors in vhat is now Australia, derived its 
government and most of its population from England. Queensland in its turn 
gran/ from New South Wales. The course of educational development in Queensland 
was therefore inevitably influenced by prior developments in England and New 
South Wales. Soess of the pertinent developments in education, and particularly 
in teacher training» are briefly discussed here.
1* ¥hbíísúl.Míí»^ íííb before 18a»
When Queensland became a colory ln 1359» English education was still 
voluntary» and the forces of the Industrial Revolution were affecting both 
the nature and amount of education available. Any history of education will 
show how bad much of the formal education available was} ary social history 
will show how hard it was for many parents to provide ary formal education at 
all for their children. Education for the children of all classes was mainly 
provided fey the Churches» and for the children of workers by "monitorial" 
schools. These schools gave what passed at the time for an education by what 
must have been one of the most rigid and mechanical means ever devised; nor is 
there ary evidence that teachers had to be trained» any more than It was 
necessary for proprietors of various kinds of private schools to be trained.
Into the field of voluntary education» the Government first stepped in 
1313 with a grant of £20,000 to be divided among the Churches to assist in 
providing school houses for the extension of education for the poor*-. In 
1359, this kind of add had been greatly increased, but was still of the same
1. Curtis (I94S) 3. J. History of Education in Great Britain.
London University Tutorial Press, London, pp. 223-4.
2kind« SUrven Tears u n e  to pass befa*« Forster’s Act of 1870 authorized 
the establishment of 3ehool Boards to build and equip the first English
schools supported by public noney*
Mseiediils, the first advances had been nade la training teachers*
Various pioneers in English education had grown dissatisfied with the 
monitorial system and vere nocking towards something better* Beane! Wilder- 
spin’s vork with Infants bad culminated In 1324 with the estahUshnenfc of the 
Intent School Society to fbuad infant schools end train teachers for then'1'* 
David Stow, in Glasgow, had established first an lateaba* school and then a 
juvenile school "both serving as Models «ad as a Barasi School for the 
training of schoolmasters," which led to the estebliabneat in 1834-5 of the 
Normal Seminary^*
Another pioneer vas Dr Say, later Sir James Bay-3buttlevorth, who dis­
covered that better resulta could he obtained In workhouse schools end other 
schools for poor children If monltors vera replaced ty "pupil teachers"* Bis 
discovery vas described variously ss accidental when he found a hoy effectively 
doing the work of an absent teacher^, and as the result of M s  observation 
of the vork of the Dutch, who had earlier begun to allow some of thslr most 
promising pupils to stay on at school in the capacity of apprentice teachers^* 
Kay Introduced pupil teachers into schools under M s  control as Poor Lew 
Coraaissionsr. His nest step vas to found, with fufoell, the first teachers* 
training college at Battersea in 1840* In 1849 this college passed to the
1* Ibid*, p. 219 
2* Ibid*, pp* 214-5 
3* Curtis, op* eit., p. 239
4« Peterson (1952) A*D*C* A Hundred lean of Edueation* Duckworth, London
p. 223
3control of the Church of England, which by 1845 had 22 colleges with a total 
of 540 students^. To tifoso training colleges ex-pupll teachers could win 
"Queen's Scholarships" entitling them to full-time training.
As late as 1859» the great majority of trained teachers had still received 
only pupil-teacher training. Moreover» many teachers were still completely 
untrained on appointment. This was true especially in "grammar" and "public" 
schools» which had the means to attract men of ability and education as teach­
ers» and could allow the environment of the school to do the training; even
as late as 1939» graduates with training in education "were still a cooperative
2rarity on the staffs of the leading public schools."
The dominant influence on Queensland was the one leading to the training 
of pupil teachers. Reasoning from the English situation» the next should 
have been the growing tendency to send at least seme pupil teachers to training 
colleges. This influence» however» did not take effect for over fifty years.
Education in early Mew South Walas» like education in England» was at that 
tine mainly provided by Church authorities. After some tentative action» 
Archdeacon Scott inaugurated a more systematic scheme of education» together 
with "a tentative teacher training scheme" in 1829^. During that period the 
development of education suffered from bitter sectarian disputes» but 
some progress was made. Sir Richard Dourke, Governor of the colony from 
1831 to 1838» attempted to introduce a Rational system of schools on the
1. Curtis, op. cit., p. 235*
2. Peterson, op. cit., pp. 240-3.
3« Lins (1938) C.C. The Establishment of a National System of Education in 
Hew South Wales. Australian Council for Educational Research, Melbourne 
University Press, p* 16.
AIrish lines, with united secular «ad separat« religious instruct ion, hut kls 
sobes» failed because of miguageretanrilng of the 1 «plications of the ten  
"Irish*1 2.
It was set till 1843 that Sir Charles Fitsrcy secured the establishment
of two Boards, a Ustionai and a Denominati osai, to control their rsapastiv*
2schools • The latter already had schools to control, and the fonar eat 
about developing theirs.
As far as teacher training is concerned, neither Wyeth nor Idas Indicates 
that Scott's earlier venture survived. Lias describee the teachers of the 
dencadnatlo&al schools as "»ore or lees qualified"^, bat no other reference 
to training is nade.
In 1851, the national Board established the Fort Street Model School in 
Qydnay and appointed Willis» Wilkins as Training Master and first Super­
intendent of Education^. Wilkins had been trained at Battersea Training 
College and had worked in schools controlled hgr Kay and Tufhell. "Fart 
Street beaeae a laboratory wherein European educational methods were adapted 
to Australis» conditions* • It is obvious, however, that in a rapidly ex­
panding colosgr like Hew South Wales (the first gold discoveries were ende In 
1851) the output of Fort Street would be quickly «ployed and would not need 
to seek euplcynest In distant parta of the ooXcngr. A few of Queensland's 
earliest teachers were, however, trained there. Mr and Mrs Abbott, who
1. Wyeth (1952) E*R. Education in Queensland. Australian Council for 
Educational Reoecrch, Melbourne (undated, but text to 1992)* Part I, 
Chapter HI.
2. Wyeth, op. eli., Part I, Chapter H I  
3* Lins, op. eli., p. Al.
A * Wyeth, op. clt., pp. 29-30 
5* Lias, op. oit., p. 64«
5wer« sent to open Queensland** first National school at Warwick, were appoint­
ed after a short period of training at Fort Street1* John Beads'll,» abo took
over the second National School at Drayton and who later team» head teacher
2of the Briefcase Baroni School, had aleo spent a month at Feat Street • It is 
possible that other teachers who eaae to Queensland after 1859 had been train­
ed at Fort Street, but Wyeth has assembled a selection of Brasante on 
teaohers in Queensland before separation? which plaees their quality vary 
low both in training and In habits* Sons of tfceee oust have rawInsù In ths 
service after 1859» «od it is unlikely that m xqr ths newer recruits could 
hare been aery highly trained*
Another source of taadharo was the mother country* No record la avail­
able of ths masher imported up to 1859, hut it is recorded that sobs vare 
trained teachers* David Stow, speaking of his Borasi Seminary at Glasgow, 
saids
"Sixteen trainers vere .seat to Australia in 1837, and acre have 
0 0 8X1 oraerea qxqos#"
"Trainers" was Stow1! mom for his trained tnachere» This practice of 
importing trained teachers continued for a considerable tins aitar 1859 rad 
will be referred to again. Regarding the period under dissuasion (up to 
1859), it does not appear likely thet teaohers as thoroughly trained as these 
would have found it necessary to soak employment in ths react anees of ths 
tforeton Bay District»
1» Wyeth, op» oit., p. 41*2» Ibid*, pp* 63 and 95»3« Ibid», ip» 32-33 and 53-54« In the forrar place he lists twenty-eight previous occupations followed by teachers then teaching, end in botti quotes an sussing range of unfavourable comenta on their character andability by inspectors»4* Quotdd by Curtis, op» eit», p. 215»
II. THE FIRST PHASS AND THE PUPIL TEACHER SISTEM
1. Beginnings
At separation in 1859, Queensland had three National schools (one incom­
plete and one temporarily closed), ten Denominational schools, and thirty-two 
private schools^ which, in view of the fact that there is practically no re­
cord of them, must have been very small. The separation of the colony and 
the establishment of responsible government at Brisbane, however, gave a
strong impetus to immigration, and the colony grew rapidly, the growth being
2accompanied by the building of new schools . To staff these, teachers were 
required quickly. These could have been obtained, if available, from three 
sources: from training institutions already in existence in Australia; from 
overseas; and from local training.
To meet the demand, the newly-appointed Board of General Education sent 
its General Inspector, Randal Mac Donnell, to Sydney in 1861 to recruit teach­
ers there. He first visited the National Model Schools at Fort Street, but
3found only unmarried and inexperienced arsons available ; these would not do, 
as head teachers for the new schools were needed, and to such positions unmar­
ried male teachers were not appointed at that time. It stood to reason, of 
course, that trained teachers did not need to brave the rigo’irs of life in a 
new colony to find work. MacDonnell then advertised in the Sydney press. Of 
twenty-five applicants he considered five to be suitable, of whom he engaged
1. Qyeth, op. cit., p. 79.
2. The teaching force, according to annual reports to Parliament, rose from 
20 in 1861 to 325 ten years later.
3. Legislative Council Journals for 1862, Paper No. 15, pp. 13— 14-: Report 
of the General Inspector.
7two and passed the responsibility of approving the other three to the Board.
In the same report the Board said that eight teachers had applied for appoint­
ment from Sydney, but that not all had been appointed^. Recruitment from
New South Wales and England continued irregularly in following years. In its 
2report for 1864 » the Board said that there had been thirty-three applicants 
for appointment; thirteen had been appointed after spending a month in the 
Normal School and passing a satisfactory examination, and seven were admitted 
on producing "certificates of merit from the mother country"^. Obviously, 
recruitment outside the colony was not proving very successful.
The alternative was, of course, to train teachers locally, and this the 
Board commenced to do in I860, its first year of existence. Its report for 
that year said that the Board had provided for the admission of pupil teachers 
to the Central School and that already "three young persons" had commenced 
training .
The introduction of pupil teachers was to be expected, as this method 
had been in use in England for over twenty years , and it was well known by 
1860. In England, ho waver, some refinemei ts had been introduced. The first 
colleges for full-time training had been established, and some pupil teachers 
were receiving this training after completing their pupilage. In other 
places, "normal schools1 234 5had been established, at which pipil teachers 
carried out their teaching duties hut also received instruction from special­
ly strengthened staffs. The Board made ¡revision for a Normal School.
1. LCJ 1862, Paper No, 15, pp. 13-14.
2. LCJ 1865, Paper No. 12, p. 5.
3. Ibid.
4« LCJ 1861, Paper No. 5, p. 2. The Central school was the unfinished one 
mentioned on p. 8 overleaf. It was completed in i860 and put into use 
at once.
5. See p. 2 above.
8This school IMS corapleted Is 1862, near the site of thi Contrai
nchocl, which bacar» part of it, and opened la 1863*. Zt appears to hare filled 
a considerable need, as daring its first year it bed aa enrolment of orar 1,000, 
with ea average daily attendance of 4132. The first head teacher was Joba Ren­
dali, who had been bead teacher at Drayton, near Toowoomba (the second National 
school la siueensland), and then of the first Central school* Bendali took charge 
of the boys* school, while Hiss fiar garet Berry was bead teacher of the girls1 
school and held that position for nangr years3 4.
The Normal School, however, served the tros purpose of such a school for oalg 
a few years. It did accept pepli teachers fron the beginning! tea ware appointed 
la the first year* However, ao formal provision flor ¿OhlBlfig. pupil teachers was 
stade until 1872* The report of the Board for that year mabioned *the operation 
of the Training Claeses, or Normal School proper, established at the beginning of 
this year**^
la that year a Training Hester was appointed for these classes* Is submitted 
an anneal report, from which M s  duties bave been ascertained.
Trainees were of three kinds > pigili teachers, assistant teachers, and can­
didates for appointment* Since the second and third kinds were temporary, it 
will be convenient to dispose of than first*
Assistant teachers were teachers already in service who wished to paas the 
examinations necessary for either classification or, if the toachors were 
classified, for promotion to a higher dass* They reported for training each
1. Report of the Board of General Education for 1862. IXJJ 1863, p*5*
2* Statistical Tables, LCJ 1864» Paper 12, p. 3« To reconcile the difference 
between enrolment and average, it must be recalled that there was absolutely 
no compulsory education at that tinsi the figures therefore are quite credit-
3* Por a brief history of the Normal School, see Appendix I* able«
4. IXJJ 1873, P* 979.
9afternoon after school had been dismissed, and spent one and a half hours 
daily in these classes. It has not been possible to diucover whether these 
classes were voluntary or compulsory, but, as Training Master J.S.Kerr com­
plained that some candidates regarded the work "more an imposition than a
iprivilege * , it would seem that there was some element of compulsion and that 
the teachers were a little resentful of encroachment on their free time. Re­
ports show that classes for assistants were held only in 1872 and 1873. That 
such classes were held at all is unusual. It has always been the practice 
in Queensland that teachers seeking higher classification should, after 
their first appointment, prepare themselves for the appropriate examinations 
in their own time, and generally at their own expense. Except .indar special 
circumstances, for example in rehabilitating ex-servicemen after the second 
World War, full-time or part-time courses during school hours have been al­
most non-existent. This will be discussed more fully in a later chapter^.
The third class mentioned above, candidates for appointment, were "stray
adult applicants for admission who present themselves frota timo to time.
They were instructed in grammar, geography, and arithmetic. During the years 
when, according to reports, thçr were most numerous - 1872 to 1874. - eighty- 
eight presented themselves, of whoa forty-six wars adjrlttod to the service. 
Slue« thore ware 221 pupil teachers in the servine In 1874 (an average of 
fifty-five a year for the four-year course), the adult candidates could be 
described as a useful but not a major so area of teachers.
1. Report of the Training Muster for 1ü?2s LCJ 1873, PP- 1018-9.
2. Chapter VIII. Further discussion appears in Chapter X.
3. Report of the General Inspector for 1876s LCJ 1877, Voi. II, p. 275.
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Pupil teachers formed the great majority of the recruits to the service, 
even before the appointment of a Training Master. In 1861 there were five, 
against twenty teachers of higher status. In 1871 there were 131, against 
325 other teachers. Not all of them passed through the Normal School ; ap­
pointments vers male to other metropolitan schools and also in the country.
Pupil teachers were admitted at the age of thirteen or fourteen years, 
after reaching the higher classes of the elementary school. They were re­
quired to undergo a four-year pupilage during which they passed from the 
First Class to the Fourth (generally called P.T.1 to P.T.4). They taught the 
class to which the head teacher allotted the», studied for the examination 
for tro notion to the next class, and la their fourth yasr studied for admis­
sion as a Teacher of the lowest class. While the Normal School functioned 
according to its name, as many as possible came there for part of each day 
for instruction from the Training Master. In 1874, the last year for which 
the Training Master submitted a renort, the statistical tables showed that 
twenty-two pupil teachers were on the staff of the Horaal School, while 
another twenty-one were distributed among the staffs of Bowen Bridge, South 
Brisbane, Bulimba, Fortitude Valley, Oxley, and Eagle Farm, the only other 
Brisbane schools that had pupil teachers1. Thus, half the pupil teachers in 
Brisbane were actually on the staff of the Normal School; of the others, 
those from Otxley (now Sherwood), which is six miles from the city, and Eagle 
Farm, which is fotor, would not hare come in, and those from Bulimba would 
probably have remained in their own school. The others certainly walked to
1. import of the Board for 1874* LCJ 1875, Voi. II, pp. 924-6.
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the Normal School each day.
The Training Master was required to conduct classes each morning before 
school; later, as numbers increased, ha took half the pupil teachers in the 
morning and the other half in the afternoon. During the week they spent from 
seven to nine hours with him, and received instruction in reading, grammar, 
arithmetic, geography, history, music, Euclid, algebra, drawing, and dr ill ^. 
Drawing and drill were taught on Saturday mornings by special instructors; 
the remainder of the course was taught by the Training Master.
What must be particularly noted is the. the instruction set out here was 
given outside school hours, In addition, a pupil teacher carried a full load 
of teaching duties, including preparation, correction of exercises, blackboard 
work, and playground duty; and, if he came from another school to the ¿formal 
School, he had to find travelling time also. He was not a supernumerary on
the staff; he was a paid employee of the Board of General Education, respon­
si ole for a class and dependent for his promotion on a satisfactory report 
from his district inspector. Neither of the Training Masters, J. S.Kerr or 
J.S.Platt, mentioned the hour at which the morning classes began; but senior 
teachers still in the service recall that they reported to their head teachers 
at 7.30 a.m. daily - and this at their own schools; so that the duration of a 
pupil teacher 's day under the circumstances outlined above must have been 
considerably longer.
Despite the rigours of the life, recruits were numerous enough to make it 
unnecessary for the Board to consider an alternative method of recruitment
1. Report of the Acting General Inspector for 1874* LC«T 1875, Voi. II, p. 931.
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or training. Th© -.lllingness of young people to undergo such an exacting 
course may be explained in «errerai ways : -
i. Entry into the service vas easy. Pupil teachers needed no more 
than to have completed the education of the elementary school, 
ii. This vas the only way for tmay children from poorer families to ob­
tain a higher education. The only alternative vas to win one of the 
limited number of State scholarships to grarmar schools, 
ili. It was the only opportunity for mazy children, especially from 
country areas, to secure entry into one of the “white collar" 
occupations.
iv. Since pupil teachers «ere appointed to schools in their own district^ 
it obviated the need to go away from heme to find "respectable"
employment •
It must be remembered, too, that the working conditions in other occu­
pations were then much worse than they sre today, so that comparison with 
other occupations does not place pupil teaching in such an unfavourable light, 
nevertheless, no comment of the time suggested that it was easy work.
Ho evidence appeared up to 1374 that the Board was contemplating any 
change in recruitment or training, and especially aqjr introduction of training 
colleges such as bed followed the development of the pupil teacher system in 
England. A suggestion for a training collage vas made to a Royal Commission 
in that yesa r\ but the Gosmissioners found themselves unable to recommend 
any oliango in M m  existing system of training. The Board offered Its cerane nt
1. The findings of this Royal Commission are more relevant to the next sect­
ion of this chapter, and vili be discussed there. See p. 34 et seq.
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on the situation In It* report for 1374* After noting that candidates were 
being dissuaded fro?, entering the service either by the ease of obtaining 
employment elsewhere or by their inability to afford the necessary education, 
the Board vent on?
"This, however, does not appear likely to interfere seriously with the 
supply of teachers; and, so long as trained »asters can be obtained 
fresa the United Kingdom at considerably less cost than would be en­
tailed by training candidates here at the expense of the State, the 
Board will net be prepared to adopt the system of paying candidate 
teachers for simply allowing themselves to be taught.'^-
Regarding teachers Sram overseas, the Board noted elsewhere in the same 
report that In that year 20 teachers hod cone fro» that source; that in that 
year there were 590 teachers in the service; and that the number of schools 
had in that year increased by 40, representing 25 per cent, of the previous 
year's total. To regard an increase of 20 teachers fron overseas as satis­
factory, when the whole system was expanding rapidly, seems unduly naive. It 
is, however, an example of something which has frequently plagued education 
in Queensland - the tendency to lean on expedients rather than adopt radical 
treatment of shortcomings. Other examples will be noted as this history 
develops.
For that tine, however, it was clear that the Board was satisfied that 
pupil teacher training, with snail increases fren outside the State, would 
maintain the supply of teachers without any need to offer extra inducements 
to ester the service.
In 1375 Queensland passed the "State Education Act* which nade education
1, LCJ 1375, p. 922
u’'freo, sacilar, and compulsory". With regard to teacher training, the main 
points to be noted are:
i. The Board of General Education was replaced by the Department of 
Public Instruction.
ii. The Department was placed under the control of a Minister of the 
Crown, known as the Secretary for Public Instructioni
iii. Public support was removed from the "non-veated* schools - almost 
all denominational - and the Department's responsibility for 
assisting them ceased. However, district inspectors continued 
to visit these schools, and the schools continued to prepare pupil 
teachers for the State service as well as for themselves,
iv. The Department committed itself to the system of recruiting and 
training pupil teachers.
In the first year of the new organization, one major change took place in
the system of training. The Normal School ceased to have any special claim to
its name. The first report of the Secretary, that for 1876, recorded that the
2office of Training Master had been abolished in April of that year • The «ex­
planation for this was, first, that the practice of assembling pupil teachers 
at the Normal School and requiring them to spend a full day in another school 
as well was unreasonable ; this surely could not be denied. The second reason 
is somewhat startling:
"The Brisbane teachers, who, ss a body» are well fitted for the work 
of training their young assistants, were relieved of duties which
1. The titles "Minster11 and "Secretary* were used somewhat indiscriminately 
for many years. In 1957, following a change of government, the title 
"Minister for Education* was adopted.
2. LCJ 1877, p. 275. (Voi. II).
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other and less competent teachers vere required to perfora«"'*’
Here again one sees the acceptance of an expedient« The first reason 
given is unobjectionable in view of existing requirements; but the action 
taken to overcome the difficulty seems to lave avoided the real solution of 
the problem« If the teachers at the Normal School were indeed "less compet­
ent" than other teachers t surely tiny should have been replaced with competent 
teachers. Moreover, the solution was arrived at without any consideration of 
the greatest difficulty of the existing training - the Intolerable overwork 
imposed on pupil teachers« The real reason for the re-organisation of train­
ing appears to lie in the unwillingness of the Government to maintain a strong 
training institution. As a result, the training of pupil teachers devolved 
from that time upon individual head teacher's; not, indeed, without reward, for
it was announced that a head teacher would be paid a fee of five pounds for
2every pupil teacher who passed his annual examinations • This fee, the report
warned, was to be regarded "not so much as a remuneration for the services
given, as a honorarium for the successful discharge of the proper duties
3appertaining to the position of State school teachers."
At this point the official attitude may be summarised! 
i« A training institution for teachers was not necessary. The 
special training ^ Lven to Brisbane pupil teachers could be re­
duced to that given those in the country«
U .  No special staff was necessary to train teachers; the duty
could be added to the other duties of the regular school staffs*
1. Ibid.
2. LCJ 1376, pp. 398-9« 
3« Ibid.
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ill. It was not U »  duty of the Gcrvermsnt to help teachers obtain 
a higher education.
In all of this a clear contradiction should be noticed. A separate 
training institution was apparently unnecessary; but its discosti nuance im­
pe H a d  the Government to give teachers who trained the pupil teachers the 
”honorarius* mentioned above, although this was held to be part of a teacher's 
ordinary duty. It would have been more honest to have said that such teachers 
were undertaking special responsibility and were being paid for it,
&• The Growth of the Punii Teacher System.
1The Royal C omission mentioned earlier had this to say about the train­
ing of teachers
"We are not prepared to reccsmead any substitute far the pupil-teacher 
system now in use throughout the primary schools, and in regard to 
which the evidence is» on the whole, favorable. But we advise that 
a central training institution should be established, and that aay 
scholars who desire to become teachers should have opportunity, on 
passing a qualifying examination, of residing and studying there at 
the expense of the State, but on tbs express condition that they shall 
teach in the primary schools of tits colory, for three years, after 
the termination of their training course."*
The Govemsent accepted the first part of this, and went on with the 
existing scheme of training pupil teachers. The second part received no 
official notice at all* On the contrary, the existing training institution, 
such as it was, gave up its special training function and thereafter differed 
in no way from ary other large primary »shod which trained its own ptqpil 
teachers. The attitude of the Board of General Education to the new proposal
1, p, 12,
2. LCJ 1375, Voi. I, p. 543
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has already been quoted .
In 1 6 %  the new Department of Public Instruction promulgated a comprehen­
sive set of regulations governing the conduct of schools and the duties of 
teachers. Tirase regulations Included a section dealing with the requirements 
for promotion in the service by neons of examinations, and the requirements 
for training pupil teachers. This was at least a step towards making training 
more uniform. Previously, all the help country head teachers received was a 
copy of the course of study^.
Using these regulations as a basis, and remembering that the system of 
training did not alter greatly throughout the period daring which it continued, 
it is now possible to discuss the training in detail* The following account 
is based on the regulations'*.
Pupil teachers, if male, were to be fourteen years of age, and if fanale, 
thirteen years. They were appointed in the first instance on probation, and 
were required to pass in order all the examinations for promotion to the four 
classes, fron the first or lowest class to the fourth or highest. They could 
be admitted to axy class provided they could secure 60 per cent, of the marks 
on all examination papers for that class and were of the appropriate age (a 
year above the requirements mentioned above for every class above the first). 
Failure at any examination resulted in repetition of that class tira following 
year. For admission they had to produce a certificate from their teachers as 
to moral character and fitness, and every year thereafter a certificate of
1
1. p. 13.
2. LCJ 1875, p. 626.
3. LCJ 1676, pp. 394^908.
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punctuality, diligane«, obedience, and attention to school duties and studies.
The detailed requirements for araanlmtion are sat out in Appendix II.
In general, they comprised what eay be described as a good elementary educatici 
together with acne rudimento of secondary education in the third and fourth 
years, when pupil teachers studied either mathematics (Euclid and algebra) or 
Latin. These additions vere only for nales j moreover, females were required 
to take less arithmetic than nales, as Appendix H  shows. This peculiar con­
dition applied also to promotion examinations for teachers, and persisted for 
many years'*".
Professional training consisted of Instruction in the teaching of the 
subjects of the primary school curriculum and in practical teaching of the 
pupil teachers’ own classes under the supervision of the head teacher. The 
practical teaching was tested by the district inspector on his annual visit to 
the school. In the third and fourth years the pupil teachers were required to 
study a chapter of Currie’s "Cccsaon School Education*! In the third year the 
chapter was "The Art of Teaching” : in the fourth, perhaps significantly, 
"Discipline".
Having passed tbs examination for admission into the fourth class, the 
pupil teachers spent their last year in studying for admission as a teacher 
of Class III. The schedule for Class HI, also set out In Appendix II, shows 
that it was somewhat similar to the later Junior Public Examination, although
1. There are three possible explanations for this. Girls were required to 
study needlework, which boys did not take. Girls were generally given the 
lower classes of the school and so were not expected to have such a high 
standard of mathematical knowledge. Anri it was a oesmen nineteenth century 
idea (which is not yet dead) teat girls were less mathematically minded.
3.9
the equation ia very rough, and the standard for Class III vas probably lover.
The low level of academic achievement required of pupil teachers does not 
mean that they had an easy tine. Sarliar discussion of the training at the 
líorml School^ Mentioned the long hours and the great efforts required. When 
training vas left to individual head teachers, the scese situation existed.
At this point the earlier discussion nay be euqpeaded somewhat''’.
A pupil teacher vas expected to report to his head teacher at about 7.30 
a.ra. dally. Be then received about three-quarters of an hour's instruction in 
cither school management or sonte of the subjects of the examination for which 
lie vaa studying. When dlaniseed, he vent to his class-room and prepared his 
day's work, setting out blackboards, assembling material, ani all the other 
preparatory duties of a class teacher (and he would be punctilious in these 
because his head teacher would supervise this part of his work as well as his 
teaching). At assembly tins (9*30 in Queensland schools) he brought his class 
into school and proceeded to teach till 4 p.a., with some tine spent on de­
tention, playground supervision, record-keeping, and the like. When all his 
children had been sent harm (not earlier than 4 p.m.) he returned to the head 
teacher for a further three-quarters of an hour's instruction. In addition to 
all this, he had to fiad time to correct exercises of various kinds, to urite 
up his daily programe and notes of lessons, and to carry out miscellaneous 
school duties as directed by the head teacher. Be was then free to go 
hone, and he spent most of his evenings, if he wished to satisfy the require-
1. pp. 10-11.
2. This description is baaed partly fron criticism gathered fron various 
sources and included in Appendix X U ,  and partly from recollections of 
older teachers who served as pupil teachers.
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snenta of Ida examiners, in study towards the next annual examinations and in 
doing such exercises in examination subjects as his head teacher might have
set.
But for minor alterations in requirements and conditions, the system of 
training so far described persisted veil into the twentieth century, and 
further description appears unnecessary.
The pupil teacher system furnished the service with the bulk of its teach­
ing force for many years. Between 1861 and 1890, according to the annual 
tables of statistics attached to tí» reports of the Secretary for Public In­
struction, the percentage of pupil teachers in the total number of teachers 
fell only twice to just below 25 per cent, and on three occasions it rose to 
over 40 per cent,, the highest being 42*3 per cent, in 1878. With the onset 
of the economic depression of the early 1890's, the percentage fell abruptly 
to a minimum of 9.4 per cent, in 1894« During the depression the Department 
simply ceased appointing pupil teachers at all as one means of saving money, 
and had to make up the deficiency in 1896 by appointing 100 pupil teachers 
on probation^. Eventually the percentage rose to 30.3 in 1901, fell to 13.9 
in 1906, rose again to 25.2 in 1916 (when many classified teachers were 
absent on war service) and remained at about that level until the end of 
the war. There were several reasons for the persistence of the system, and 
these will be discussed presently. It should be noted, however, that opposit­
ion to the system appeared fairly early and gradually Intensified over a con­
siderable period. Som of this opposition cams from the teachers themselves.
1. "(Queensland Educational Journal", Hay 1896, p. 1.
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Before 1390, little was found to expresa the teachers1 2point of view. In 
1391, however, the first teachers1 publication appeared. The Queensland 
Teachers1 Union'*', soon after its formation in 1390, began to produce a section 
in the "Civil Service Journal", the monthly organ of the Colonial public ser­
vice. This section came out until 1393, when the depression brought publica­
tion of the "Journal" to an end. In 1396 the Union began to express itself 
through the "Queensland Educational Journal", a monthly publication brought 
out by a company of teachers, and this continued until the "Educational 
Journal" was taken over by the Union itself in 1923 and became the official 
publication of the Union under the nane of "The Queensland Teachers' Journal".
In its various phases, the organ of tlua teachers of the State service 
spoke out rigorously against the pupil teacher system. Consents cane from 
those who suffered most from its those who had been through the pupilage, and 
those who, for £3 a year for each successful pupil teacher, spent up to 350 
hours a year training than. These comments were generally forthright and 
often made with considerable invective. They often revealed facts which did 
not appear in official reports; for example, they made comparisons with other 
places:
"In Edinburgh.... if pupil teachers are to rank as staff, the dspart-
2meat allows 25 pupils to each pupil teacher."
Tliis sort of information was set off against what prevailed in Queensland:
1. The Queensland Teachers' Union is the official association of teachers In 
the State service and other persons whose salaries are determined by 
"The Teachers* Award - State". At the tine of its formation it was a 
voluntary association. Since the introduction of compulsory unionism in 
Queensland it has been the body to which the overwhelming majority of 
State teachers belong.
2. "Queensland Educational Journal", May 1396, p. 16.
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In the Bam year It vas reported that at the Cantami schools one pupil teacher 
had 76 in his class, another 73, and a third 70, while this state of af fairs 
was "by no means peculiar to the Central schools
Further criticisms deplored the length of the pupil teacher *s day, tí» 
amount of study called for by head teachers, and the onerous teaching duties 
imposed on what were little more than children« One speaker at the Union 
Conference in 1396 described tí» system as "little short of white slavery"2 .
Opposition cane also from within the department itself. Until 1931, the 
annual reports of the Secretary published extracts item the annual reports of 
district inspectora. How it seems reasonable to assume that these men would 
find the pupil teacher system good if anyone did. They had risen in ouoy eases 
from tí» pipil teacher ranks. They were closely associated with the actual 
training through their -visits to schools. And they were men of nature years 
and experience, such as are inclined to become conservative and to see the 
best of existing situations rather than the worst. Yet their reports frequent­
ly referred to the shortcomings of the system and only rarely praised it. 
They did not take the sane line of critici« as that of the teachers) Indeed, 
as active servants of the Department they were United in what they could say. 
However, they were quick to see weaknesses in training. They noted the Units 
imposed on head teachers by the pressure of other duties. They noted the 
tendency of head teachers to restrict pipil teachers to the lower classes and 
so to restrict their experience. And very often they noted the load of work
1. Ibid., December 1399, p. 3.
2. Ibid., February, 1396, p. 4. Further criticisms nay be found in Appendix
m .
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and study imposed on pupil teachers by the requirements of their training^ •
Despite the opposition expressed by both teachers and inspectors, the De­
partment maintainod the pupil teacher system with only minor changes. Before 
discussing the persistence of the system, it slight be desirable to consider 
whether in fact it was notably persistent. Caspar iron with otter education 
systems supplies the answer.
In Sngland, pupil teachers had first teen appointed before 1840^. In 
1346 "Queen's Scholarships" were introduced^ by which some pupil teachers were 
enabled to take full-time courses at training college«. After 1870, school 
boards set up pupil teacher centres at which pupil teachers were assembled for 
Instruction in classes, either in the evening or on Saturdays. In 1834 it was 
provided that pupil teachers should teach for only half-time, the otter half 
being given to day-time instruction in the centres, soo» of which developed 
into county secondary schools. By 1907 it was common for secondary school 
pipila to proceed direct to a training collega, or to become "student teachers", 
practising for half their time in elementary schools and studying at their own 
secondary schools for the other half. By 1907, on the otter hand, no steps 
at all had been taken to provide pipil teachers in Queensland with any füll­
time or half-time training, either professional or academic.
New South Wales, like Queensland, relied heavily upon pupil teachers 
during ti» nineteenth century, but before 1900 there was a scheme of scholar­
ships by which seme of them proceeded to training at Fort Street (Sydney) for
1. For detailed comments by inspectors see Appendix III.
2. See p. 2.
3. Barnard (1949) H. C. A Short History of English Education. University of 
London Press Ltd., London, pp. 215-13. The following summary of English
practice is taken from that source.
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moa and I boriato na for wowonT. By 191& all students were receiving at least a
2year*s training on entering the service • Although U m  pupil teacher system 
seems to have persisted more in Victoria tina la Hew South Vales» some pupil 
teachers ware being sent to the training college lay 1900^. A training college 
vas established la Western Australia in 3.902, although pupil teachers and 
"Monitors11 continued to be appointed for meiçr years; monitors were appointees 
who spent a year in a primary school before going to college^. In 1906 Tas­
mania introduced en ambitious scheme by which monitors were appointed to 
schools at the age of fourteen, then spent a year there, after which they spent 
two years in the college, a further two under the head teachers who had origin-
5ally selected them, and then a final year in college •
It is not suggested that these schemes, in their early years or for years 
after, catered for all pupil teachers* What is important is that, while all 
the other places mentioned had made substantial improvements to teacher train­
ing, Queensland had made no effort to reconstruct the original system*
1* ésMoi&.Isr.. the leyaAfttansa <?£. tiae PupU  Tgaster, fonrtem»
Several reasons, both social and administrative, can be adduced for the 
long persistence of the pupil teacher system in Queensland, the chief of which
1* Crane, A. R., and Walker, V* G. (1957). Pet«* Boards Eia Contributions
to the Development of Education in Hew South Vales* Australian Council 
for Educational Research, Melbourne, p* 59»
2* Ibin*, p* 71.
3* Anchen (1956) J. 0* Frank Tate and Bis Work for Education* Australian 
Council for Educational Research, iblbourne, p. 38.
4* Moaaonsen (1955) David* Teacher Training in Western Australia* Australian 
Council for Educational Research, Melbourne, p. 12*
5. Reeves (1935) Clifford* A  History of Tasmanian Education. Australian 
Council for Educational Research, Melbourne University Press, Melbourne, 
p. 98.
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appear to Imi tbs following*
i. In Australia there lam never developed the tradition of streng local ®ov- 
araaenfc which exists in naigr older countries. From the beginning» the penal 
character of the population and the military character of the government pro­
duced centralization, and early settlors tended to look to the capital for 
directions and the provision of official services such as education. There 
was, therefore, less tendency for strong local education centres to develop in 
which training institutions could have been set up, at least until the cen­
tralised pattern of State education had been firmly established. This was 
particularly true in Queensland because of the great distances involved, and 
the easiest solution to the problem of training teachers was the one the 
colony adopted.
ii. The system was cheap. In one district in 1392 the average salaries of 
teachers in three State schools ware respectively £132, £108, and £116*. At 
the sane tine, the following average salaries were paid in other governassi 
departments la the aas» district* Customs, £222} Post Office, £177) Telegraph 
Deportassi, £190} Court Bouse, £296) Lands Office, £240« Sons of the dis­
crepancies arose from the fact that the average salary for head teachers in 
the district was £274 while the average salary of heads of other departments 
was £405» and salaries of assistant teachers ware net high. However, the 
presence of large numbers of pupil teachers, non* of whom earned £100 a year, 
made education definitely the cheapest service available. That cheapness in 
education was attractive to the government is shown by the comment of the 
Secretary in Ms report for 1396, when he thought it worth while to say, "The 
whole cost of primary education ..... is 6s. per head lower than the oorras-
1. The figures in this paragraph were taken Aram a quotation firam the Govern­ment Mine Book by the Teachers* Section of the Civil Service Journal, September, 1893, p. ID.
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wording rate of last year....!jl. Ha bad tbs grao« to point out further on
that this was only temporary, and was caused ty the appoiatfaneab of "a large 
number of pupil-teachers on probation"« Bob the tone of M a  renarka indicate 
satisfaction with the reduction of cost« On the other hand, the "Queensland 
Educational Journal*, in a scathing editorial, called this "a questionable 
eecocey"1 2. Even allowing for the depression, the view of the "Journal* M eno 
reasonable.
iii. The system did in fact satisfy the needs of at least acne of the young 
people and their parents. Records of the period indicate that it was always 
easy to find an adequate wacher of fanale pupil teachers, 1st sales ware harder 
to find« This any he ««plained by the feet that pupil teaching, as well as 
being perhaps the only opportunity to obtain some education above the ordinary 
primary school standard, offered girls a "respectable” occupation «ithrat 
leaving homo, as pupil teachers were trained in their own local school, and 
for a long tine there was no comprehensive transfer ay atea. A a the pupil 
teachers were paid a salary far work perforated and not an allowance during 
training, they were nadar no bond and could leave when they wished« Sons girls 
at least crust have considered the career of teaching as an avenue to a respect- 
able marriage - often the only avenue which would take than out of the labour­
ing class of the population« Been for a n y  boye firoa poorer ¿tallies, pipil 
teaching was the only way to take a step, however anali, out of the labourizy 
or saall-furmlng population.
iv. Tradition played some part in retaining the cystam« Within a few yea» of 
its introduction, aost of the tasche» in Queensland schools w e »  so trained,
1. LDJ 1397, Voi. n ,  p. 5.
2. QEJ May, 1396, p. 1.
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and there is a strong human tendency to look back kindly on one *8 sources and 
to hope that the next generation shall misa none of the good influences which 
foreed the present one. Son» teachers at lsast thought well of the system.
Sere still do. In discussion with teachers who went through a pupilage,
ooEsaenfcs like the following are often nades
“We had to work hard but we really learnt to teach.“
"We leamt the value of thoroughness.*
"We were not spoon-fed like today’s students.“
"We learnt early to accept responsibility and bacane expert at con­
trolling classes."
"Our training was practical, act academic and theoretical."
Sore at least of this was true; and it is also true that mazy teachers 
trained under the system have remained among the beat in the State and here 
adjusted themselves easily to the changes of recent years. It is also true, 
however, that others form the backbone of the most conservative element of the 
service and resist violently any change» however reasonable it aey appear. One 
must feel also that there is sorethlng of the rosy tint of reminiscence about 
these comments. Ons must also notire that they say much by what they omit; it 
is far rarer to hear such teachers commenting on the quality of their education 
- at least the education the pupil teacher system conferred cm them; and they 
tend to praise the system for what it did not do - which includes many of the 
’lost commonly approved needs of present-diy teachers.
V. It is only fair to point out that the period fire® I860 to 1935» when tbs 
last pupil teacher disappeared from the records of the Department, was a diffi­
cult one for a new colony. After acre prosperity up to the 1880’s, aided by 
gold discoveries but interrupted by economic and climatic difficulties,
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Queensland. suffered a series of droughts, floods, sad other natural setbacks, 
culminating in the depression of the early 1890's. Soon after case the South 
African War, then th» first World War, the disturbed state of business which 
followed the war, and the world-wide depression which began in 1929. All of 
these affected education; either they caused social disturbance and uncertainty, 
or they affected the amount of money available for government services, so that 
econoay and possibly retrenchment followed. It is undoubtedly hard for govern­
ments to resist wide-spread demands for econoay; but there is some evidence
that services like education are too often the first to suffer and the last to 
1regain lost ground •
vi. Host, if not all, of the reasons given would have been valid in other 
placea, «od it is not enough to say that all these bore more heavily on Queens­
land than on ajy other State. It would appear, therefore, that some other 
reason intensified the pattern already set down. This reason appears to be the 
official attitude.
For a quarter of a century the Depart*»nt of Public Instruction was under 
the control of the same two permanent officers, <7. G. Anderson and David Swart. 
Anderson and Swart were district inspectors when the Department was established 
in 1875, and became respectively Under Secretary (the chief permanent officer) 
and General Inspector (despite its nans, an administrative rather than an in­
spectorial position) • Anderson retired in 1905, and Ewart in 1909, having been 
passed over at Anderson's retirement in favour of J. D. Story for the position
1. The early issues of the "Queensland Educational Journal", immediately after 
the depression of 1893 and up to 1900, contain mazy contrasts between the 
state of educational services and that of other government agencies at the 
time.
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of Under Secretary. Anderson and Ewart submitted official reports to the
Secretary each year, and these were printed with the Secretary's raport among 
the year's Parliamantary papers. Fro® these reporta the impression is gained 
that both men fell victims to an occupational risk of higher public aerviea. 
They cane to assome a proprietary interest in the system they served. This is 
perhaps not bad up to a point) hut it tends to sake the persons concerned un­
duly keen to assert the virtues of their systea, to lose a s u m m  of balance 
about it, and take criticism as personal Instead of constructively impersonal. 
Anderson's reports reveal this only occasionally, Ewart's strongly sai frequent­
ly. They show hin to have been conservative, stubborn, and opinionated) but 
they also show that he was not above adopting expediencies to suit the views 
of his political chief.
From Ewart's reports the impression is gained that he paid lip service to 
higher training for teachers, but resented fiercely any criticism of the pupil 
teacher system. His eocansnfca on training colleges often damned them with very 
faint praise, mainly on the ground that they would act suit Queensland1. The 
only time before 1900 when he came out definitely in favour of a training 
college was when his Secretary seat him to investigate colleges in the south, 
and it appeared that the government was of a mind to establish a college in 
Queensland. Soon afterwards, when a change of government the proposal,
Ewart abandoned his temporary support for the college.
It stood to reason that the Parliamentary bead of a government department 
would accept the advice of his most senior permanent of floors; and, when that
1. See p. J8 and Appendix HI, pp. 288-9 .
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adrice ves strongly in  favour of the continuance of the existing sta te  of 
a ffa irs , i t  vas very d iffic u lt for outside c r itic s  to  overéeos the o ffic ia l 
resistance. I t  mist therefore be concluded th a t the determining reason for the 
persistence of the pupil teacher gjrarfcesa in  Queensland vas simply th a t o ffic ia l 
opinion took an extremely long tin e  to  accept Ideas which had been accepted 
almost everywhere e lse .
¿» XM Baalim fig the BtfflL TtMter &afe»«
Prior to  1900 son» small e ffo rts vare nade to  improve the system. In  
1391 State scholarship holders a t Grammar schools sere encouraged to  enter the
service by the offer of appointment on a  pupilage of tuo years instead of
1four . In  1898 i t  vas decided th a t fren the next year other Grassaar school 
studente v ith  three years of secondary education would be granted the same 
concession • And a fte r long pressure from the Teachers* Urden and others, i t  
vas conceded tha t pupil teachers an probation and la  the f i r s t  and second 
classes should be reckoned as only h a lf a  teacher when computing s ta ff  a llo t­
ments to  schools^.
Two large changes brought shoot the «ed of the system. In  19L4 the Teach­
ers* Training College was opened^, and in  1930 "student teachers" entered the 
service.
Student teachers vere f i r s t  referred to  ty  the Secretary in  h is report for 
1920*. They mare v irtu ally  pupil teachers with a  secondary education. After
1 . LCJ 1891, Voi. H , p . 2302 . LCJ 1£9S, Voi. I I ,  p . 3403» Departmental aamorandtm from Under Secretary to  S taff branch, F ile  "Train- lag of Teachers", undated, in  1930 f i l e .4» See Chapter I I I ,  p .4? , and Chapter IV.5. Queensland Parliamentary Papers, 1921, Voi. I ,  pp. 642-3»
obtaining an "approved* pass'*" In the Junior Public Sbcarimtior, they vera ap­
pointed to their local State schools for a scholarship of tuo and a half 
years* During this time they were trained like pupil teachers by their head 
teachers» and studied for the required subjects of the Class HI esaalxmtlon. 
Their task here uas lighter than that of the pupil teachers» as they received 
credit for subjects passed at Junior level as being equivalent to the corres­
ponding subjects for Class III1 2, so that in some cases at least all tiny had 
to eenplete vers the professional roquire^ eots of Class HI - School Manage­
ment, Music, Drill, Writing, and Sewing in the case of women. However, the 
sana objection could be lodged against student teacher training as against 
pupil tnarimr trainings that it varied with the individual bead teachers*
Until the Training College eane into full operation, however, the sebeas pro­
vided a useful addition to existing recruitment.
Forty-three student teachers were appointed In the first year, 1920, and 
the mantera grew far a number of years. In the first year, thirty seven were 
appointed la country centres sad six in Brisbane, sad ths scheue throughout 
continued chiefly to give opportunities to country students. Numbers ross to 
a peak of 1963 la 192b ani fell slowly to 135 la 1930. The sebease then came 
to a sudden end. Ia 1931 there ware only nineteen la the service, la 1932 
six, and the last one was recordad la 1933*. As ths College had basa for sods
1. In Ms report for 1921, the Principal of the College defined an »approved* 
Junior pass as *a pass la not fewer than six subjects, which shall Bnellah and at least tinea of tbs following*- Arithmetic, Geography, 
History, Algebra, and Geometry.*
2. Following negotiations among ths Deoartasnt, the Union, sad ths Senate of ths University. Sea also Chapter V , pp- "£$4-5..
3* Figures taken fron the amami statistics of the Department. They do not, 
of course, represent aissml intakes, bat ths total nabar of student 
teachers at any stage of their two-aad-o-half year scholarships.
4* A modified student teaohsr sebeas to anst the poet-war teacher shortage la 1990 sill be diseñe— d when dealing with recent develoD— nts In TeaelnrsCollege. See p. 110 et seq. •
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years taking ovar an increasing pert of the total training, and as the de­
pression of 1950 severely affected recruitment, the end of the sóbente was in­
evitable.
Before its final abatement, the pupil teacher aprima enjoyed a farther 
period of popularity with the Deportment. At the end of the first World War 
the service underwent a re-organization following the return of teachers Aron 
war service. It will he recalled1 23that the percentage of pupil teachers in 
the service had increased considerably during the wr to fill the gaps left 
by teachers on war service. After the war a policy of cconoey was introduced, 
and admissions to the service were suspended. In 1923 the Secretary saldi
"At the end of 1922 an irreducible nisdaun had been reached, and
during 1923 it will be neoeaaary to re-open the doors ly Which 
candidates for the teaching profession my enter the service ofthe Department.“2
Adm.iss1.on of piçdl teaohara then reeosaeneed, and the naher in service, 
which could have beni score rapidly reduced bed acre use been »de of the 
Collega aid the student teacher scheme, fall slowly for several years. They 
did fall with increasing speed until in 1929 they represented only 3*1 percent 
of the total mvnber of teachers. After that, appointments were only sporadic. 
In 1922 itere were thirty-five pupil teachers out of a total teacher populat-
i
ion of 4,236; in 1933, twelve out of 4*268) and in 1934 there were only zxins^. 
The last official report of ary pupil teachers was that of the Secretary for 
1935, when there were two left) no pupil teachers were recorded thereafter. 
The system died hard, but it was dead at last after having survived without 
basic alteration for over sixty years.
1. See p. 19*
2. 1923, Voi. I, p. 724.
3. Figures from the annual, statistical tables of the report of the Secretary.
m - aw. TO-™ m m m .
Full-tlE» training for teachers in England developed aitar 1840, üben Key 
and Tufnell established the Battersea Training College. Introduction of Queen's 
Scholarships soon afterwards accelerated the movement towards college training1 *3’) 
and, when Kay-^ fcittleworth became first secretary of the Committee of the Privy 
Council, he appointed as district inspectors of schools nan of scholarship, in-
dependence, and enli^ rtewaeofc who worked for oomider&ble good in the inproro-
2neat of education and the training of teachers . Subsequent administration, 
however, following the advent of Robert Lows end "payment by resulta", reversed 
earlier developments and emphasised efficiency in the elementary schools at the 
expense of breadth of education.
Study of educational developments in Queensland during the first years 
after separation suggests that the emphasis on soonesqr sad efficiency was rare 
to the taste of the Board of General Education than the provision of wide 
education) end, of course, it nust be acknowledged that neither the aen nor the 
□ateríais were available in the colory for rare then a nrtnfattn education. At 
all events, it appears thet the English nee of pupil teachers was acra to 
Queensland's taste than England's development of training eoilegse.
There was, however, sobs agitation for a review of education in general in 
the colozy. A bill was brought before Parliament in 1874 to terminate aid to 
non-vested (principally denominational) schools^ . The Bill aroused hostility
1. See p. 3 above.2* Leese, Johns "Personalities and Power In fagli ah Education", Chap. HI.S. J. Arnold and Son, Ltd. London, 1952. The above represents the substance of the chapter) It is not a quotation.3. Wyeth, op. cit., pp. 118 foil.
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both within Far liame nt and outside, and was put aside for six months. This 
gave the opportunity for a Royal Commission to be established "to inquire into 
the working of the educational institutions of the colony11. This was the
Commission which recommended a central training institution for teachers, al­
though it did not recommend any substitute for the pupil teacher system1 234.
2Many witnesses were examined . While considerable confusion of thought 
existed, it is possible to make some assessment of the general views of the 
time, and of conditions existing in the mother country at the same time.
J.tí.Kerr, head teacher of the Normal School, had been trained in Glasgow, 
where, he said, very few students paid their way, being either Queen's Scholars 
or bursars. The scholarships lasted for two years, and a third year could be 
obtained to attend the University. Kerr recommended that pupil teachers in 
Queensland should each
^be a lowed one year to hinaelf or herself, so as to have more than a 
schoolmaster's idea of their work. Nearly all of our young teachers 
know master's work, but their general reading is very little indeed;
1 think that a year's reading should be given, so that they will have 
a orosthing to fall back upon ...*3
Later he recommended a training colle* for ex-pupil teachers
■where they would study for half a day and be kept to teaching for 
half a day, as they would soon drift away from teaching if they 
were not kept in practice. "4
Contradictory as these are in parts, they at least show how a senior teacher 
then in service saw the weakness of the existing scheme.
David Ewart favoured the establishment cf a training college for pupil
teachers who had completed their pupilage, and the award of scholarships to
1. See p. 16 above.
2. LCJ 1875, Voi. I, p. 543) the evidence In full, rp. 569-745; the full 
report, pp. 535-855.
3. LCJ 1875, Voi. I, p. 599-
4. Ibid. Note the confusion with the official attitude quoted on pp 15-I6 above.
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snabla them to study there1. But J.S. Platt, then Training Master at the Nor­
mal School, considered that the training given to students cf English training 
colleges was inferior to that given to pupil teachers in Queensland, and
thought that a boy was better off training in a primary school than receiving
2higher education in a grammar school . District Inspector Campbell thought 
that pupil teachers should be brought to Brisbane far the last year of their 
pupilage, where "they could not fail to learn a great deal which would be of 
advantage to them, if they continue to teach.
It seems, therefore, that official opinion waa than moderately in favour 
of a training college but saw much in favour of the existing system, while 
views in favour of a college still linked it closely with pupil teaching.
Thus the Commission's decision^ was probably to be expected.
The only recommendation for radical changes in training came from Jerome 
William Long, the teacher in charge of St James's non-vested school in Brisbane, 
Long was training master to the uncertificated or untrained nuns who were being 
trained for service in parochial schools in (Queensland. He recommended the 
Irish system of training. In this, the pupil teachers spent two years in 
model schools, then taught as assistant teachers for two or three years, after 
which they came to the Central Model Schools, Dublin, for five or six months 
of higher education and teaching practice'*. This recommendation evoked no 
comment from the Commissioners.
On the question of higher education for teachers, the Commission again
1. LCJ 1875» Voi. I ,  p. 619. Ewart's changes o f  attitude will be referred 
to on several later occasions.
2 . Ibid., p. 625.
3 . Ibid., p. 609.
4. See p. 16 above.
5. LCJ 1875, Voi. I ,  p. 633.
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raccived sisad oviderx». Kexr doubted vbstbar university education weald bene- 
fit ti» service, as lt would be too herd to protect the right« of older 
teacher o' - an attitude which has too often prerented the introduction of new 
ideas in education« Ewart asserted forclhly that his education at a training 
college in Scotland vas superior to a B«A. course la a university, and consider­
ed that university education would not be necessary^. Platt doubted whether 
Mghwa* education, however desirable it might be for the individual, would 
benefit the service, especially as he felt that the country would i» paying for
In short, the tico had not arrived whan a full, well-rounded education was 
considered the right of every teacher, at whatever level he night teach« Even 
J. 0« Anderson, then a district inspector, and hiawelf university educated, 
thought that a university education “would ha very advantageous to the cause of 
education, but the es^ penee would press very heavily on those who wished to 
beoexae teachers«”^  Higher education, in the aínda of all those witnesses, was 
3ooething to bo acquired at the expense of the individual, not with the assist­
ance of their eBfdnyer} and in this, of course, they ware producte of their 
tine«
It is interesting to note, however, that the Gcemlsaion was much acre 
definite on higher education than it farà been on teacher training« Cianea 
m m  of their report stateds
■We therefore recommend the immediate foundation of a University 
with a fined annual endowment."?
1« Ibid•, p. 603•
2. Ibid., p. élÇ.3. Ibid., p. 625«
4« LCJ 1375, Voi. I, p. 592. 
5. Ibid., p. 544-
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Am tim CoiMùssieesrs gave aa am of ttwdr reasons for this ths followings
•If the future teachers of Queensland be brought into contact vitti 
the professors of a tfeivereity, and be required to become mashers 
of such an institution« its liberal training vili eventually permeate tbs whole educational system of the colony.*!
This recotrriftaäction« however« received ne support et all fron the Govern- 
next of the tine« and most be to some extent set down aa a pious hope rather 
than aa a serious proposal« as far as official opinion vac concerned*
It is probable that tbs Commission of 1874 had sobs affect on the State 
Education Act of 1875* A® far as the training of teachers was concerned« how­
ever« all that emerged was a ecapeehenalve set of regulations for the training 
of pupil teacher«« which have already been discussed2. The regulations laid 
down that the head teacher should conduct criticism and demonstration lemons« 
and defined the courses for higher classification esuaimtione'*. The newly 
established Department of Public Instruction was held responsible for nswltring 
teachers seeking promotion« but not for providing díase« in srranr! ration sub­
jects; far these« teachers bed to sake their own arrangements* Bo mention was 
mads in the regulations of a training: college*
The subject was again discussed at another Boyal Coradraiea« this tine in 
1888 "to inquire into the general working of the Civil Sendee0* Six senior 
teachers were ecsuained by tMe Comisaban« «ad five aggressed themselves in 
favour of a training college^ * Burnt« however« was very reserved in his recom­
mendation of a college; in fact« Me evidence at this Commission was extremely 
defensiva« ani bears out tbs suggestion nade in Chapter TL that he had idaafcifih
1* Ibid., p. 546*
2* Chapter XX«
3* See Appendix XX*
4* LCJ 1888« Toi. I, p. 141.
Mraself so oloealy with th» existing system tin t he fe lt  ary criticism  o f i t  
to  be directed a t Mb pereom lly* J» S, P latt, by than *  d istrict inspector, 
had nothing to recoBsend except an extension o f t í»  pupilage to  five  yaars 
instead o f four1 234.
Th» Ccaanisaioasrs again found themselves unable to reoqgnaad th» establiah- 
aest o f a training colleges
"We fu lly  sympathise with t í»  reasons advanced as to  the necessity 
o f aneli an institution , hut reluctantly admit our Inability to 
reocmnaad such a sabão» at present, as we are o f opinion that aadatdag circumrstanoos do not warrant t í»  expenditure i t  would 
involve.*t
Ewart had t í»  opportunity in  h is next area»! report to  defend t í»  existing
ayate»«
«Th» advantage possessed by t i»  hoc» trained asa, in  addition to 
eojaavfaat broader attainments, consists mainly in  their power o f 
handling large classes, a power which cannot ha u tilised  in  our 
snail schools, and by the time that each o f then has a claim by 
seniority to appolstasffit as head teacher o f one o f the large 
schools . . . . .  the experience gained by t í»  colon ial youth in  the 
service has probably made him the equal o f t í»  other for our 
purpose
Be then proceeded in  t í»  sane report to addace further arguments against 
a college. These were mainly that numbers were too esa li to ensure the success
o f a college, which would provide "an in ferior and make-believe sort o f train­
ing ........only sligh tly , i f  at a ll, better than is  got by practica in  our
schools."^
More and »ore one senses excuses rather than reasons la  th is sort o f argu- 
NHgk* S tatistics refute Eusrt's Maina. Zn 1888 there wore 199 ml© and J$8
1. LCJ 1838, V oi. I , p . 331.
2 . Ib id ., p . 132.
3 . hCJ 1889, V oi. I , pp. 1102-3.
4 . Ib id ., p . 3203.
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rasale pupil teachers la tla State service1 2. Assuming a reasonably even spread 
over tli® four years of the course, about one hundred pupil teachers would have 
been ready for appointment at the beginning of 1389» If we allow for those 
who would have failed their final examination, and for those who would not 
have wished to attend, the number would be reduced} but some compensation must 
surely be made by assuming that more students, particularly in Brisbane, would 
have been prepared to attend a college, especially some who had had a grammar 
school education. It would appear that enough students could have been found 
to establish a viable institution} but official opinion was set firmly against 
one.
That is, for the moment . While the publication of the Commissioners * re­
port did not produce any definite reoonmendation, it evidently stimulated some 
thought, fen* in 1339 David Quart was sent on a tour of inspection of the edu­
cational facilities of the neighbouring colonies} and on bis retura he submitt­
ed a report which indicated a very different attitude firma that which he had 
2
previously shown •
In New South Wales he found two training colleges functioning, mud in 
Victoria one, with »twelve district training schools". So fiar, ha said, he had 
been still of the mind that training colleges could be supported by only the 
more populous colonies. In South Australia, however, he found a situation 
which obliged him to change his mind:
»It was not till I visited South Australia, after being in Victoria, 
that I saw occasion to alter ay opinion regarding the advisability 
of training our teachers, or rather the feasibility of doing so, 
ite being worth while to do so, in such and so amali a service as
1. Ibid., p. 103?.
2. LCJ 1390, Voi. I, p. 332.
AP
oura. The Principal of the Training College takes the English 
subjects and mathematics. He id assisted in training college 
work by the boadmaster of the practising school adjacent to the 
college. The University professors are relied «pon for solanos 
teaching. **3.
Swart then proceeded to eat out a working scheme tor a college for Queens­
land! this in worth quoting in som detail if only for comparison with his 
other statements j
*1 think we could afford to train at present 15 or 18 students 
par anatra, and I do not think ua should sat out with a lass 
amount of training than a two years4 course. Tbs current ex­
penditure would he the salaries of a principal and rise-principal, 
the rent or interest on buildings, and the allowance paid to the 
students for hoard. The University professore would assist, as 
soon as that institution is established ..... Sosos visiting oastars 
might asad to he provided for a year or two till wa gat a University 
to lean on ..... Ultimately, as a permanent Stats institution, the 
training college should consist of too separate establishments, 
one for malee and the other for females. In which the students 
of each sex should he boarded and taught separately. About a 
third of the time of the students should be devoted to the theory 
and practice of school management aid the art of tmirhlng, and the 
rest to literary work."2
This can only be described as a somersault. To «plain such a somersault 
in such a man, it is necessary  to note that other inflnenees ware at work. In 
the first place, the State teachers ef Queensland bed formed a Union in 1889 
and held their first annual conference in thet year. At that conference they 
passed snaniaoaely a resolution requesting the a firtahU absent of a training col­
lege, and urging strong arguments in favour. These ware so strong thet the 
Secretary for Publio Instruction quoted then in his report for the year^. He 
noted that the Union bed criticised tbs severity of conditions for study» tbs 
absence of assistance for training, the lack of literary attalaaente of pupil 
teachers, and tbs absence of the "borei and social advantages that a collage
1. LCJ 1890, Voi. I, p. 832
2. Ibid.
3. LCJ 1890, Voi. I, pp. 779-780
tra is in g  confers upon a student", Whether or not th is  um  tèe  deciding in flu ­
ence, the Secretary not only eorsasated a train ing  college, but net out estima­
ted costs (£4,300 per an n a ), enrolment (30 per «noas for « tuo yean* course), 
allowances (£40 per anona liv ing  a t home and £00 liv ing M gr firm berne), 
e lig ib ility  ("pupü-teeefaars ubo bad completed th e ir apprenticeship" ) , end 
arrangements fo r a  practising school. He concluded, by saying outright 1
"I propose to  place on the E stiastes a  sus of £3,000 to  establish  a  Training School fo r Teachers, and to  pay th» capense o f con­ducting i t  fo r the f i r s t  half-year”.
This was defindis enough; end i t  assos to  explain Swart’s  reversal. His 
farliam sntary head f avoured a  train ing college, end so i t  u m  expedient fo r 
bln to  put M good a  faca as possible on the ubale situa tion , Zt la  not sug­
gested th a t the Teachers* Union had in  i t s  f i r s t  year the power to  sway either 
the Department or the Government so strongly m  th is ; hut i t  m a t be noted 
th a t th is  was the f i r s t  occasion on which teachers were able to  present an ar- 
gaodeed body of opinion to  o ffic ia l minds, and i t  seems flair to  cred it th is  
opinion w ith sons of the Influence which produced the o ffic ia l change of 
opinion.
However, i t  um  not as easy m  th a t to  obtain a train ing collage. The 
Secr etary raking the report hare referred to  u m  Charles Posers, in  the Govern­
ment of B. D. Moretead. In  August, 1990, th is  government vent out of office 
following an adverse vote in  the House, and u m  replaced ty  th a t of S ir S , V, 
G riffith , with W, 0. Bodgkinson as Secretary fo r Public Instruction, When 
Bodgkinoon'a report for 1990 appeared in  1891, there um  not one single word in  
i t  which indicated th a t a train ing  collega bad ever been considered. Kor um  
there aqy consent on the matter firm ary of the departmental o fficers whose
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reports accompanied the Secretaries* What Bakes the position acre peculior is 
that Griffith, while In opposition in 1039, had pressed for the establishment 
of « college and a vuai-rersity^.
However, before contemning Griffith too severely on his reversals, it 
should he remembered that the colorar was at the time rapidly approaching a very 
severe economic depression* In his speech et the opening of Psrllanent In 
June, 1890, the Governor, Sir Henry Hornea, said«
“It is a natter of sarifcrsne regret that during the period of the re­
cess the ooloqjr has been visited by a series of Hoods of uqpre- oostod mgnitude, cenaing greet sal widespread lessee* these, 
following a prolonged season of drought, have severely affected 
the well-being of the coloxy.n^
In addition to three natural disasters, the coloxy was suffering a period 
of financial stringency* Previous gaveraaan&a had borrowed largely, and the 
colony’s credit had fallen* Griffith*# goeeranent found itself faced with 
depression, sad, far fron expending ortuastlnml services, hagan a programs of 
Totrsnabswit in all hrsashss of the governassi service* The Opposition pressed 
Hodgklneon hard on the question of a training college, hut he said flatly that 
the proposal had been struck off the Estiastes "sinply bsceuas of the present 
financial position of the oolory**^* He did go on to say that the proposal had 
only been postponed, but gave no hope that anything would be done in the near 
future*
It is possibile that, but for the depression, Griffith's governassi would 
have geme ahead and built s college. However, the busi uses and working classes
1« Queensland Parliamentary Debates, Voi» LVHI, p. 1065«2* Ibid., Voi* LO, p* 2*
3* Queensland Parliamentary Debates, Voi. Hü, p. 1339»
oalijo» wer« in financial distress and principally concerned to precorro vfaat 
they could of their own welfare, Teachers* promotions had been held vp to save 
ncney, and actual salary reductione had been imposed, iddio the suspension of 
recruitment had increased the difficulty of their duties} it would therefore 
have been an added source of irritation to introduce an expensive new system 
of training even if there had been anyone to train. The “Civil Service 
Journal* and its successor, the “Queensland Educational Journal*, speaking for 
the Union, were often bitterly critical of the government, and each amami 
Teachers' Conference passed the resolution calling for a training college} but 
it is fait that, under the eircvrastaaees, this was the maintenance of a prin­
ciple rather than the expression of ary hope of concrete action.
A further Royal Cqnmlaalon held in 1091 to inqpdre into the possible es­
tablishment of a university reoonmendad “lunediate action towards the found­
ation of a University for Queensland*, and “the establishment of an Agricult­
ural Collega, a School of Mines, and a Training College for Teachers without 
delay*1» Ae wae usual, a vary large nasa of evidence was taken. Relevant to 
the training of teachers, it is to he noted that four Teachers' Associations 
(the forerunners of Onion Branches) made submissions to the Commission In 
which opinion was entirely in favour of the establishment of a collega and its 
affiliation with the university^ , David Ewart and J. G. Anderson ware again 
before the C cmmlaslon. On this occasion, Swart was wholeheartedly in favour of 
a collega, but Anderson found it difficult to «ms hour enough pupil teachers
1» LCJ 1091 Voi. II, p. 19At Clauses 1 and 16 respectively.2» Ibid, p» 372.3* Ibid. pp. 371—2.
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eoulà be released for training without embarrassing tre service
The recommendations of the Commission were noted, bit that is all. The 
period from 1890 to 1900 continued to be one of financial stringency, and the 
onset of the South African War proved the next impediment to new developments. 
In 1902 the Teachers' Union took it3 annual motion in favour of a college to 
the Minister, to meet opposition on new grounds, or rather grounds which had 
not been stated for many years; that it was not the ¡»raotice in other walks of 
life for men to be {«id for being taught. To this the ^Queensland Educational 
Journal" tartly replied that the nation needed soldisrs and sailors, but did 
not expect them to provide their own guns, instructors, and military colleges .
In 1904 the Minister convened an Educational Conference, attended by De*
partmental officers, district inspectors, and representatives of the Teachers'
Union. The Conference considered some three hundred questions put to it, and
did so in five days. On teacher training, it recommended the reduction of the
amount of work required of pupil teachers, and
"the establishment and adequate equipment of a collage for the 
training of primary and secondary teachers, the college to be 
eo constituted as to facilitate its becoming a school of the 
proposed Queensland University.
The proceedings of the Conference were reported in an appendix to the re­
port of the Secretary for Public Instruction, but the Secretary had no consent 
to offer on the recommendations. The "Educational Journal", however, discussed 
the affair at length and with considerable disillusionment. It appeared that, 
when the Conference was becoming overloaded with work, it was resolved that the
1. LCJ 1891, Voi. II, p. 194* Clauses 1 and 16 respectively.
2. QEJ, April, 1902, Voi. Vili, p.2.
3. Queensland Parliamentary Papers, 1904, p. 280.
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recommendations ani unfinished buainosa be handed orer to an Advisory Board 
which vas to be sat by tbs Minister. The "Journal“ pointed out that no such 
Board was to be established, and in fact, it was not established*.
David Ewart produced another reversal at this tine. In his report at the 
tios of the Conference, he resumed his earlier lake-worm attitude to a training 
college, and neat on to present as many arguments as he could to show that its 
establishment. was neither necessary nor possible. In his argument he vent over 
old ground« too mzy pjpil teachers would have to be withdrawn from the service, 
and the establishment of a anali college would nil itate against the advantage 
of college life in enabling students to "knock each other's earners off; there 
would be a danger of producing prigs without the ability to fit lato real lifa"?
This, however, van almost Ewart's swan song. In 1905» the Ondar Secretary, 
J. G. Anderson, retired. In M s  place was appointed, not Chief Inspector Evert, 
but the Chief Clark of the Department, John Dougins Story. For a fallar ac­
count of Story's work while in this position until he beoaae Public Service 
Corani «stonar and later Vico-Chansel lor of the University, readers are referred 
to Wyeth's "Education in Queensland*. Far the present it nay be statdd that in 
his first years he vas associated with considerable changes in the structure of 
State education in Queensland.
In ths report of the Secretary for Public Instruction for 1906 appeared 
evidence of new blood in the Department. Story prepared a scheme for the re­
organisation of Queensland education whioh referred for the first time to State
1. QEJ March, 1904, Voi. H ,  p. 233.
2. QPP 1904, p. 191.
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High seboola in addition to Gramar schools1 2345) a nodifleatlon of tbls scheme In 
1908 included State High schools and evening continuation els sees as aranaes 
to the univarsity. As will be shown, there is a strong presusptive relation­
ship between the proposed establitóeent of State High schools and a training 
soilage.
A farther straw in the wind was the appointamst in 1907 on Swart's retira»
asset of Bagisald Haber Hoe, previously hsadnastar of the Brisbane Gramar
2School, as Inspector-General of Schools • In his reports eaa he found frequent 
references to the need far a higher level of education for teachers^. Ha left 
readers in no doubt as to the need for bringing even primary school teachers 
into the scopa of any university which might he set up.
Meanwhile a University Congress had h e m  held in Brisbane In 1906. It 
was well attended by leaders of the various sections of the ecansunity, and 
representatives of the Teachers1 Associations were successful in having added 
to the Tsecamndation for the early establishment of a university a farther 
recoBPendatlon "far an affiliated Training Collage for Teachers, and for a 
degree or diploen in the Theory and Practice of Education*^.
In the same year, A. H. Barlow, täte Minister for Public Instruction, cir­
culated a confidential proposed ochen© for college training^. Briefly, fas 
proposed that young people should, adargo a three years1 course at a gramar 
school in receipt of bursaries) that they should then pass the crawl nation far 
Ptgril Teacher, Class 3, and serve for two years as P.T.3 and F.T.4; that the
1. <WP 1907, Vd. I, p. 235.
2 . qPP 1909, p . 274.
3. <4FP 1911-12, Voi. n, p. 33 for «aaaplc.
4. OBJ December 1906, Val. XII, p. 177.
5. Unclassified Departmental correspondence antedating tira present Departmental 
filing systcu.
Mgheet thirty of ti» group 1a each year should than receive a year’s training 
at a trainili collega; and that they should than ho appointed to Class H I  (the 
lowest class of teacher) as if they had served a four year’s pupilage, it the 
sane tine, J. D. Story was sent to examine altea far a college, and recom e ndad 
the old Survey Building in William Street. The outcome of all this, however, 
was that the proposal was submitted to Cabinet, but, no decision having been 
nade, tí» papers vare returned to Hie1 23 4'.
The only officiai refero»» to this and to seas inquiries the Seeratary 
circulated among head teachers at the earns time was in the Secretary's report
for 1906*
"A scheme foar the octahiiahwent of a training collage far teachers 
was prepared by the Department, but owing to the large expenditure
involved la granting deferred gmrie promotions to-teachsrs tbs 
establishment of the college had to be deferred.**
The legacy of a depression is often hard to remove. Deferment, however, 
could not he such longer continued. The nove for State High schools, fore­
shadowed in 19063, gathered force in the next few years, and the presumptive 
relationship between that and & training college was confined by the Secretary 
in his report for 1909*
”••••• With the establishment of High schools sad the general
expansion of Secondary and Technical education the necessity for 
a Training College becomes increasingly urgent. For tí» upper 
classes of High schools, graduates will be necessary} end it 
will be so much the better if those graduates are teachers who 
have been trained in the State schools and Training College.*4
And in Ids report for 1911 the Secretary was even more emphatic*
1. Departmental Minute of 7feh April, 1906, and marginal notes thereto.
2. OFF 1907* p. 1243.
3. See o, 45-46.
4. QFP 1910, Voi, n ,  p. 493.
"If the» Collega le not soon ostahllahed, our odao&tioTi eystok. 
particularly In the higher tranches* will suffer aerloualy."'
Hoveral factors combined to oponte lore, The proposal for State High 
schools (the first six «ere established in 1912) neant that thee® schools would 
be la direct competition with granear and daaoninational schools at the second­
ary level, end their prestige would suffer if their staffs could not beer eon- 
parlson with those of their non-State rivftls. 0caparison in both lay and pro­
fessional Binds depended (as it still does) on aeadaadc qualifications as well 
as on teaching efficiency. Further, the University of Queensland Act bad bams 
passed in 1909 and the first classes net in 1911. to give the TMveraity the 
impetus of early success, it would be necessary to encourage as aajy able 
young people to miter courses there as possible, and tbs provision of firea 
State secondary education was one way of up tha rafter of potential
undergraduates. Finally, the Qwivoraity Act provided that tha Senate was re­
quired
*tc allow ouch persons training for the position of teacher ae nay, 
from time to tine, be approved by the Governor in Council to attend
the tcaLversity without fees lvor the purpose of graduating in Arts 
or Science or obtaining the Diplomi of Education.1,2
Thus the Govenananb had an entirely new reason for establishing a training
college, and a cheap naans of having teachers trained. Tbs Secretary accord­
ingly wrote to the Chancellor to notify his that the Goveranaat intended to 
avail itself of the provision of section 21 of tha Act quoted above and setting 
out the training schema to be adopted**. This softens will be discussed in the 
next chapter. At the sane tia» the Secretary told the Chancellor that a
1. <ffP 1912, Yd. I, p. 879.
2. QFP 1910, Yol. II, p. 495.
3. Letter in unclassified Departmental correspondence, 1906-1913, dated 10th 
June, 1913.
Training Master would be appointed to attend to the practical training of the
teacher-students.
The Training College opened in 1914.» forty years after the first Royal 
Ccndssion had recoraaended a "contrai training institution" and twenty-five 
after the Secretary for Public Instruction had announced that be was pi*«iw|r 
on the Estimates a mm to meet the costa of the college for its first six 
months. The reasons for the delay ware several» and not all of then were with­
in the control of ary govoraoant. Yet, despite national crises and natural 
disasters, it seems undeniable that the critical factor most of the tine was 
that coapouad of oonaerratisnn and self-satisfaction which was so evident in 
early departmental administration.
&' THS TEACHSBg » mranc COIÌ^» MULIIIM
1« Mwrsite
As woo pointed out earlier^ , England and acme at least of the Australian 
colonias rocruitod their training college students ft*» the ranks of the pupil 
teaohers» Queensland, on the other hand» \Aen at last it did establish a 
collage, passed over the existing pupil teachers and instituted what at the 
time nuat heve been a rare method of recruitment* The first students at the 
College vare natrlcuLated perseas with qualifications to proceed directly to 
degree courses.
In his report for 1912, issued in the first half of 1913, the Secretary 
for Public Instruction explained at length hov a sehne for establishing a 
training college had been devised1 2* In brief, It vas as follows. Section 6 
of "The University of Queensland Act of 1909* provided for the establishment 
by the Governor in Council, within the University Domain, of any State educat­
ional institution, and that that institution when established should be affil­
iated with the University. Section 21 of the sane Act provided for attendance 
without peynenb of fees of any persons who had passed the entrance examination, 
and who were approved by the Governor in Council for the purpose of training 
as teachers, so that they might graduate In Arts or Seienee or obtain the 
Diploma of Education.
Using the powers conferred on Mm by these sections of the Act, the 
Secretary presented the University with a scheme whereby University Teacher 
Scholarships would be granted on the same conditione as open scholarships to
1. Pp* 23 at seq.2. QFP 1913, Voi. I, p. 1339 ®t seq
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the University. Students who had passed the Senior Public Bxnud nation and who 
had applied far scholarships would he appointed for two years; fifteen scholar­
ships were offered for salsa and ten for fanales. Scholars vare to undertake 
tbs ordinary course far first and second year Arts or Salmee, with the 
proviso that their subjects had to be approved lay the Minister. Of the twenty- 
five scholars, ten (sis malea and four fonales) vere to be allowed a third 
year to ocnplete their degrees, and five (three sales and two females) a fourth 
to take the Diploma of Education. In the event, since the Ripiena was not 
established for maisy years, the fourth-year scholars proceeded to Honours 
courses in their faculties. To assist the provision of educational studies, 
the Deportment of Public Instruction was to pay the Senate £300 per amasa to 
permit the appointment of a University Lecturer in Education and the eetafcliab- 
nent of ocursos In Logie, Psychology, and Education. Again in the event, most 
of the study in these fields was done within the Department of Philosophy in 
the Faculty of Arts.
Use University Teacher Scholars were expected to spend the academic year 
on University studies, and diving the long vacation to undertake teaching 
practice and instruction In profeaaioml work under the direction of the De­
partment; their year thus coincided with that of the State schools. Details 
of training will be discussed in section 2 of this chapter.
The eventual destination of these scholars in the service was indicated 
by the Secretary in the same reports
"Che students who attend the University for two years will in 
ordinary course be appointed to Primary schools, while those 
who couplet® three-year and four-year courses will be avail­
able for State High end Approved Secondary schools t provision 
is thus made for teachers in both Primary and Secondary schools.*
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However, as far as can be ascertained ftreo teachers' lists and from dis­
cussion with teachers, the seberas proved much more one for secondary than for 
primary schools. In any case, even had the — d—  of fifteen teachers a 
year been sent into the primary servioe, it would have been a long time before 
they would have exercised much influence on the service ae a whole.
It will be noticed at once that the conditione of the scholarships were 
suited Ideally to students who had just completed their secondary education. 
The Secretary, however, drew attention to special provisione for persone el- 
reedy in the service. Pupil-teachers desiring to mstrleulste were to be per­
mitted to attend without payment of fees, classes at the Central Technical 
Collage in subjects required for matriculation, and pupil teachers in the 
country were to here a similar concession for correspondence classes at the 
same College. For married teachers, scholarship allowances were to be doubled. 
(Allowances were £52 a year for students living away troa heme and £26 a year 
for those living at heme, rising to £65 and £59 in the fourth year, so that 
married teachers were not being very liberally encouraged to undertake Uni­
versity study). These special provisions were to operate for a transition 
period of three years.
The scholarships were advertised in a Departmental notice of 7th August, 
1913, with a section drawing attention to the special provisions for tsaehers 
in the service.
The nest report of tba Secretary stated that, on the results of the Senior 
Public Ebaunination of 1913, six male and thirteen female candidates gained 
scholarships, while five male teachers who bad previously matriculated had 
also been granted scholarships1. It seems obvious from the numbers that not
1. QPP 1914, Voi. I, pp. 1365-6
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raaiçr « 1 »  candidates wer« forthcoming, as three scholarships set down fear miss 
were actually giren to females. This la perhspa understandable, as teaching 
xep to that time had not been a very attractive ear— r in Queensland and young 
men whose parents could support tima to University level probably sought sore 
desirable professional careers. However, tbs first year's Intake aseos in tbs 
circumstances satisfactory,
Hot «naturally, tbs "Queensland Educational Journal* vas jubilant at 
seeing the outccao of its long advocacy of a college. In a leading article, 
however, it expressed qualified approval3, of tbs scheme ss it stood. Tbs art­
icle pointed out that one requirement for a scholarship was a language other 
than Fìngi lab at Senior standard, and that very few pupil taaebara would have 
been able to attain that standard. The "Journal* suggested that another 
special provision should he added to those alraac^r nada: that for three years 
Latin be not a requirement for a scholarship«
This suggestion was never accepted by the Department. It la hard to a—  
how it ooold have bean. Teacher scholars bad to asst other University under»- 
graduate# on equal terns, and it would scarcely have beca reasonable to aspect 
tbs ¿Senate to relax its entrance requiresants to such an extant - especially 
ab a tiae whan Matriculation standards vara high and placed strong enphasls 
cm language. 0*» nay conclude that tbs "Journal” was expressing an attitude 
tAdch has often been expressed among teachers la Queensland - sad which indeed 
1b very ©canoa everywhere - that any new scheme must protect fully the 
interests of teachers already in the service. It is always hard to get exist­
ing practitioners to accept a sebos» which is entirely for tbs future, and
1. OBJ Voi. XX, June, 19H, pp. 41-2.
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to persuade than that in a atte» auch as tha one under discussion, iddi* some 
may be better off than before, none will be worse off. What teachers in the 
service hod to accept m a  that it would be impossible to develop any scheme 
wteroby eras a sizeable minority of then could obtain a course like the one 
offered to Teacher Scholars, üuçr of than ware not qualified to apply, «ad 
max? of those had, through domestic or professional responsibilities or the 
nere passage of tine, lost uh&t interest or ability they previously had, ao 
far as higher education was concerned. It is true, ee will be discussed in 
the chapter dealing with the further training of teachers, that little sympathy 
for their condition was shown by authority; bist the University scheme use, and 
could only bo, one for the future. The "Journal’s” complaint was in some 
measure answered by the report of the Principal of tha Training College for 
1915« He gave figures to shew that at tha beginning of 1916 there ware eight­
een first-year, ten second-year, and ten third year students enrolled, and 
west on to says
"It is unfortunate that of fifty-five^ trainees of this class, 
ao small a proportion has been drawn from the rank of State 
school teacher, only nine having been obtained from this source.
L.*2
Obviously, the eches® was not attracting naay practising 
indeed it could hardly be expected to.
tmneharn,
& further point from the Principal's report is tbs fall in numbers of thia 
Icind of student. Be mentioned the offset of the war on reeruitßenttj and in­
deed many young men who would otherwise hove undertaken higher study had gone
1. The detailed figures, it will be noted, add to fifty-four. Bo explanation 
of the discrepancy was given.
2. qPP 1916-17, Voi. II, p. 147. The eaphasla is this writer's.
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to war. The schon© continued to attract only flaw candidates. The figures
wcres in 1914» twenty-four scholÄrships granted out of twesty-five offered)
1915» «ierren out of twenty; 1916, eighteen; 1917, twelve) 1918, twelve) 1919,
thirteen; and 1920, twelve, all out of an offered twenty. In 1919» the Under
Secretary, J. D. Story, wrote in reply to an inquiry fire® a member of the
State Parliament about the possibility of further scholarships in 19201
"The whole question of the'training of teeohers is now under con­
sideration, and it is doubtful whether twenty Teacher Scholarships 
will be granted in future to the University.
“So far as tí» High Schools «re concerned the eqpply of tendere 
is fairly adequate for them and it will not now ha possible to 
absorb twenty trainees into the High Schools each year.“l
The whole of this suggests that Departmental thought was moving away fire® 
this type of training. The second paragraph supporta the previous contention 
that this was « scheme for training High school teachers, sad not for raising 
the level of all. Finally, in his report for 1922, the Secretary saldi “Fro® 
the end of 1921 no additional Teacher Scholarships have been granted upon the 
aforesaid conditions.“1 2 3 That is, on the conditions laid down in 1912.
During its life, however, the University Teacher Scholarship scheme re­
presented a praiseworthy effort to enhance the status of teachers and espec­
ially the status of teachers In State High, Schools.
2* MTgrgitor.,,Trates ¿»BtoPiibu (*>) Training.
As stated in tí» scheme for recruitment of teacher scholars^, it was 
intended that they should be füll members of the student body of the University
1. Departmental File, “Training College Scholarships" 1 letter of 7th August,
1919.
2. QFP 1923, Vd. I, p. 716.
3. p. 51.
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anã therefore their studies were planned so that the balk of their time during 
the academic year was devoted to University work, while additional profession­
al training ani teaching practice were provided during the long vacation. As 
day students, the scholars were able to enter into the extra-curricnlar activ­
ities of the University, and to obtain personal contact with the staff such as 
has been denied to all but a few of the body of Queensland teachers.
As training developed, however, and facilities for the study of education 
at the University were United, the College itself took over the duty of trai»* 
lug in educational theory as well as practice. The duties of the college, in 
fact, were threefold: to arrange and supervise teaching practice; to arrange
the study of the theory underlying that practice} and to enable students to 
meet the requirements of the classification examinations of the Department of 
Public Instruction. The duty of ti» University was to enable the students to 
proceed as far along the road to a degree as the length of their scholarships 
allowed.
Regarding classification, it should be recalled^ that at that time the 
teaching service was classified into three classes, and promotion was obtained 
through the passing of Departmental examinations. When ti» University was 
established, it became clear that ti» structure of Junior Public, Senior Pub­
lic, and University examinations was fairly similar to the existing structure 
of Class I H ,  Class H ,  and Class I. Approach«» by the Department and the 
Teachers* Union to the Senate had resulted in the following arrangements being
1.2. Details of courses are set out in Appendix II, pp. 284-6.QPP 1912, Voi. I, p. 877} also QEJ, October 1911, Voi. XVII, p. 133.
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i« Where the subjects of the examinatione corresponded, the Glass III and 
Junior Examinations vere regarded as mutually equivalent, 
li. The Class II and Senior Examinations vere to be autuaUy equivalent, 
ill. The University was to take over the sauri wing of Claas X candidates, 
the subjects being at the standard of First Year Arts or Science.
This meant that University teacher scholars had, generally speaking, eos» 
plated the requirements for Class H I  and Claas XX by completing the Junior 
and Senior courses at their secondary schools, and their studies at tibe Uni­
versity vrould include the requlrcaenta for Class X. Only occasionally, soste 
student would cesse up without acme required subject at Senior standard, and for 
these the College provided special classes. In addition, the Department re» 
frained the responsibility of testing candida tea in Claes Teaching and Theory of 
kiucation, and acne ins traction vas given in ansie and drawing, and needlework 
for women.
From College tine-cables compiled in 1917 by the Principal of the College, 
the follcwlng detalle of training vare obtained1.
During the academic year (from March to Bovember), students vere free for 
University study every morning and two afternoons a week. On the remaining 
three afternoons, they spent an hoar each on modal and criticism lessons, music, 
education, and perspective, unless they had already taken Departmental examin­
ations in those? wesson also spent two hoars on sewing. During that part of the 
school year which lay outside the University year, first-year students took a 
full time-table of College studies. These were mainly «fricational» the study
1. The time-tables are set oat in Appendix 1ST, dealing with courses given at 
the College. See pp. 295-4.
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of educational reformers, school method, history of education, and logic; in 
addition, students received instruction in ansie, phonetics, sud perspectiva, 
and woman spent three hours a week on sewing. One afternoon was taken up with 
teaching practice, one with observation practico at schools, and two perioda 
(about an hour and a half) tiare set apart for criticism lessons. No reference 
was aade in the tine-tables to scholars in their second and subsequent years, 
but a letter firm the Principal to the Deportment in 1917 indicated that during 
the University year they undertook modal and criticism leseóse, and before and 
after tens tiny did contimelo practice in schools radar the Department1.
Two difficulties appeared as the training of teacher scholars developed. 
Discussion with a member of the original College staff has revealed what might 
hove been expected. Although the meabor o f students was never large, and their 
courses had to be approved by the lEndster, the diversity of subjects taken by 
them at the University made it very difficult to assembla them for College 
training during term. This tended a little to make them University rather than 
College students, although it was possible to develop College spirit to an 
appreciable extent. The other difficulty was that some of the students, es­
pecially in their higher years, appear to have concerned themselves more with 
their studies than with their responsibilities to the Department. It became a 
frequent practice for students who had failed their University examinatione to 
seek exemption from the continuous teaching practice so that they could study 
for supplementary eacaainatiom. In the letter just quoted, the Principal saldi
"At the end of last year, of nine second year students, six were exempted fresa continuous teaching, and of sixteen first year
1. Departmental File, "Training Collega Scholarships” t letter dated 29th March,
1917.
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students nine were exempted; in each case on account of failure 
in one or more subjecta of their University examinations neces­
sitating further examination in the following March.
■This lose of continuous teaching amounts to six weeks in each
c a s e .... This loss is having a deteriorating effect on the
practical value of the student as a teacher, and I would re­
commend that all teacher-students be informed that in future 
exemption from continuous teaching will, not be granted."
Further letters in the same file, however, indicate that the Department 
continued to grant exemptions. It was not till 1920 that the Principal was 
informed by the Department that 'only students who have two or more compul­
sory subjects to pass in the March examinations are exempted from continuous 
teaching.*1 23
Notwithstanding the difficulties, the whole of this scheme was a magni­
ficent step forward in training Queensland teachers and enhancing their status. 
It is a matter for profound regret that the Government saw fit to terminate 
the scheme as soon as the supply of High school teachers seemed secure.
The scheme was a radical departure from the previously-held view that teach­
ers who desired higher qualifications should assume the entire responsibility 
2for obtaining them , and its abandonment indicated a return to the previous 
view - a reversal which was not corrected until well after the second World
3
ver . It may be that the Government feared to set up an "elite" within the 
primary service and, seeing no hope of providing for all, sought safety by 
providing for none. It is sad that authority saw no place for teachers of 
higher education in the primary service unless they were prepared to educate 
themselves. The abandonment of the attempt to integrate the Training College
1. Departmental letter of 31st January, 1920: Departmental File, 'Training
College Scholarships'-.
2. For fuller discussion of this view, see Chapter Vili below.
3. See Chapter IX, "Departmental Fellowships", p. 178 below.
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with the University aad to endow teachers with the prestige of University 
training ended what was perhaps the loftiest view cf teacher training ever 
held in this State. Moreover» it ie an example of the regrettable practice 
of resorting to expediency mentioned in the jreface to this history. As soon 
as an emergency had been met, the means of coping with the emergency were 
dropped without consideration of the intrinsic value of those means.
3. Extending College Training to Primary Teachers 
(a) The Most Urgent .’leed
The State primary schools were in 19H  staffed mainly by teachers who had 
passed through the stage of pupilage, some of whom had gone farther by passing 
the Departmental classification examinations. For the time being, official 
action (or rather lack of action) indicated that this situation was, if not 
desirable, at least necessary and tolerable.
The operation of a training college for the small number of University 
teacher scholars enrolled was obviously uneconomic. Although the Government 
made no effort to follow the practice elsewhere of offering College courses to 
pupil teachers, it saw an opportunity to improve the conditions of a group of 
young teachers whose plight was even worse. They have not been mentioned pre­
viously for the simple reason that what they received does not merit the dig­
nity of being called training at all. These were the head teachers of small 
country schools.
It had always been difficult to staff such schools with qualified teachers. 
Sane of them were provisional schools, where the possibility of a stable atten­
dance was so slight that parents had to meet the whole cost of building or ob­
taining a school and the Department provided the teacher and equipment. Other«
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ware one-teacher otate esehoola» The demand for trained toachars la larger 
3ohoola ubare their efforts could be extended to larger group* of pupils, and 
the imdllingneen of such teachers to accept appointments in the country, 
rendered it necessary fear the Department to recruit untrained persons for the 
specific purpose of becoming head teechare. The incredible truth vas this. 
Young people eighteen years of age or over1 vere invited to take a special ex­
amination for the purpose of qualifying aa teachers of aneli schools 3 this 
examination uas at the standard of primary education« They mere then given a 
period of six weeks in a State school observing the work, practising teaching, 
and learning what they could about school management^ . At the end of this 
probation, if they received a satisfactory report from the head teacher, they 
vere appointed as head teachers. Their only- training thereafter uas received 
from the district Inspector on his annual visits, and their study vas dons 
entirely alone - if they did any at all.
The situation vas aggravated during the early twentieth century with the 
tendency of more children to seek higher prlnery education, and further aggrav­
ated when the compulsory age of attendane« at school ves raised from twelve to 
fourteen in 1912, after which it was quite likely that acne teachers in small 
schools lacked the educational attainments which their senior pupils were seek­
ing. The district inspectors did what they could by spending as much tis» as 
possible with young teachers and by organizing short schools of instruction at 
centres in their districts. For example, the Inspector-General reported in 1913 
"last year ovar 100 teachers of small schools were gathered in classes
1 . IÄT 1399, P. 1165.2. <4FP 1903, Voi. Z, p. 493« It should be acknowledged that in 1911 the Secretary for Public Instruction regretted the brevity of the probation and recomendad that it be increased to three months. (QPP 1912, Tol.I, p. 364) Ms recommendation vas not taken up.
of eight iy the different inspectora at osateea la their districts 
for a 'week's practical and theoretical instruction la their school 
duties. The verdict of teachers and inspectors vas unanimous as 
to the value of these Instruction classes, and they are likely to 
be continued, lio doubt the results would be acre thorough and 
sacre lasting if tho time given to this work ware longer, but as 
the inspectors have ¡a&cy other duties, and the small schools have 
to be closed during the absence of their teachers, this extension 
of time is hardly- practicable. All these arrangements show that 
the Department is alive to the importance of advancing by all 
reasonable means the culture and professional skill of its teachers »*••*
One can only say that this arrangement vas some lagar evoment on what teach-
are of sgeli schools had previously received.
In Ids import for 1913» the Secretary noted the difficulty of staffing 
small schools and training their teachers, and ite used to provide the best 
possible education fear children in those schools because of their Isolation free 
other cultural advantages. Be vent on to sayi
"With that rad la view, the Department has instituted in the Training 
College for Teachers, courses of six months' duration for the train­
ing of teaohars who will take charge of the small schools. Entrance 
to these courses is by competitive examination ..... An approved 
number of teachers already in osali schools are allowed, on applic­
ation, to join the courses. In all about 80 teachers par annum 
arc being trained in this way and X regard this work as one of the 
most useful in the College
Again one is impelled to coement that, if the Government vere deeply con­
cerned about the quality of education to be given to country children and the 
usefulness of the work done at the Collega, then the Govmramuxt had token an 
unconscionably long timo to do anything constructive about it.
Candidates for Short Courses, as they ««re colled, vare invited to sit for 
the examination by advertisement. They vere to be mot under eighteen years of
1. QFP 1914* Voi. I, p. 1373
2. QFP 1994, Vel. I, p. 1355
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age, and. vere required to alt for examinations la "Beading and Comprehension, 
Penmanship, Arithmetic, Geography, and Snglish, including Grammsr, Composition, 
and Spelling, up to and including the requirements of a pupil of the Fifth 
Class at the end of third half year
Candidates already in the service were generally obtained by application 
on the reooniaendation of the district inspectore, who were directed to recen- 
mend candidates, preferably fonale, who ware sound and of average health, 
poeseeolng "natural teaching qualities* and "sufficient intelligence to under­
take ... the subjects of the Clam 311 axssdaation*, and who were, in the
ease of females, not likely to leave the service to be neniad ia the near 
future1 2,
Sxcept the last, these provisions sec» reasonable | the last night have 
involved the Inspectors in either amborr&ssasnfc or duplicity. The insistence 
oa females seems odd also, as males, generally apealti ng, are better prospeots 
for penaanenb service, and the fact that they ware required for solitary coun­
try service would have aedo it preferable to recruit nales. The point, however 
is not important. What is important is that at last an effort had been nade to 
boring mare adequato training to greater numbers of teachers.
The advertisement just mentioned also stated that candidates selected for 
training would be paid allowances at the rate of £26 per amam if living at 
borne and £52 if living away from heme. If successful, they would be appointed 
at & salary of £100 tat nales and £30 far females, firm which they could, by 
passing the required examinations, attain the classified salary scale. This
1. Copy of sdvortiscBaent, Pqpsrtaaental File "Training of Teachers" for 1918. The class mentioned was that reached ly primary school pupils at the age of about thirteen and a half.2. Letter to all district inspectors from the Under Secretary. 20th Nov., 1916 (sane file). Other information in the file suggests that these ware notthe first occasions of ccssaunloatlon or advertisement.
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neant that the offer of a Short Course to & serving teecbsr ves not particular­
ly attractive, although it would prabably attract candidates who had difficulty 
in securing other enployaant. The advertisement also stated that the best of 
the successful candidates would be selected for the College course. The others 
would, aa bafore, serve a six weeks* probation and receive appointments to 
siaall schools.
These arrangomatn posed certain difficulties in providing the kind of 
training required. In the first place, since only the best were to be appoint­
ed to College, those most In need of help would receive the least help. More­
over, the nixing of entirely untrained appointees with those fro» swell schools 
did act make for homogeneity in the student body. The Principal of the College 
had something to say about this in hie report for 1915«
"The College staff has no control over the eelsctlon of Short Couree students. Those drawn frc© the unnla sal fled teachers of mail schools of late heve been of doubtful premise, and coopere badly with their untrained fellow students of tbs Shall Schools eae» ination. In selecting unclassified teachers for Short Course Scholarships, the requirements are youth, natural intelligence, and intereat in teaching."1
Tha lade of quality among teachers appointed to College fren swell schools 
is understandable. It is unlikely that easy of than accepted appointment out 
of an intelligent love of teaching? their motivation nust often have been a 
desire rather than aa ability to escape from a life of wanna! labour. And in 
their isolation they were rauch store likely to learn bad habits then to learn 
good ones. Their academic attainments were so wsagre, and their opportunities 
to improve Id»» so limited, that they must heve been at a disadvantage when
1. ¡4PP 1916-17, Voi. II, pp. 145-7
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callad içon to  nope with a  coacontrated course of stater.
This type of train ing vas further hindered by the inflamase of the War. 
Just as tbs aeterne was being in itia te d , while the second six  stoat!»1 2intake 
use s t i l l  early  In  i t s  court», the whole education aystesa um d isorpaiaed , 
p artly  by the abaenee of n a y  aale t eachers  on uar service and pertly  fay 
econoaiss proctioed an a  re su lt o f wartime conditions. The Principal referred 
to  th is  in  h is report for 1913»
"The operations of ti»  College sere U nited by necessary eeoncoy dim to  the continuane» of the Great War. This eeoncoy led to  a reduction in  the arabar of Short Couree students ««o iled  for the year, m m ly , to  19 in  January and 20 in  June, a  to ta l of 59 ascompared with 71 in  19U, 60 in  1915, and 99 in  1916.1,1
This econcey nay have been neoessery. However, in  the sene report the 
Principal drew atten tion  to  the fac t th a t h a lf of the teachers in  Queensland, 
including pupil teachers, were unclassified, end th a t th is  proportion was 
higher than th a t in  any other A ustralian S tate and Buch higher then in  Bew 
Zealand, where the percentage of c lassified  teachers was 71 per cent. The 
suspicion again a rises th a t the eeoncoy was desirable rather than necessary.
The annual moteara of * s n l l  school teachers* in  train ing a t the College 
never recovered a fte r  the war. Fresi thirty-seven in  1922 and tU rtg r-o ia  in
each of the neat two years, they f e ll  in to  the tw enties, the rarater in  1929
obeing tw eaiy -ei^b t. Thereafter rarabers ware «sailer s t i l l  and irregu lar.
This did so t asan th a t the snail schools had been abandoned. As the propor­
tio n  of trained s ta ff  rose, especially with the increasing use of the College
1 . QKP 1919, Voi. n ,  p. 304.2 . Figures taken fresa the Annual Esporta o f the Secretary.
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from 1921 which vili be discussed in Chapter V, it bacane possible to appoint 
head teachers to sraall schools fren the ranks of trained assistants, so that 
the raanber of untrained and unclassified head teachers fell. Bren today, how­
ever, a few of these remain, and some of then are still unclassified.
The Short Course (so-called in contrast to the course offered to Univer­
sity teacher scholars), was nominally one of six months, but deductions for 
school vacations reduced the effective tine to about five months. In this 
tine the College had to attempt to achieve three goals1 to give students 
mastery ever teaching practice, to give instruction in school management, ani 
to give tuition in the subjects of the Class III examination of the Department, 
which vas, it will be recalled, roughly equivalent to the Junior Public Exam­
ination in standard. It vas therefore necessary to plan a very intensive *«d 
systematic course of training; doubly so in view of the low attainments and 
limited experience of the candidates. Students were issued with a printed 
syllabus of the course which laid down their subjects for study, the amount 
and nature of teaching practice and observation, the schedule of homework to 
be prepared, and a time-table for private study"*".
The course of study included all the subjects of the Class HI examinaticn- 
Sngliah, including Literature, Arithcetic and Mensuration, Geography and 
Mapping, History, Physiography, Music, Drawing, School Method, Algebra and 
Geometry for males, and Sewing for females. Using the rough comparison with 
the Junior examination, students vers required to study the equivalent of four
1. For details from this syllabus, see Appendix XV, pp. 295-8.
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Junior subjects (six for males), together with method, mele, drawing, and 
needlework for fessale», ss professional studies.
Practical work was of several kinds. One hour each week was spent on 
dmaonstra&lom and criticism lessons, two hears in directed observation, and 
two hours in practice teaching. The observations and practice lessons wars spe­
cified week tgr week in the syllabus1 2. This seems an unduly stereotyped prac­
tice In the light of what is done today, when practising schools arrange their 
own training programaos in general consultati«« with the College. At the time, 
however, it was not unreasonable. The students were se lamature and the sa­
pertene© of those frena anali schools so United that it was necessary to plan 
a course which would give them certain definite experiences. A acre relaxed 
and individual approach had to wait until students of a calibre suited to it 
could be obtained. The course was at all events thorough) too thorough, it Is 
felt, to be covered effectively in the tins. The problema involved ware 
pointed out by the Principal in his report for 1918*
*Xn each enrolment there are a few studente too old to change, and 
a fairly large proportion show a striking lack of knowledge in 
the subjects they are supposed to have taught. It is the custom 
to examine these candidates on enrolment, in order that the College 
staff a y  know on what foundation they have to build, the examin­
ation being on the Mae level as that of a Pupil-teacher of the 
Third Clam. Of 19 enrolled in January, 1918, 7 nade less than 
10 par oast, of possible marks in arithmetic, 11 failed similarly 
in geography, and 13 |n history. In July, 1918, out of 17 who 
were examined cm entry to the Collage, 1 gal,mad mo marks in arith­
metic, A failed similarly is geography, 7 in history, and 3 in 
savie. The course for this grade of student lasts only six months, 
a period too short for a good student, and itili more so fear the 
weaklings revealed by estranee examination. On reeomeendation 
from the Principal, the Minister granted a second period of six 
mouths' training to three students enrolled in January, «ad to 
five enrolled in July."*
1. See Appendix I ? ,  pp.
2. OPT 1919, Voi. IX, p. 304.
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Â further prohle» in attracting good Material was mentioned by the Fri», 
alpal and berm cut by Iettar» la Departmental fila» la which a number of 
teachers declined eoureee la auch tero» ast
”X beg to state that auch a» 1 desire to undergo the course, 1 «e 
debarred from doing so by the snail rata of Psyraenfc, the high coat 
of Board, and th» increased coat of Living.b1
Desgdta their aheatcccdaga as reported by the Principal, the Short Course 
otuctenfcs seen to bene been ande of sound staff, la sons jecure at any rate, for 
in hia report for 1921 the Principal stated with soa» satisfactions
"The Clac» H Z  remits which were ned» avallati» ia June, 1921, show 
that of the students who had attended th» College in 1920, thirteen 
completed their Class HZ, three of then gaining di sii net! on by 2 
winning first place la History, Geography, and Music respectively«*
The extreme heterogeneity of the Short Coarse groups is indicated by 
reference to the Principal1» report for the previous year, which showed that 
during 1920 sixty-nias Short Couree students attended the College^. While 
three of the studente obtained highest marks la three subjects, fifty-six 
failed to qualify for admission to Claas HZ« That is, although naagr of them 
racy have passed some of 13» subjects of the exeat nation, only thirteen passed 
them all. In view of what has heme said already about both tea course and the 
candidates, tee results ere not surprising.
A better Mesure of the effect of the Short Courses oa the quality of 
teachers is found la tee ciurmi reports of tee district inspectors of schools. 
Those raen, who had borne te» naia burden of training teachers of snail schools 
under tee old system of recruitment, were quite to acknowledge the benefits
1« Departmental File, "Training of Teachers" for 1917.
2. &P 1922, Voi. Z, p. 691.
3« QFP 1921, Voi. Z, p. 676.
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of Collage training. W, E, Beribow, ia his report fear 1917» saldi
■Several fanale teachers fresa this distrlst hara already benefited 
considerably in every way frost the alx-eonthe comm granted to
them, and sc®» have becco» classified.*1 23
In the next year John Fewtarell sosisetded*
■Sens of thoee unclassified [teachers] here bad presione training as 
pupil-teaehsrs, and are now doing vary creditable norie la the anali schools. Those who peeved through the six months' course act the 
Training College» as a rule» are doing adnirahle work) their wider outlook and modera methods acquired during training enable than» 
with fair capability» to deal successfully with the naay diffi­culties encountered in isolated districts.*2
These were representative cownents. John Scop»» however» pointed cast a
dangers
"done of these [teachers who had had a course at Collega] bave 
evidently made tibe moat of their opportunities and greatly bene­fited by the course. Others» however» seen to bave derived little 
benefit as teachers. Their cu» object in attending the College 
was to try to pass tbs «rasai nation for classification; and» al­
though they nay not have been successful in that direction» they 
are filled with the consciousness that they are trained teachers» needing no farther preparation for the effectual discharge of- 
their duties» and their work is ooneequcstly unsatisfactory.
This was a -valid ooaaect. There ia alunara a danger that» when people are 
presented with two goals# they will bure difficulty in keeping both of than in 
view. In this osee, the attraction of passing Class III «audaatioae was that 
promotion into the classified nudes resulted in a considerable increase in 
salary. The attitude of eoe» students esa therefore be understood» if not eon-
Apart free an occasional ccasaeöfc like Hooper's» the inspectore1 approval
1. W  1913, Voi. I, p. 717.
2. 1919» Voi. n, p. 247.
3. Ibid, p. 275.
4« Sven today, some students who have cone to College after the Senior Kraal n- ation find it herd to reconcile the cíalas of the College course with those of part-tine University study*
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of the Short Cotante indicator om  of tuo thingst that the Short Course u u  in­
deed tbcrcugi and effective, or that the prwioa» training was bo lanentahlc 
that anything would have been an Inprovaaeat« The truth ia no doubt a ocsabin-
ation of tin two.
ás uaa indicated above'1', Short Course training began to decline in in- 
nartaaac about the end of the first World War# Xt ana replaced by a new 
sebeas during the period 1920-1930, as the College hagin to neet the needs of 
wider segnest« of the service. However, just as the Ifadveraity teacher Scholar­
ships representad a noble effort to isprove the quality of teaching in High 
schools, to the Short Courses did such to inprave the lot of country children 
who in flaxy oases ware never going to aee a High school.
1. P. 65.
1. a m m si-m g  for teacher E m m as
The oarly years of the Training College saw provisio» node fo r two sect­
ions of the services the High schools end the a— 11 schools. The qualific­
ations of candidates were almost as fa r apart as i t  wu possible to  obtain, 
the f i r s t  group being reader for University work and the second scarcely above 
primary lev e l. For the great middle section of the servine -  the S tata prim­
ary aohools -  the Pepartewafe continuad to  re ly  on the pupil teacher system, 
supplementing i t  fro» 1920 with the studeat t eacher echen*
1* êfign& toá .ttC M g .  äBhftaiHiMr foMara»
In  1920, however, a  beginning waa aade in  th is  section. In  hla report 
for th a t year the Secretary f i r s t  aanownesd the student teacher scheme of re ­
cruitment, and then went cm
MAa a commencement scholarships w ill ha granted by which IO naie, and 10 fanale candidates, the holders o f the •approved* paaaaa A........ referred to  r in  discussing student teachers j,  aty  receivefree train ing a t the Teachers' Training College for a  period of eighteen months. After entering the College they w ill serve a  probationary period of s ix  months, during which th e ir adaptability  for the profésale« of teaching w ill ha tested  . . . . .  At the end of th e ir probation, i f  they have secured a  cert i f icat e of adaptabil­ity , they w ill be appointed fo r a  further period of twelve months receiving increased allowances ••••• At the «ai of the ocurso they w ill be e je c te d  to  pees the Departmental oneri nation for admission in to  the classified  ranks of the Servios. (Since the enoovneeasnt o f the above scheme the currency of the scholarships has been extended to  two years and a  half Jf*
In  b is nest report the Secretary had nera to  Seventeen students
had accepted scholarships to  the College in  1921 with "approved" passes in  the
1* I.O ., a  pass in  six  Junior subjects Including English and throe of the following* Arithmetic, Geography, History, Algebra, and Geometry. See p . JOL.2. m  1921, Voi. I ,  p . 642.3. OPP 1922, Voi. I ,  p. 643.
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1920 Junior Public fansinatlga, and new regulations bad basa promulgated for 
tbs scfaoiarehipe. Studente ver* to attend tbs College for eighteen months, 
fraa January of one year to June of the nut. Paring this part of their 
scholarships they ware prepared for the subjects of the Claes H I  enudnation 
for which they had not obtained credit at the Junior fanal ration - as with the 
student teachers1 2, these were School itole, Prill, Writing, sad
Sewing far woman, except for son* students who had not iahrisl certain Class
oH Z  subjects in their Junior courses •
The scholarship holders sat for the Class Z22 excel ration In tes seeond 
April of their eoursss, and tee results were promulgated by the end of June.
If thay had teen successful, they were appointed to State schools for a further 
twelve months, at their training was etoinwd by their heed teach-
era while they undertook the regular duties of a «lass teacher. On completion 
of this period - that is, two and a half years after appointment - if their 
service had teen adjudged satisfactory by their head tcanters and tested by 
district Inspectors, they were appointed as teachers of Class HI, Division 8, 
the lowest classification on the scale.
The regulations further provided for a scale of allowances which differed 
fron anything previously provided. University Teacher Scholars and Short 
Coarse students ted been paid £52 per anana if living away fren horas and £26 
if living at tens. Junior Teacher Scholars ware to be paid at the following 
ratest £72 far nales and £60 fear fanales for the first twelve souths, and
1. See p. 31.
2. For esanpls, a student taking a Junior course with Industrial subjects 
night not hare both History and Geography. The writer baa personal re» 
collection of this provision.
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£120 for ¡salas «aã £108 fe r females fe r  t í»  a n d  eighteen. These allowances 
brought scholarship holders a fte r th e ir f i r s t  je e r to  oafly £20 fo r malee «ad 
£12 for fosales halm  the salary for 01««« HZ, Division 8.
These provisions merit sane consideration. In  the f i r s t  place, they f e ll  
ia to  lia»  with tí»  teachers1 salary atóalas» which placed «anea on a  lower 
acale than men -  as they s t i l l  do. This d ifferen tiation  has been strongly 
opposed by the Teachers' Union on Easy occasione» bet the only re su lt has been 
the gradual reduction of the difference. Secondly» no provision was ned» for 
higher aUounacei fo r students tir in g  ensy fine bone. Zt secas re i erme hie to  
* n im  th a t the fa r College une originally  intended to  #°»yp1 f»mit
rather than to  replace tí»  student teacher melane» which w  providing fo r acare 
than forty  students already» nost of than liv ing  in  the country» and th a t 
parents who wished th e ir children to  attend the College ocwftd be responsible 
for extra costs involved in  easing firas outside Brisbane. The lib e ra lity  of 
the allowances a im  iav itee o o a a s t. Zt would appear en« Qovana»nt was 
«were of possible competition fresa private industry for the eerrisee of Junior 
students leaving secondary schools» and was parsuaded th a t a ttrac tiv e  allow- 
anoes should be paid. Magacene» tí»  fhet th a t scholarship holdere would be 
f itti mantera o f school s ta ffs  for the la s t year of th e ir scholarships suggests 
th a t tí»  allowances mow viewed mare a» salaries the» previous allowances had 
boon. The sebes» es emewaaed ty  the Secreta ry  Teprsneodied an attempt to  get 
the beat out o f both Cotia«» «ad pupil t »eober train ing  by «»hi«i«g theo re tical 
«ad p re s tim i train ing  in  what was ooaaldarsd doe proportion. Increasing 
appreciation o f the vaine «ad extent of the College course» however» led to  the 
extension o f the period in  College firca eighteen norths to  two years» the
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ctang* occurring la  1925^* This prevision continued un til 1944# when t ta  old 
tsjtsbm of appointing candidet«* fren t a t e t  level ended. After 1920, i ta  
numbers of Junior teacher acholara Increased,  sad they gradually been» t ta
p art of t ta  student body of t ta  Collage. Tta «tanging natare of tid e  
student body w ill be discussed in  a  la te r  section of th is  chapter1 2.
,£• ’Erafato 9f «foto. Ssreter.,¿sfogata»
(As sona quotations s i l l  be aede in  th is  section, an explanation of 
naeenelatere la  neoeeway. Tta o ffic ia l dealgestión of t t a  student body of t ta  
College see , sad i s ,  "teacher M h te fl^ i with a  further division into "Uni­
versity*, "Junior*, and la te r "Senior*. However, they tace always tans re fe rr­
ed to  in  Collage as "students" or "student teachers", and these anees often 
appear  even in  o ffic ia l reports. I t  w ill be w all to  rw ib a r  th is  in  th is  
chapter and others dealing with t ta  developiaant of t ta  College system  of 
tra in ing .)
In  addition to  preparing t t a  new class of student for t ta  Claas ansa— 
luetica , t t a  Collage bed two other functions. These were, f i r s t ,  to  provide 
instruction la  general techniques of teeohing and la  t ta  teeahing of t ta  ffn**— 
jacte of the prleery school currioulua, and to  provide, or arrange, practice 
In  t ta  a r t  of teaching. The theoretical aspects o f the course were dealt with 
in  College. To provide for t t a  p ractical aspects, students spent sona tin e  
each weak a t a  "practising school*. This continued t ta  nettad of training 
students during the early years of t t a  College, with one difference, fiar H er 
practising schools had apparently been chosen without such consideration of t ta
1 . QPP 1925# Yol. I ,  p . Ö3X, and 1926, Vel. X, p . 719.2. See Section 4* Tta Increasing Bee of t ta  Training College.
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special responsibility of training teachers, car on tbs ossuEption that may bead 
teacher could do this, for they vere vary numerous compared with the number 
of students. In 1917, according to Bcpartaantal records, there vere fifteen 
school» sad two acre vare aided in 1919* It would appear that the schools were 
chosen mar© for the eewaaAsoee of students than for their spedai fitness for 
the task of training teachers*
In i960 the naher was reduced to four - the Central, Baranda Boys', 
Baranda Girls', end Kangaroo Feint Infants'1# later in the sane year it was 
decided to concéntrete all the practical work in cm school* Far this purpose, 
the Central Boys* and Girla* School« ware In 1921 aaslganated into on» under a 
new ame, the Central Practising School, and a new head teacher, F. C. Thompson, 
who had teen Principal of Che Born High School2» At the tine, the situation 
samad ideal. The Practising School (the "Old Bornal"3) and th» College were 
sharing the ans» ground«/', so that the Practicing School was virtually a part 
of the Collage, especially as the head teacher had received the additional 
appointment of Master of Method to the College. A farther hpnmend to the 
cystas was official recognition that teacher training waa a spadai responsib­
ility; the Teachers* Lint for 1921 shows that the members of tha staff of th» 
Central Practising School received a special allowance of £30 per anousu An 
ironical develnpm nt of this will he discussed when deal log with the period of 
the depression of 1930.
1* Report of th» Principal of the College for 1921 - OFF 1922, Tel. I,p. é$l
2* Departae&tal File "Training of Teaehare"i notice of transfer, 5th Septem­ber, 1921.3. 3ee Appendix I.
4. See Chapter VH for sons discussion of the various sites of teacher train* lag in Brisbane.
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Tb» raport of the Principal of the Collosi for 19211 2, just bifore training 
was concentrated in the Central Practising School, fare an account of the 
training given Junior teacher oohclars. In trieft, the training given fell ia­
to three sections. The first urns preparation for the Clase H I  examination to 
be hold in April, 1922* The second tías study of the subjects of the prinary 
school curricuLae *aa student did not poeeeas the lrnovlsdgB requisite for the 
effective of thoee subjecta Together with this study, the
students ware given training in class nsaagamat generally and the teaching of 
the individual subjects of the curriculum. The third section of the course 
was the practical werk. At that tine one day a wash was set aside for students 
to visit their practising schools. They were required at first to teach one 
lesson, then two, three, and finally four each day. Lessons ware set by the 
staff of the school hot propagad under the supervision of the staff of the 
College. Studente were supervised by the oíase taechare of the school but 
seen ones a week by the Principal or sanier lecturer of the College, end their 
practise was discussed at College ae well as at practising school. In addition 
to teaching practice, students ware required to observe work done ty staff 
teachers, help in the routine work of the eehool, and help supervise the chil­
dren out of school. Further opportunities to observe trachlnc were given at 
the College, where naabers of the staff taught lessons to classes supplied by 
the Central Practising School under observation fron the studente. These de- 
nonstraiions ware than discussed by the students and the lecturer.
This pattern, with ninar changes, continued thereafter, at least where
1. QPP 1922, Voi. I, p. 691.
2. For further details, sea Appendix IV, pp.
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practical work is w w nsd. Seas changes wsrs nada fresa tía» to tias. Short­
ly after the period described, Junior teacher scholars were giren two days a 
week at practising school instead of one, sad one day a week in their second 
year; this followed frost the extension of the College part of their scholar­
ship to two full years.
The extension of the coerse enabled an lnprofsasnt to be made in another 
direction, one which indicated the growing awareness of the need for teachers 
to fas educated to higher levels, is most of tfas Juniors had, on erasing to 
College, obtained exception Arca n larga pert of the Class ZZI examination by 
virtue of their Junior passes, it wsa decided to extend their education beyond 
the reqtdrsBiasbs of dess werk and the exaainstion for Class ZZZ. In his re­
port for 1922, the Principal snidi
*Zn addition, to the work entailed for the completion of the Class IU reqpzSreasnta, much progress has been nade in the following subjects - English, French, European History, Math— atlas A,Psychology, largiens, Education, Perspective Drawing, and ManualTraining.
Sea» of the subjects neobioasd were dearly intended to give the students 
a wider range of professional Interests; but sosa ware obviously first steps 
to higher education. As the subjects of the Senior Public Examination sad that 
for Class II had been nsds Mutually equivalent, and a natriculation pins a 
Bepartnental examination in Theory of Education gave tfas qualifications for 
rraaotion to Class II, it was in the students' own interest that they should 
have the opportunity to stu^ y towards the Senior, and this part of the College 
course set than on the way. Sven beffare the alteration to a full two-year
1. QFP 1923, Vd. I, p. 784
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College course la 19251, the College u m  beginning to provide whet distinguish­
es a Teachers* College from a nero training institution. Tren 1925 it bacane 
possible to set aside four füll days to the joint purposes of widening the 
students' professional interests and furthering their aeadealc education, me 
the Departaeotal <raari rations had bean aovad freía April to December end Class 
HI wee taken by students at the end of their first Tear.
Moreover, the College then Maintained a servine of evening tutorial
odesees including courses ia properatio» für the Senior Puttie Examination, 
sene of which could be taken In one Tear. As a result, sons students were able 
to pass in the four Senior subjects which would give than an Arts matriculation. 
They ware encouraged to do so by a provision that those who had matriculated 
would be appointed after probation to Clase HI, Division 7, Instead of Division 
8, and had only to take tbs Departmental «rari ration in Theory of Sduoation to 
ooeplete the requirements for promotion, after serving the due aster of years, 
into Class H. Truly, the idea of higher education for all teachers received 
a considerably wider acceptance in the years following 1920 than it bed ever 
received before - with certain qualifications which will be diagnosed present­
ly3.
The pattern established In the period discussed so far became tí» reguler 
pattern for tí» succeeding years up to ths end of the second World War. Some 
change* occurred, and will be discussed; but the gaserai pattern of training 
continued as described until the reorganisation of the College in 1944.
1. See p. 73-4..2. See also Chapter VHI, "The Farther Training of Teachers".3. See Section 4 of this chapter.
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2• Easier. Schpikrg«
In 1923, a Comit tee was set up und«* the Chief Inspector, L. D. Edvards, 
to consider the use of the College and to make recommendations for Improvements 
in the recruitment and training of teachers. Its report vas comprehensive, 
constructive, ani lucid1 234, and will be referred to in the next aeration of this 
chapter. One reoccaaanciation was that scholarships should be granted to can­
didates with Senior qualifications (after four years* secondary education in­
stead of two) as well as to those with approved Junior passes, these to be 
granted to thirty candidates.
In his report fen* 1923, the Secretary announced that in September, 1923, 
scholarships had been offered to the College, ten for males and five for fe­
males on the results of the 1923 Senior Public Saamination. These students 
were to study for one year at College and spend a further six months in a State 
school during which they had to sit in April for Class H I  examinations in 
Music, Drill, School Wort, and Needlework for feaalea (i.e., those subjects of 
the examination which ware not covered by qualifications at Junior or Senior
O
level) . The report of the Principal for 1924 confirmed the scheme by stating 
that fifteen candidates had begun training at the beginning of that year^, al­
though their numbers were eight males and seven females instead of ten and 
five as announced by the Secretary. In idra same set of reports ti» Secretary 
said in his report for 1924 that the numbers would be increased to twenty for 
males and ten for females^. These, it will be recalled, vere tira ambers re-
1. See pp. §3-*4.
2. QPP 1924, Voi. I, p. 757.
3. QPP 1925, Voi. I, p. 831.
4. QPP 1925, Voi. I, p. 734.
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cenmended by the Canaittee of 1923« la 1925» bower, the seberos vu not so 
successful» as tbs Principal reportad that thura «ara twenty-one Sanior Schol­
arship holders In that year1, la 1926 the goal of thirty Sudan» «as reached2 3, 
and the larval «as nalntalnafl. until the depression at tbs end of the decade*
fío reference «as node in aqr report to tbs possible use of these students 
as future secondary school teachers, and their appointments «ere» as records 
show, to State schools and not Stats high schools as a general rule. It oust 
he assured, therefore, that the intention «as to attract sotas at least of the 
better educated young people of the Stete lato general teaching* This must he 
regarded as a definite advance In officiai thinking*
The training afforded the Sanier students «as generally «tediar to that 
given the Juniors. They had to prepare thwasaleea for the Departmental Class 
III «TBurtmtiMBg they had to study the Syllabus and methods of teaching the 
subjects of instruction} and they had to do the seas observation and trarrhlne 
practice as the Juniors'*. As Seniora, they had generally nera exemptions from 
Class III subjects than Juniors. Accordingly, more of thUr time «as available 
for professional training aa distinct from academic, even though their time at 
College «as at first six and later twelve months shorter than that of the Jun­
iors. They «are ehi* to spend half their time at Practising School; a little 
later this «aa fixed at two days out of the flee*
During their course no provision «as nada for higher education, which for 
than would have been University study, except that la their study of English
1. QFP 1926, Voi. I, p. 721.
2. QFP 1927, Voi. I, p. 733.
3. Sobs datali of this training and some expression of attitudes on Universitystudy appear in Appendix IV.
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they dealt with the books set for English» first year, at the University. No 
provision was made on their tine-table for University study; no Hide existed 
between the College and University staffs as such; and little tine was left 
.free the students* professional studies for University study at evening lectures, 
It is a  fact that eauy Seniors did take one University subject during their 
year at College, and a few took two; but the College attitude was neutral. 
Students were not discouraged fron taking University studies; nor were they en­
couraged to do so. Guidance was unofficial and to scene extent cautionary: 
they could atteapt University subjects if they wished, but to that end they 
srnst not sacrifice their college studies, for which they were being paid.
Under the circumstances it was probably inevitable that this negative ap­
proach to higher education should be nade; but it is none the less regrettable 
for all that. The provision of higher facilities for Juniors and the denial 
of such facilities far Seniors suggests the attitude that Senior was high e- 
rough for roost teachers. This suggestion is probably not correct, but the sit­
uation nade it possible. What is more correct is that the attitude to the 
Seniora in regard to University work was an expression of the attitude, already 
expressed in the lack of provision for further training of teachers already in 
the service, that a high level of education was the teacher's own responsibil­
ity, and that the official responsibility was to get hin into a classroom as 
quickly as possible.
One exception was recorded in official files'* 1’. Three Senior students of 
the College in 1926 were allowed to proceed to the University in 1927 in order
*
1. Departmental File "Training College Scholarships”t Depsrtasstal 
nenorandum of 27th May, 1927.
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to complete a degree course ia preparation for secondary teaching. These 
studente most have taken eoa» University work in their College year, ns the 
wmcraxäw stated that they m W  be expected to completi» their degree courses 
'by the end of 1923. The report of the Sente of the University for 1927 re­
corded their attendance and "the Santa's approvai of a scheme whereby the 
concessions to Teacher Scholarship holders which applied in connection with the
earlier echen of Teacher Scholarships to the University were extended to 
-1those scholars" •
The Principal said in his report far 1929 that "half of the [Senior] 
students have been able to secure passes as evening students of the Univer­
sity ....."*
The fact that half the students wasted to do University work so much that 
¿hey added it to an already well-filled year indicates a considerable asad. 
This is not necessarily a pure desire for higher education, as the students 
well knew that they would eventually hove to take three University subjects to 
qualify fer promotio» to Class X| but it sees» a pity that such elle and will­
ing students were not encouraged by receiving more generous encouragement, 
either by way of longer ooholsrshipo or iy the opportunity to study for Univer­
sity work during College tira». The Coverncwat was not ready for this yet, and 
asy provision for University work other than in the students' own tine is only 
now being recognized as desirable, and than only ia a few special caseei.
It must net be forgotten that, although the introduction, of Junior and
1. OPT 1929, Voi, 2, p. 805.
2. QFP 1929, Voi. X, p. 846.
3. Those will be discussed in ths chapters dealing with the Collage alase the 
1939-45 -«orId War and the University training of teachers.
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then Senior teacher scholarships to the College began in 1920 and 1925 respect­
ively, the nein sources of recruitzasnt were still the pupil teacher and stud­
ent teacher schemes. This was recognised lay the Chief Inspector and hie com­
mittee when tiny produced the report of 1923 referred to earlier1  2. The report 
made seme startling comparisons between Queensland and other Statesi
"The number of teachers who in the various States compia ted their
course of training wore as followst-
ifew South Wales ••••• 438
Victoria ....  140
South Australia ••••• 214
Western Australia ..... 182
Tasmania ..... 14$
Queensland ....  60 (of these 40 completed
only a six months' 
course)"2
Elsewhere the report genre the percentage of the total Parliamentary vote 
far education spent on the training of teachers. The figurae were as followsi
New South Wains ..... 2.66 par cant.
Victoria ....  1.6 • ■
South Australia ....  7.4 " "
Tasmania ••••• 5.8 * *
Western Australia ..... 2.3 N * (Higher if salaries
included)
Queensland ....  0.67 ■ *
It must be remembered that this was an official report by Departmental 
officers, who could be expected to be scrupulous in presenting the good points 
of their own system. let by either criterion it was obvious that Queensland 
was in 1923 making far less use of her Training College than any other Stats.
The Coomittee recognized in its report that the Collage could not Immed­
iately take over the entire responsibility for training teachers - the gap was
1. See p. 79.
2. Departmental File, "Training of Teachers", for 1923.
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too vido. It nade several recomaendatloas for improvements which constituted 
a plan in stages for the College to replace existing agencies of training.
The nain recommendations vare as follava. Tha intaka of Junior acholar- 
ship holders should be increased from twenty in 1923 to sixty in 1924 and to 
150 fron 1928 onwards. Thirty Senior scholarships should be granted each 
year. Short Courses for teachers of snail schools should cease after 1925* 
Also, allowances to students should be reduced*, on the ground that "the pres­
ent allowances to students ••••• are, in comparison with the salaries paid to 
teachers on probation, and in comparison with the allowances granted to the 
holders of University Open Scholarships, unnecessarily high.1*2 3
The reports were in the naia accepted. The numbers suggested were in 
fact being enrolled on the dates suggested, and the Short Courses, although 
continued after 1925» became a far leas important part of the College programe» 
The recomeendatlon for reduction of allowances was also accepted, as might have 
been expected. Perhaps the Cossdttee felt that ite reco— endatione on ambara 
would ha more likely to he accepted if the recomandation on allowances was 
made. At all events, the figures were altered ae follows^ *
Old Rate Hales Females
First six months £72 £60Next twelve months £120 £108
Ifew Bate l1y1iw fti
Juniors - first yesar £52 £78Juniors - second year 65 91Seniors 65 91
1. See pp. 73 for discussion of this point»2. From the report.3. From the report, confirmed by notices advertising vacancies to the Train­ing College.
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Sh» new allowances, although smaller, showed that sobs consideration had 
been given to the fact that nary students at the College were obliged to live 
away frena bea»» and the decisión to adopt the reccnmendatlon above comaon 
sense . As the student teacher schede of recruitment became leas effective, a 
greater nratber of trainees cas® to Brisbane for their training} it was reason­
able to arrange that they should receive higher allowances. The other point 
worth noting is that the scale of allowances took no notice of sex. This too 
was reasonable} if anything, it is acre expensive far a young momea to live 
away fron hone than for a young nan.
Is it possible, too, to conclude that this reversal was another indication 
of a changa of heart about teacher training - a recognition that student teach­
ers nere students rather than teachers, and that, although different scales 
existed for naie and female teachers, the differences were not valid for 
students? Bad the Govaransat at last reached the point where it adaitted that 
the view of the Board of General Education in 1871 was wrong, when it said, 
”••••* The Board will not be prepared to adopt the ayatea of paying candidates 
for sinply allowing themselves to be taught.”?*’
On the other hand, no one over explained why, when the allowances were 
reduced and presumably related acre closely to cost of living, it cost less 
for a student to live in Brisbane In his first year than in his second.
One reason for all this nay have been that the training afforded at the 
Training College was becoming popular enough to attract so naiçr candidates 
that the Department could be highly selective. Departmental correspondence at
1. Report of the Board of General Education, LCJ 1875, p. 922.
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the time suggests this, as during the year a very large number of inquirias 
would be received free parents and students interested in scholarships to the 
College. This factor operated very definitely shortly after, during the period 
of whet is generally known as the "Greet Depression".
Before proceeding to the period of depression, Bestión should be nade of 
two innovations in training which could have been premising but did not eons 
to much•
With the developnent of Munal Training classes in State schools, it be» 
cam necessary to secure teachers able to conduct such oleteas. The training 
of these will be discussed in the chapter dealing with specialist teachers) 
for the present it nay be noted that the practice had been to appoint full-tins 
or part-time instructors who were mainly tradesmen with som gift for instruct­
ion. As this was not always satisfactory, consideration had bean given to 
developing a class of trained teacher suitable far specialist work in Manual 
Training, The report of the Principal of the College mentioned that som  train­
ing was given in woodwork end metal work1, and this practice continued until 
Use 1930's. It did act result in the appointment of specialist teachers, how­
ever, for ihn simple mason that marami training teachers vers (sad still ere) 
paid on a lower salary sesie than teachers of general school work. Consequent­
ly, a young nan trained to take tbs whole primary school erarse with acne ad­
ditional training in’manual, training would be very reluctant to take an ap­
pointment as a teacher of manual training subjects) in feet, some offers of 
scholarships for the specific purpose of training am a teacher of manual sub-
1, QPP 1923, Voi, I, p. 784.
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jecta wer« raado ln later years, and net with no response for the reason stated 
here'“. This natter has not yet been settled.
The other Innovation could have done much for the special needs of Queens­
land teachers. Queensland has always hod a large number of anali schools with 
only one teacher, sad a large proportion of teachers In say year have been in 
charge of these schoolsj in fact, it is reasonable to assume that at least 
half the young naia teachers and a fair proportion of the females hove spent 
some tine as bead teacher of suedi a school. Unfortunately, the appointment 
of students after their College courses has always been to the staffs of largar 
schools, so that their first experience of a one-teacher school has often been 
their arrival as head teachers. Even this has been better than tí» old prac­
tice of appointing hood teachers after six soaks1 probation, hut the difficulty 
bos always bean to provide mere than merely oral training in the nanagement of 
a small school.
The Bead Teacher of the Central Practising School, F. C. Thompson, recog­
nised the need for more than this. In 1922 he endeavoured to erränge that 
Junior teacher scholars in their second year should have an intensive short 
course of observation and instruction at the State School at Orniston, where 
they would receive instruction in, sad also observe, anali school practice. 
Unfortunately, Thompson was at cross purposes with the Principal of the Col­
lege, John Morris, who thought the students Involved were Short Conree studento. 
However desirable Thompson's idea soy hove bean, it resulted in a fiery dash 
between bin sad the Principal which became the subject of a Public Service
1« Queensland Teachers' Union Deputation to the Director of Educationi 
"Queensland Teachers* Journal*, October, 1941, p. U .
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Ccosdesloner1 23* inquiry and a firmer delineation of the duties of the Principal 
and the Bead Teacher \
Apparently neither officer «as willing to risk further trouble, as this 
was the last tine for a number of years that an attempt was Bade to gire stad» 
embe first-hand experience of a snail school, except for an Isolated occasion 
In 1924, when a aerober of the College staff contacted what the Principal called 
"a one-nan school* in tbs hall of the College« The idea was praiseworthy«
The school was open for a week in each half year« Students observed the prac­
tices used, received duplicated guides to sehocl routine and preparation, and
took their turno at teaching. Unfortunately, attendance was restricted to the
2old class of student - the unclassified teacher taking a Short Course • The 
experiment was, for reasons which no one disclosed In reports, conducted only 
during I924.
£• Raasafttea«, F?C9ybty« andJte»
Qsr 1929» the targets set ty the 1923 Ccmittee, of thirty Senior sad 150 
Junior teacher scholars annually, were being reached. The Collage wae etili 
not seating the entire requirements of the service, but wae playing a major 
part la doing so. 3hort Courses of ecme kind were etili being conducted. In 
1929 tí» Principal reported that the College was training a very heterogeneous 
groups
*Scm vere graduates of the Queensland University, sons held the Senior Certificate, and the rest held the Junior or equivalent certificate.1^
1. Uepartraeufcal File, "Training of Teachers" for 1922.2. QPP 1925, Voi. 1, p. $32.
3. QPP 1930, Voi. I, p. 846.
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what could be accepted was that at that data the Government of Queensland 
had accepted the principle of Collega training for its teachers«
It is possible that under normal circumstances the new outlook on teacher 
training which was shown ty the developments of 1920-1929 would have produced 
a very satisfactory state of affair« In tea following years« However, circum­
stances were far from normal. A very severe economie depression set in all 
over tee world, and Queensland began to feel its effects by 1929, after which, 
for about three years, tee economic situation can only be described as desper­
ate. TfesBjployment was widespread, money was very difficult to obtain for any 
purpose, and the Gevenmmnt found itself forced to practise tee strictest 
economy* As usually happens in such tines, the Public Service felt tee effects 
of tte depression in a sexies of sores to reduce expenditure. Promotions were 
suspended, except "paper* premotions to preserve seniority. An Act of Parlia­
ment removed tee Public Service free the jurisdiction of the Industrial Court 
so that their salaries could be reduced, which they were« The cuts eventually 
reached fifteen per cent for most teachers and all students, and a higher per­
centage far teachers in the upper ranges of tee salary scale.
The direct effect of the depression on tee College and its students was 
the result of an increase of tee teacher-pupil ratio in schools. This was re­
ferred to by the Chief Inspector in his report for 1929, and occurred because 
many women who would normally have resigned to be married in that year did not 
do so i they would scarcely have been wise in view of the risk to their prospec­
tive husbands* jobs. The Chief Inspector saldi
"Ih order to meet this situation, the Department has been compelled to suspend admissions to the teaching service, and to reduce eon-
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sidorahly.. the nunbar of admissions to th» Teachers’ Training 
College."1
The compulsion mentioned by the Chief Inspector vas the regulation that 
there should he a definite number of pupils for every teacher la a school. The 
result was a definite set-hack to the growing Influence of the Training College 
on the service. The reductions mentioned applied from the beginning of 1931» 
and were fron 150 Juniors to twenty-five, and from thirty Seniors to thirteen.
So carefully was the selection done, and so heavy the pressure on selecting 
officers, that the classes were not completed until at least two months of the 
year had passed. One sale Junior resigned tor fully reasons, and was not re­
placed2 3, Even la the next year, when the temporary over-supply of teachers 
appeared to have been rectified «ad the sabers had returned to nomai, the 
Under Secretary wrote to a parent seeking appointment far his daughter of a 
Junior Scholarship in 1931» "da there are 1350 applicants for the 150 scholar­
ships, competition is vary keen"**.
The effect of such competition on reeruitmaob was rather complex. In the 
first piece, it enabled the Department to select from a large number of veil- 
qualified candidates and so to avoid mediocrity. On the other hand, the motives 
impelling candidates to apply ware not always aptitude and keenness for teach­
ing; sometimes they sprang from an equally keen desire to obtain relatively 
secure wplrymat. 1 feature of Departmental correspondence at that time was 
the prevalence of letters directed to the Minister by members of the State 
Parliament and passed on for reply by the Under Secretary. These invariably
1. OPP 1930, Voi, I, p. 761.
2. As a member of the Junior group of 1931 th» vüter has personal experience 
of the conditions than prevailing.
3. Departmental Fila, "Training Collage Scholarships".
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drew attention to tbs high quality of «orne son or daughter of a constituent 
and th© desirability of granting the son or daughter a scholarship to the Col­
lege, To the credit of the Minister, it appears that tha letters ware referred 
regularly to tha Under Secretary, who then sent a letter simply stating the 
conditions under which scholarships would be granted.
The Government had apparently been caught unawares by the onset, or at 
least by tí» severity, of the depression, as the nomai intake of Junior teach­
er acholare carolled in 1930, ready for appointment at tí» beginning of 1932, 
proved too maeroua far the available vacancies. To avoid superfluous teachers, 
these teacher scholars were invited to apply for appointment to the Public Ser­
vice at the very lowest salary the Public Service Act could permit - £90 per 
amara with an allowance of £40 extra if living awey from heme3 • These young 
teachers ware appointed to other Public Service departments la various clerical 
capacities and in sene caaes regained there far severed, jeers. An order of 
nsrit was drawn up within the College so that the noat promising teachers 
should be appointed to schools and the least premising to other departments, 
should the number of volunteers he insufficient to relieve the surplus of teach­
ers.
It ia difficult to see what the Department or the Government could have 
done other than this, The Government was firmly coemitted to a Premiers' Plan 
to reduce expenditure by e stated proportion by the measures discussed here and 
by others. Moreover, it must he admitted that teachers In the service and tí» 
public at large would have resented "making work* for extra teachers while so
1. QPP 1931, Voi. I, p. 728.
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B&içr sen oould fijad ao werk «t all« Uev«vrtheless , the drive for econcay took 
a hnavy toll of young teachers, taking the» fron the work for which they ware 
eager and setting then to repetitive and, the writer has been informed by ease 
who suffered, urprodvictivo work, so that the only incediate advantage was that 
the Public Service did not bacve to esploy junior office personnel as noeraally 
it would bare done. It secas now that, bad the Government been a little swore 
entertained and bad it shown a little acre foresight, it could base kept all 
these young people profitably employed in schools, so that when the depression 
ended it would net bam been necessary again to build up tías service.
Another entapie of United vision in tsaehar training can be quoted hare. 
It will be recalled^  that when training was concentrated at the Central Prac­
tising School a special allowance of £30 par annue was paid to all ambara of 
the staff« The writer baa bam told, however, and Teacher# * lints confina this, 
that it basane the practice to withheld this allowance Cron teachers who joined 
the staff after that year, er at least from warn of than) and the allowance was 
reduced Anca £30 to £20« %  to end daring tike deprecasen tí» Union apparently 
felt that the protection of general salary ratea aa far as possiti* was acre 
important than the sadnteamee of special allowances, but in 1935 it nosed in 
the Industrial Coart for ti» restoration of the allowances« The plaint was 
opposed by the ¿'while Sendee Cernissi oner and rejected by ti» Court« The 
grounds for rejection were eoaewhat surprising« Zi una held that In a practis­
ing school great responsibility fell on the head teacher, but the extra work 
done hr assistant teachers was den» almost entirely within nomai school hours.
1. p. 75.
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Moreover, the steff of the Central Practising School and those of the Associa­
ted Practising Schools had been specially strengthened to deal with trainees, 
so that teachers had fever than the usual number of children in their classes} 
and besides, they vere less liable to transfer outside Brisbane than teachers 
in other schools. In consequence, head teachers were to be paid the sane 
allowance as before - £20 per anna, while the assistants were to receive 
nothing1.
There was logic of a kind in the decision, as there was in the presenta­
tion of the case by the Cert esimer. But the total cost to the Department of 
paying the allowance to every teacher in the practising schools would, it is 
est lasted, hoi« been less then £2,000. What is nere Important is that the 
recognition that aay teacher who undertakes the grave responsibility of train­
ing young teachers in their first year sarita special recompense would have 
stimulated Borale among practising school teachers to an extent fhr beyond 
monetary calculation. The actual decision had a depressing effect on these 
teachers* morale which has not yet gone, even although an award of the Court 
in 195& restored to then a special allowance - at that tine, £40 per snam.
The action of the Government in opposing the plaint through the Gctnissloner 
struck teachers as a piece of pure meanness.
Economic conditions began to inprove in Queensland team about 1933. In 
that year and 1934 the young teachers who had been transferred or seconded to 
other Government departments returned to the teaching service. Proa 1935 sal­
ary increments were restored (without any back pay) and from then till the
1. Report of the Industrial Court*s decisimi, QTJ August, 1935, p. 23*
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beginning of the 1939-45 World War the salary reductions vere restored a little 
at a tine* Meaavhile the Govanmsat had Introduced another econcsqy. In 1933» 
allowance« to students vere reduced from the figure« recommended by the 1923 
Chief Inspector*s Coeedttee1 23. The reductione vere drastic. Juniore liriiig «fc 
home, instead of receiving £52 In their first jeer and £65 in their second» 
received £14 a year. Seniors living at hone received the scan £14 instead of
£65» Juniors living auay fron hont received £52 instead of £78 and £91» and
2Seniore living cony frees hens received £52 instead of £91 .
This night have been expected to affect recruitment very severely» except 
that so nary candidatae vere seeking scholarships. As it ves» in his report
far 1933» the Principal vas able to ssqt:
"The drop in allowances did not» apparently» affect the amber of 
applicants for teacher-scholarship. The small allowances enabled 
the Department to grant a larger number of scholarships - and 
this» in a snail voy, led as a repercussion to the employment of 
a greater number of our youths.
At this point a change in the constitution of the student body of the Col­
lege nay be discussed. After the reduced admission of 1931» admissione vere 
sude more freely, but the proportion of Junior to Seeder scholare vae altered. 
Prior to 1931 it vaa 5*1 (150 Juniors to 30 Seniors), la 1932 it vas better 
then 3:1 (128 Juniors to 45 Seniors). Hot only that, but a substantial enrol­
ment of graduates vaa reported by the Principal - eighteen vare enrolled in 
1932. The Principal said:
"It vas decided to adadt eighteen graduates to the College in 1932 - 
a number sufficiently large to constitute a separate class. Those
1. See p. 84*
2. ¡4PP 1934» Voi. I, p. 757.
3. QPP 1934, Voi. I, p. 747.
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students fand completed their academic studies and vare able to
concentrate on their professional work....Unaided, and after
a prolonged period, these intelligent young people would, through 
the process of trial and error, become efficient teachers. The 
function of the College is to enable them to get that experience 
quickly.1*1
In fact, the graduates did not altogether constitute a separate class, 
working for some of the time with tí» Seniors of tí» year. They ware, however, 
given special instruction in the teaching of secondary school subjects, and 
practice in secondary teaching. The interesting question is how they cams to
be there.
The sudden increase in recruitment of Seniors was probably due to the 
difficulty of finding «sployment in private business, so that more of than were 
willing to accept the low allowances offered. The same is probably true in re­
gard to graduates^ and the eagerness with which they ware accepted would be 
related to the demand for teachers in High schools. It cannot be assumed that 
the rising proportion of candidates with higher qualifications resulted from 
ary desire to raise tí» status of teachers in generali other steps taken at thai 
tis» and discussed earlier suggest rather that expediency superseded vision.
It seems more likely that the situation was purely a chance one influenced by 
general depression conditions.
However, as economic conditions improved, the trend continued. In 1935 
the Director of Education, B. J, McKenna, was sent overseas to investigate 
educational conditions. He returned and submitted a report and recommendations 
which, although they do not seem to have attracted much notice in official
1. Ibid
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documenta or reports, -MM reportad fully la the "Teachers * Journal"1. McKenna 
strongly recoenended that the standard of entry into the College should be the 
Senior Public Examination? that the course should be of two years* duration* 
and that students who desired it should be given a four-year course - three 
years at the University and one for professional training. Be further recoo- 
nanded a post-graduate Diploma in Education, and a University qualification 
for non-graduates like the one-year Fellowship in Education of Edinburgh Uni­
versity. In regard to these latter re c c— inflations, it is interesting to note 
that, while the Director of Education could not make blading decisions affect­
ing the University, the pesaanent head of the Depeartaant of Public Instruction 
was thinking of hitter education for all teaebsrs and a closer link with the 
University,
Be appears to have been so thinking alone. Ho two-year course emerged 
for ten years. Junior scholarships conti need to he granted la large numbers. 
There was, however, a progressive increase of the proportion of Seniors, so 
that in 1939 enrolments ware virtually equals in that year, 100 Juniora were 
admitted, and 99 Seniors. Thus, had the Second World War not occurred, it is 
possible that the Senior standard might have became the sola standard of entry 
simply by increasing demand for tsasfasr scholarships fron candidates with 
Senior qualifications. On this, however, it sesos fruitless to speculate.
This period also saw a fresh attempt to provide some experience for stud­
ents of the College as future heads of one-teacher schools. In 1934 * Model 
One-teacher School was established at Ascot2. Ascot State School wee one of
1. QXJ, February, 1936.2. Report of the Principal for 1934* 1935, Voi. I, p. 887.
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the Associated Practising Schools, and in 1954 * anali group of children was 
drafted into a separate one-teacher school in the grounds of the State school. 
This one-teacher school is still in existence. Its pupils are recruited frac 
local fhnllies by voluntary choice. It has ita own head teacher, its own 
school committee of parasta, and its own full range of school activities. Its 
popularity is such that there is usually a waiting list of ftailies far enrol­
ment as older families work their way out of ached with the passage of tins. 
Students of the College visit the school far one day during their course. It 
is regretted, and always has been, that no other sack schools hare been famed 
so that students might hare longer experience and perhaps some practice in a 
small school. However, the visits are usually followed by keen discussion, 
and have the value of assisting College lecturers to relate the instruction 
given in College on snail school nanageaent to the observations of tí» students 
at tí» Model One-teaeter School.
&• Aa„áataBHraag, Qaü««»
It will be recalled that since its inception tí» College was required to 
prepare students for Departmental examinations except where examination success­
es had exempted then frost certain subjects1. With tí» increasing number of 
students being admitted with at least Junior qualifications, this preparation 
was mainly confined to tí» Departmental examinations in professional subjects 
related to the study of education and the practice of teaching.
In 1955 the second Principal of tí» College retired - John Morris, tí» had 
held the position since 19202. His place was taken by J. A. Robinson, ubo
1. See, for example, pp. 66-7 and 79.
2* For an account of tí» administrators of the Collage, see Appendix 7.
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ininediately began to presa for the renoval of Departmental control of the Col­
lega course of the kind exercised by setting and narking examinations. In Ms
first report, the nee Principal drew attention to average percentages secured 
fay students in three subjects of the Class III examination. The figures were
interesting!
Needlework Music
Seniors 89 $3
Juniors 85 75
Be farther pointed out that Needlework and Muslo ware examined fay the De­
partment, while Art was examined fay the Collega, and want on*
**If the task of setting and examining the papers of the trainees 
in all of their Class HI subjects wars allotted to the College, 
the present standard would not in asy way be lowered. Bather 
would the tendency be to raise the standard. Consideration night 
be given to the question of testing trainees In all subjects fay 
internal examination for Class HI purposes.*1
In other words, the Principal wanted the College to be treated as a full 
tertiary institution. He was not successful at ones (may Queensland teachers
would not express surprise at this), but returned to the attack in his report
for 1937*
"The papera in School Management, Music, needlework, History and 
Geography, are set and examined dopartaentally, while the exam­
inations in Class Teaching, Art and Drill are conducted inter­
nally.
Much could be said in favour of the introduction of internal 
examinations in all Class HI subjects. If such a course ware 
accompanied fay the institution of the policy that ALL entrants to the Isrelce were required to pass through the College, the 
advantages accruing would be When the examining
body anfl the lecturing body are one and the same, the tendency 
of the students la towards steady work throughout the year ••••
The danger of a student rapidly assiatlating sufficient natter
1. m  1936, Voi. I, p. 919.
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just prior to «a examination to tide M a  through the* exMainatlon 
and than just as rapidly dismissing sudi natter Area hia know« 
legge content would be wird ml gad ....."1
In his report for 1939» the Principal referred with what say be seme
evidence of triunph, to the changes he had desired«
"The one outstanding adjustment.... was tbs substitution of
internal examinations for departmental eawninations in all 
subjects which sight be classed as "professional" ••••• those 
subjects which normally are not taken by students in their 
Junior and Senior Public Examinations, but which are essential 
for young people who are being trained for entry into the teach­
ing service.... Claes Teaching, Speech Training, Physical
Culture, Educational Psychology, Art, Music, Needlework, and 
School Method. Prior to this year the last ascari two subjects 
were «rasaniaed by the Department, but tide year they were 2 
brought into line with the reatining subjects of the group."*
Apparently eons changes bad been naie in the «cantine which are not men­
tioned in available records or reports. The important point, however, is that 
between 1935 and 1939 the College assueed the sane responsibility se reste on 
all proper institutions of higher education - the responsibility of testing
and certifying ae well as teaching.
This full delegation of responsibility indicates a new view in Queensland 
of the Training College. As has barn discussed in several places earlier, the 
tendency of a large centralized system to maintain traditional practices, and 
the economic and other conditions which obliged the Depnrtasttb to 
pupil teacher training so long after the eetahliabsent of the College, probably 
nade It inpossible to take this step any earlier. The taking of the step oust 
therefore be regarded as one of the most layer tagt of the decade fron 1930 to 
1940.
1. yPP 193Ö, Voi. I, p. 961.
2. QFP 1940, p. 625.
sì, me rosT-MB asmi si smm:«ms*.
1. foat-U»r Rocrultoant.
As ima told in Chapter V, some interesting devolopraants in the training of 
teachers in Queensland took place betueen the Depression and the beginning of 
the Second World War. The effect of the War was to linit development and to 
fix the pattern of training as it was when war broke out. This was» of course, 
in line with what happened in most industries) the national economy was far too 
much occupied with preparations for war to leave time, money, or energy for do­
ing more than maintaining existing conditions.
Like other industries and services, the teaching service suffered directly 
from the demands of recruitment for the fighting services. In general, the 
policy of military recruitment was a combination of voluntary enlistment and 
calling up age groups, and ae conditions of war became more serious, calling-up 
extended down as far aa the age of eighteen years and up to thirty-five. The 
former practice meant that most male students of the College were called up for 
duty as soon as their training there was finished, although their ambers bad 
already been reduced by the enlistment of many potential candidates before they 
night have entered the College. The Director-General of Education pointed this 
out in his report for 1943» in which he discussed at some length the fact tint 
resignations and temporary absences were in excess of admissions, and saldi
"In ordinary times the supply of teachers graduating Aren tí»
Teachers * Training College would be adequate far requirements, 
but this is not so at the present time. The Department is com­
pelled to call on trainees before they have completed their nor­
mal period of training ..... The position has been aggravated fay 
the fact that maty of the male trainees who reached the age of 
eighteen years, whilst in attendance at the Teachers* Training 
College, were called up for military service, or enlisted in the
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E.A.A.F. Of fourteen 1.1.43 senior trainees, the net gain to the 
Department was one teacher » and he was »edic&lly unfit for sdli-
iary duty. The reminder were called vep tor war service.... the
mies available are disappearing, and where their age has permitted 
of their appointment, their service has been trief .....
Figures presented bjr the Director-General la eomeodLon with his report 
showed that 1,161 nales and 52 fanales vere absent on war servire at the tine » 
approximately one-third of tibe teachers in service at 1st January, 1943) also 
that the deficiency liad been partly nade up by the readmlssion of narried ex- 
teaebara (i.e., women who before marriage had been teachers).
Thus, during the war, conditions arose which were to have a great influ-
2enee on both recruitment and training of teachers in the post-war years • Be- 
cruitment was also adversely affected by the ease with which men and women 
could, during the war and immediately after, secure liberal pay for routine 
work without long or arduous training, and by the fact that the position of 
teachers was adversely affected by the "freezing'of salaries during the war, so 
that salary earners such as teachers were such worse off than mazy unskilled 
workers who were able to earn high wages augmented by overt Ine.
Ho approach to the Industrial Court far increased salaries could be made 
because of the imposition of wartime restrictions. The Teachers' Union, how­
ever, saw a loophole through which improved salary conditions could be obtained. 
This was by a reclassification of the entire teaching service which could stipu­
late a completely new salary scale. In 1943 the Union approached the Minister 
with a view to having the service reclassified**. It is fair to say that the
1. 1944-45# p. 519.
2. It is necessary to discuss reeruitasxzt somewhat fully in order to understand 
tis» factors influencing training in the immediate post-war period.
3. QTJ, February, 1944# P« 7.
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Minister saw the justice of the claim, although the fact that 1944 was a year 
in which a State election was to take place may hare had some effect. In March 
1944» the Union vas infernad tgr the Minister that "Caldnet has decided upon a 
reclassification of the teaching service. Intimation to that effect appeared 
in the Premier's policy speech.*1
Briefly» the results of negotiations on this natter» as reported in sub­
sequent issues of the "Queensland Teachers* Journal" and also in official re­
ports» were as follows. The number of classes in the service was reduced from 
three to two. The old system had Glass IH» with eight annual divisions»
Class H »  with five» and Class 1» with five. The new had Class H »  with eight 
divisions, and Class I with six. Thus» allowing for a year's probationary ser­
vice» teachers reached Class I» Division I» in fourteen years instead of eight­
een. At the same tine salary scales were set out which enabled a male assist­
ant teacher to rise to £490 per annum instead of £420. Thus two provisions 
were made which might be expected to make teachers more contented and to stimu­
late recruitment.
In addition, negotiations were conducted on training. The outcome was 
that the Senior Public Examination was made the standard of entry to the Col­
lege - a provision for which the Union had been pressing fear years and which 
the Director bad recommended in 1936. McKenna's other reeooncniation In 1936 - 
that the mini saw period of training should he two years - was also adopted, 
and mere liberal allowances were granted to scholarship holders at the College2.
1. QTJ, March, 1944, p. 6.
2. Report of the Secretary for 1944, QPP 1944-45, p. 491. See also QXJ, 
February, 1945. For McKenna's recommendations see pp. 95-6 .
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In order further to stimulate rocruitraent to the College & step was taken 
which can be described as revolutionary. It was decided to institute a scheme 
of Junior Teacher Scholarships» not to the College» but to Stole High schools} 
that is» successful candidates at the Junior Public Examination ware given 
scholarships of tec years so that they could remain at their schools and com­
plete the requiromnta of the Senior Public Eaaaination before proceeding to 
the Training College for their two-year courses. In the first instance the 
State High schools concerned - those at Brisbane» Calma» Townsville» Charters 
Tower a, Mackey, Rockhampton, Bundaberg, Maryborough» Gyinple, Toowoomba, and 
Warwick - were given the title of Junior Teachers' Training Colleges, Junior 
scholarship holders were to receive an allowance of £1 a week as an encourage­
ment to remain at school for two extra years when the attractions of private 
business and industry were, as they mare after the war, very great.
In the sane report, the Secretary saldi
"whilst at Junior Teachers' Training College, scholarship-holders 
will receive in addition to instruction in subjects for the 
Senior Public Examination, special instruction in School Method,
Physical Education, Art and Music.
The Secretary was at pains to point out that this scheme did not naan that 
the Government intended to nak» the recruitment of students at the Training 
College a monopoly of toe State system of education. Be said, "A certain number 
of Senior Teacher Scholarships will be reserved for successful candidates 
(other toan those at Junior Teachers' Training Colleges) at toe Senior Public 
fixajaination.
1. QFP 1944-45, p. 491.
2. Ihid.
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The achou» of Junior Teacher Scholarship« vas announced in December, 1944, 
to be effective from the beginning of the College year 1» 1945. At once the 
Department and the Miniator vere involved in heavy correspondence, as night 
have been expected, froga non-State secondary schools. Church and Grammar sch­
ools took the position that their students vere at a financial disadvantage in 
having to undertake Senior studies at their own expense while Junior scholar­
ship holders were paid to remain at school, and further pointed out that some 
of their students, not 11» least able, vere attracted to State High schools 
after Junior by the Junior Teacher Scholarships^ . The Minister, on tbs other 
hand, stood on the ground that as these students vere being trained as teacher 
and the State had always trained its own teachers, no new principle vas in­
volved; moreover, he pointed out, students who chose to renala at non-State 
secondary schools wear' still eligible for appolntnent to the Senior Teachers' 
Training Collage, as the existing Institution vas now callad. Considerable 
reason can be seen in the argisaest of non-State schools, but the question soon
becsuae academic, as the need for every available candidate forced the extan-
2slon of the óchese to any approved secondary school , an extension which has 
continued since than.
Training fr lasts •
The general affect of the extension of the course at the Training College
to two years after Senior was to «nabla the staff to develop a mors comfort­
'sable course. The main linea described In Appendix Vf were the lines along
1. The Departmental File "Training of Teachers" for 1945 contains a consider­
able number of letters from heeds of individual schools, trustees of 
Grammar schools, and Church dignitaries on this matter, expressing deep 
concern. The Minister's reply coses from the sane source.
2. cffJ, February, 1950, p. 15.
3. See Appendix 17, pp.502.-3_
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which tí» erarse could be developed, bub the additional year enabled the staff 
to provide a nuch fuller course. Students spent four days during their first 
year and three during their second in College, tí» rest of each week being 
spent at a  practising school. The course included tí» methods of teaching the 
subjects of the primary school curriculum* educational theory, history, and 
psychology* and tí» practice, as well as the teaching, of art, ansie, speech, 
physical education, and literature^. In addition, it bacana possible to pro» 
vide a greater range of extra-curricular activities than before* exaaples wove 
the organization of dramatic and musical activities on a scale not before 
attempted. University study continued to be a  pert-tine responsibility which 
the students could undertake or leave alone at their discretion. There is, 
however, sons indication to be found in discussion with those connected with 
the College at that tine that, had not other factors intervened, it might have 
been possible to lead the course gradually to a point where some tine would 
have been available in the time-table for such work.
Junior Scholarship Holders in secondary schools ware expected to study, to
Senior standard, English, at least one branch of Mathematics, Science, and a
2language other than English . In addition, they were expected to receive in­
struction for two periods a week (usually eighty admites) in each of the follow­
ing! Music, Art, Physical Education, and School Method. Candidates wishing to 
become teachers of Commercial and Domestic Science subjects were required to 
take respectively tbs Cconereial and Domestic Science Senior Examinations, in-
1. See Appendix 17, p.^ozfor the time-table of Seniors at that time.
2. Departmental Instruction to Principals of State High Schools, 28th February, 
1945.
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eluding English. To «void cutting too much into the tin© available for Senior 
subjects» the educational studies could be taken outside tí» normal school 
hours. Classes for these vere usually conducted by teachers who undertook the 
duty on a part-tin© basis for extra remuneration1 23. Students vere also to risit 
schools la their districts for observation in connexion with School Method.
Thus» theoretically at any rate» the training of teachers in Queensland 
¿Ton the beginning of 1945 comprised a four-year course.
Anyone with experience of vh&t goes on in secondary schools in preparation 
for the Senior Public Examination of the University of Queensland will know 
that the course is» to say the least» a full one. The effect of adding what 
was equal to a full day's work to the syllabus for a week can be Imagined» 
particularly tilth regard to recreation and study. One way of compensating for 
this was to reduce the academic load. Ey 1951» for general teaching it was 
necessary only to take any four Senior subjects including English? for Ccensr- 
eial and Domestic Science teaching five subjects were required including English 
and comercial or domestic science subjects» where previously higher require­
ments had been stated^. This» however» to some extent nullified the previous 
raising of the standard of entry.
Discussion at the Union Council meeting of May» 1951» indicated that Coun­
cillors were seeing a m e  difficulties In the scheme. A motion at that meeting 
aought to protest against "the Government's recent decision whereby any approved
3
secondary school may become a Junior Teachers' Training College" . Discussion
1. QEJ, May, 1951, pp. 7-10.
2. QTJ, October, 1951, P* 14«
3. QTJ, May, 1951, pp. 7-10.
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on the action vos revealing, In that speakers with experience expressed tits 
view that the special educational studies were not taken seriously1 23. One went 
so far as to say that tibe tern "Junior Teachers' Training College” had been 
coined steply to give some reason for paying the allowances intended to encour­
age students to renai» at school until Senior and then to become teachers« The 
original notion irne eventually amended to read "That the Union discuss with the 
Department the granting of Junior Teacher Scholarships to any approved Secondary 
Schools with a view to finding out whether the training in these schools covers 
the same ground as that covered by the previous Junior Training Colleges".
It has not been possible to ascertain just how soon the original provisions 
of the scheme fell into disuse. What is certain is that by 1953^  at any rats 
studente from the Junior Scholarship schema ware cooing to the Senior Training 
College without professional education, and that at the present time the con­
ditions for entry into the College deal entirely with the students' results in 
the Senior Publio Isamimtion^  • It does not seam likely that aqy other outcome 
could have been expected. Bor does it seem reasonable to assisae that prior in­
struction especially in School Method, without the charae to apply it, would 
result in aiy worth-while transfer of training at the Senior College. The pro­
vision that students should observe in schools during their secondary course 
had ti» merit of giving students some Idea of what they night expect in their 
own teachings but again there is little evidence that after the first years of
1. This view was expressed earlier; one of the 1945 writers in protest against the schei» said that up to September of that year no special training had been given (Letter from Bead Mister, Rockhampton Christian Brothers' Collage,15th September, 1945: Departmental File, "Training of Teachers").2. From the writer's personal experience.3. Conditions of appointment are publish»! annually in the Departmental"Education Office Gazette".
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the schone aiy observation \ m s done. There is, however, merit in the present 
scheme of allowing students to attain Senior standard academically and to de­
velop the additional maturity of two years before directing their attention to 
professional study*
i *  ifr? Imre qf ertola«
Despite all the provisions outlined above, recruitment to the service con­
tinued to flail short of the mininam needs of the service* Several substantial 
salary increases in the years following the 1944 reclassification fallad to 
attract sufficient recruits. The situation was aggravated by the very great 
rise in population following the war, partly from vigorous immigration policias 
and partly from a greatly increased birth rata* Thus, while the actual number 
of teachers in the service either Increased or remained constant, the student 
population grew out of proportion to the number of teachers*
Conditions in the service, too, were net conducive to increased recruit­
ment* Classes were on the average very large; the Department was relying large­
ly on temporary teachers - mandad women and teachers who had bean retirad on 
account of age and re employed - and these created a further problem by block­
ing the transfer of young teachers from country centres to more favourable 
localities, so that they becas» discontented and resentful of the temporary 
teachers. Further results were that younger teachers were more willing to 
leave the service, and that the reputation of the service as a desirable career 
fell, with further depressing affaeta -m recruitment.
The general affect of this was reflected in figures given by the Director- 
deaerai of Education in his report for 194**, la which he showed that irta 1940
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tc August* 1948» a total of 1,158 teachers had been admitted to the service 
'dille 1,500 had left, so that during the period there had been a net loss of 
350 teachers1 * And this, it oust be remembered, occurred in a tin© of rising 
school population. In 1949, the Public Service Commissioner in his report 
sought to dispel the fallacy that the number of teachers had fallen, and pro­
duced figures to show that the number of teachers had actually risen between 
1946 and I95O (the year in which his 1949 report appeared) Area 4,555 to 
4,9252 3.
The explanation for this apparent disagreement seena to be found in the 
report of the Minister for 1949« There it waa stated that 444 teachers had 
left the service while 328 had been admitted. However, 204 teachers who had 
left the service had been readmitted as temporary teachers^. Thus there was a 
net increase of 33 teachers. In that way, it was possible to effect a tempor­
ary amelioration of the shortage. It was no permanent solution. The situation 
continuad throughout the years from 1949 to 1953, when it was amxnmeed that 
the Department would dispense with the services of a large number of married 
women serving temporarily, and in fact this was done; but in 1959 a larga »im­
ber of these women were still in service.
This is not the place to discuse at length the place of married women in 
the service. It is recognised that in many ports of the world they serve exact­
ly as do men and single women, and a good ease can be made out for their re­
tention both on social and on educational grounds. However, under a central­
ised system like that of Queensland such teachers constitute a special class,
1. QPP 194Ä-9, Voi. n ,  p. 600.
2. cjPP 1950-51, p. 45.
3. QPP 1950-51, p. 637.
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not subject to transfer in the sana way as ara parsaanent teachers of the service. 
Until it can be shown that they do not place difficulties in the way of a free- 
functioning transfer scherno for all teachers, their service must be a cause of 
dissension in the service and cannot be regarded aa a solution of «ay teacher 
shortage*
%  1949, however, the situation ma  such as to came serious concern to 
those adgAnistering the Department. In his report for that year, the Director- 
General recognized this* After pointing out the regrettably low proportion of 
young people who proceeded as far as Senior, and noting that it was too easy 
for young people to obtain enployaanb which did not require then to leave home 
as did teaching, be announced an emergency scheme of recruitment and training^i
"As fron tbs beginning of 1950 an emergency soberao of training 
teachers within reach of their heroes was inaugurated.
"Students who pass the Junior Public Examination may apply to tbs 
Head Teacher of a State School for admission as student teachers*
If accepted, they spend the first two years in observing, practice 
in teaching, and studying. They are enrolled as students of the 
Training College Correspondence School and given courses by 
correspondence in subjects to Senior standard. Text-books are 
supplied to them fìcee on loan. By the end of the second year 
they will be required to pass aa examination at Senior level 
which will be their qualifying examination for entrance to tbs 
Senior Teachers* Training College. In their third year they will 
teach classes. In their fourth year they will attend tiro Senior 
Teachers* Training College and in their fifth year they will be 
appointed as teachers. It will be seen that the student teachers 
will be completing their training at the saas tine as those who 
passed the Junior examination with them and proceeded in the 
usual way."
This ¿scheme, it will be noticed, was intended to supplement the existing 
Junior Teacher Scholarship scheme at secondary schools, especially where secon-
1. OPP 1950-51, pp. 651-2
Ill
clary facilities provided education only to Junior level. It wan not without 
merit. It encouraged parento to send their children into service without 
requiring the children to go frota heme at only about sixteen years of age. It 
endeavoured to provide practical training without the rigours of the pupil 
teacher system, as student teachers were not held fully responsible for classes, 
And it attempted to raise the academic standard of the student teachers. More­
over, it provided a useful intercediate step between secondary education and 
professional training at College by giving the student teachers some insight 
into the problems of class teaching end school assessment against which to set 
their theoretical and practical College training.
It is fair to note that when the first student teachers came to Teachers' 
College in 1953, many of them had an intelligent appreciation of the problems 
of teaching and a readier understanding of primary school children than bad 
many candidates direct from the Senior course. They found their feet acre 
quickly and developed into highly successful students. On the other hand, 
there were drawbacks to the scheme. There were wide differences in the quality 
of training and supervision of study given to student teachers; an appreciable 
number had failed to obtain passes in the reqpdred four Senior subjects; and 
some had fallen into bad habits of teaching and study. Obviously, in many 
casos their appointment to State Schools meant only another unwelcome respon­
sibility to already overworked head teachers. It is doubtful, too, whether 
they represented a fair sample of the ability of their age group; it is possible 
that those with better premise as students were supported to Senior level by 
their parents in greater numbers so that the student teacher group contained 
a larger proportion of borderline cases.
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The Teachers* Union did not like the scheme. The leading article in the 
" Journal" for September, 1949» vea entitled "Labour and Child Labour in Queens­
land" (a Labour Govemnont had been in power in Queensland since 1932) • The 
article criticized bitterly what the Editor sailed "a return to the pupil 
teacher system". He quoted the Government** promise "to provide for their 
educational advancement by organising special classes for their instruction, 
and to give than the advantage of a full Training College course when the pos­
ition becomes easier.*^ (The statement was quoted by the Editor from the 
Governor’s speech to Parliament). The Editor further quoted the promise to 
give these student teachers a course in School Method, Physical Education,
Art, and Music - "that is, in those subjects of which the recruit will have, 
up to date, insufficient knowledge". His coment vasi
"In other words, they will he given a lick and a premise course in 
School Method, Physical Education, Art and Music, and incident­
ally, the marking of the school roll, the filling up of returns, 
and the keeping of the corporal punishment register, and their 
knowledge will be up to date enough for the instruction of Queens­
land children*"2
The Council of the Union in the same month carried a resolution protesting 
strongly against "the proposed lowering of tibe standard of the profession by 
the employment of teacher trainees who have not obtained a Senior pasa.*^
One can sympathize with the Editor (G. A. Daughtrey, who was also General 
Secretary of the Union) • Be had been one of the principal architects of the 
1944 scheme which made the Senior Examination the standard of entry to the 
Training College, and to see so soon a  reversal of all he had fought for was
1* QTJ, September, 1949, p* 1*2. Ibid.
3. QTJ, September, 1949, p. 6.
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iadõed bitter. He returned to the attack about a year later:
"..... It vss a thinly disguised pupil teacher scheme ....
It is clear that this Emergency Scheme will result in con­
siderable wastage beca iBe of the difficulty of passing the 
Senior Public Examination under such conditions and in 
three years, and because of the poor prospects of those who 
fail in the Senior. Those who fail in the Senior will be­
come unclassified teachers ....
"The Emergency Scheme ..... has indeed already failed. 'With 
its generous allowances, that is in comparison with the 
normal scheme, it has attracted the magnificent total of 
97 girls and 16 boys from the whole of the State. The pro­
portion of girls to boys calls for some comment, ana this 
comment is found in those centres where the Emergency Scheme 
is in operation, for there the allowance is called the ‘Hope 
Chest Allowance1 2.“1
The rates of allowance mentioned by the Editor were indeed peculiar.
Junior Scholarship holders in secondary schools and living at home were paid 
£52 per annum in the first year and £78 in the second, with an extra £26 per 
annum for those living away from home. Student teachers living at home were 
paid £1^6 in the first year and £172 in the second; while those living away 
from home were paid £222 per annum . Nevertheless, as the Editor pointed 
out, the student teacher scheme succeeded in attracting only a small number of 
candidates for the service. Most of these reached Teachers' College in 1953; 
they continued to arrive for another year or two in small numbers, and their 
recruitment ceased as the Junior Scholarship scheme gained popularity and 
increased the number of candidates for training.
Those student teachers who had completed their four Senior subjects 
during their first three years were placed in normal classes of Senior teacher
1. QTJ, August 19 5 0, p. 1.
2. Ibid.
scholars. Those who had failed to do so were, unless special circumstances
prevailed, given tvo-yoar scholarships at College under special conditions
1
which will be discussed presently •
A farther circumstance which aroused bitter comment in the "Journal" was
the curtailment of the course for Senior teacher scholars at College. As earjy
oas 1944 the Directory-General referred with regret to such curtailment , How­
ever, it did not become regular until 1951* la that year, the need for teach­
ers was so desperate that the second year Seniors were appointed fr o m  July 1st, 
while those who entered at the beginning of that year were appointed from the 
beginning of the nest, after a aere twelve months’ training^.
This must surely be described as action born out of pore desperation. At 
that time tb© number of Junior Scholarship holders in secondary schools was 
rising} there were 283 in 1951 tad 399 in 1952. The student teacher scheme 
had borne at least Halted fruit and the first intake of student teachers 
would enter College in 1953. The credit side of the balance showed that by 
ahorUlning the course, the output of teachers was roughly doubled in 1951. 
Thereafter the situation was exactly as it was before, except that the students 
entered the teaching service a year earlier than, they would otherwise have done 
and, since recruitment was improving, each year’s output was somewhat larger 
than other-vise it would base bean. On the debit side, the precipitate action 
exerted an influence which has not yet been overeóme i it proved Impossible up 
to I960 to restore the two years’ course for Senior students at College. With 
steadily improving recruitment, however, it was possible in 1958 for the
1. See p. 118 .
2. OPP 19U n i ó , p. 495.
3. QPP 1951, p. 15, and 1952, p. 15.
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D ireetor-General to ssy:
"It now be possible to plan the restoration of a tuo year 
period of training ..... and to recruit only from candidates 
with passes in the Senior Public Examination.
This statement was followed a few months later by a more specific one by 
the Minister for Education to the Press of Brisbane:
"From the beginning of 1961, students admitted to the general course 
of training at the college would have a two-year course . . . . . ' 2
Thus, to double the output of teachers for one year, the training sehet» 
was disrupted for ten. During that time, allowing fen* two-year Junior scholars 
and other special groups, it is likely that four to five thousand students of 
the College were given only one year's training instead of the two promised in 
19M.
The effect of this upon the training has been that an atmosphere of haste 
pervades the College at all times. Under the one-year course, the College 
year of forty weeks has been reduced by such interruptions as two weeks' con­
tinuous practice, a week's attendance at a Physical Education camp, examinations 
and the like, to probably not mere than thirty-five weeks. Attempts have
3
been made to retain the elements of the two-year course , but this has been 
done only by making use of methods which, while they have enabled instruction 
to be given, bore not enabled students to undertake the reading and individual 
work which is surely desirable. Moreover, apart from two weeks' continuous 
practice, tibe students' experience in schools is very limited; even if a student
1. Koport of the Minister fenr Education for 1957, issued in July, 1958. Si m »  
the papers for 1956 the Reports have not so far been bound into collected 
Parliamentary Peperà.
2. Brisbane "Sunday Mail", 28th September, 1953.
3. Por comparison of time-tables, see Appendix IP, pp. 5 0 2 -3 .
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attends practising school on every possible day, it is unlikely that he would 
teach more than seventy lessons (the equivalent of less than three weeks' re­
gular teaching)) and the experience of students shows that with the best will 
in the world it is not possible for a head teacher to allow each student to 
spend sone tine with each class in the school. How, it is conceded that prac­
tice teaching is in itself no guarantee of subsequent success and that there is 
no substitute for continuous experience in a regular classroom after appointment 
However, it would be desirable that students could proceed through their train­
ing in a somewhat more leisurely fashion, with more tins to digest their ex­
periences) and a return to a two-year course is the only way to secure this.
During the crisis already described, the Government set up a committee to 
investigate and sake recommendations. The Committee comprised the Director- 
General of Education, his Deputy and Assistant, the Directors of Secondary, 
Technical, and Primary Education, the Departmental Staff Officer, the Public 
Service Commissioner, a District Inspector of Schools, and the President and 
General Secretary of the Queensland Teachers* Union. The committee was constit­
uted in April, 1952, held a long series of meetings, and presented a comprehen­
sive set of recommendations in July1 23'. These were as follows, in brief:
1. Scholarships should be granted to Senior, Junior, Adult and Graduate stud- 
2ents , Adults to have at least Junior qualifications and Juniors to have a 
two-year scholarship with part of the tins devoted to Senior study* Student 
teachers recruited from 1953 should have one year in the primary school and
1. From the Departmental File, "Training of Teachers" for 1952, and discussed 
in the "Queensland Teachers * Journal" for October, 1952, p. 1 et seq. The 
headings have been slightly regrouped.
2. Prior to tide Adults had been admitted irregularly provided that tiny had 
Senior qualifications. Graduates had also been admitted in small numbers
for a ons-year course.
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tuo at College under the h n  conditions as the Juniors* Head teachers 
with student teachers on their staffs should be paid a special allowance 
of £40 per annua.
2. A Recruiting Officer should be appointed to conduct a recruiting campaign* 
The Department should endeavour to arrange accommodation for students* A 
residential college should be established.
3* Allowances to scholarship holders should be increased.
A. The regulation relating to the age of admission of children to primary 
schools should be amended to delay the admission of children to the be­
ginning of their sixth year.
5* As far as possible* teachers under twenty-one years of age should not be 
appointed to schools away From their homes or to one-teacher schools.
6, A committee should be appointed by the Government to investigate and re­
port upon ways and means of alleviating the conditions listed and regarded 
aa contributing factors to the unattraotiveness of the service.
Annotations on the filed report indicate that* in the main* the recommend­
ations were adopted. The matter of tí» special allowances far heed teachers 
was "held in abeyance") eventually modified action waa taken. The recommend­
ation for a residential college was "not approved". Aa regards accommodation 
for students* no Departmental officer acts. However* a member of the College 
staff acts as accommodation officer* and students are advised by the Department 
to communicate with the Collage if accommodation is required* The lecturer 
keeps a file of addresses of people willing to accommodate students* keeps a 
check on the fitness of the accommodation* and directs prospective students or 
students who have just arrived to appropriate addresses*
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It might have been expected that the acceptance of the recommendations 
would be prorcpt, remembering that this was a Departmental, not a Union Committee 
Yet in October the Editor of the "Teachers1 Journal" claimed in a fiery leading 
article entitled "The Heroes Fiddle" that it had taken Cabinet until September 
22nd to study the report'*'. The "Journal" in fleet forced Cabinet'a hand on the 
matter, aa the report had not xç> to that tine been published, nor had action 
been taken« Prompt action then followed«
Applications were invited for appointment as Senior, Junior, Adult, and 
Graduate scholarship holders to the College. Steps were taken to incorporate 
the student teachers in the main student body, those with three years or four 
Senior subjecto being appointed to one-year scholarships on the same tarme as 
Seniors, and those with lees time or fewer Senior subjects to two-year scholar­
ships on the same terms as Juniors. Head teachers with student teachers were 
paid £10 per annum for one, £20 for two, and £30 for three or more« In addit­
ion, Begional Directors were asked to supply any information which in their 
opinion contributed to the unattractiveness of the service« The "Journal" was 
again scathing about these points, as it was about the fact that the Government 
had reduced tos allowances proposed by its own export commit tee, on the re­
presentations, the "Journal" claimed, of the Public Service Commissioner.
The whole matter of the committee reflects an uncertainty on the part of 
toe Government of the tine about education in general, and teacher training and 
recruitment in particular, which, it seems difficult mot to conclude, militated 
strongly against toe successful conduct of toe service« The whole story of the
1, í¿TJ, October, 1952, p. 1 et seq.
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poat-vur period was oat of slow action and inadequate awareness of the serious 
probis» which was developing. In justice It must he said that Aram 1953 on> 
wards it appears that governmental awareness was keener and action In general 
noere adequate) but the situation in 1952 was one which, although it was world­
wide and could probably not have been altogether avoided, could by prompt and 
vigorous action have been greatly mitigatoci. Greater vision immediately after 
the war sight have made Queensland the envy of the other States,
From 1953, the student body of the College settled Into a form which was 
maintained until 1959« There were four main groups of students!
1, Senior Teacher Scholars, These formed the bulk of the population, and 
included three-year student teachers with Senior qualifications. They ware 
given a one-year course, entirely professional,
2, Adult Teacher Scholars, These had Junior or better qualifications, aid 
ware given the same professional course as tbs Seniors,
3, Graduates, These were by 1953 under the oain control of the University for 
training and were taking the full-time course far the Diploma in Education. 
Their training will be discussed in the chapter dealing with the Univer­
sity's part in teacher training. The College was nade responsible far one 
day a week of their training,
4, Junior Teacher Scholars. These ware appointed on the resulta of the Junior 
Public Examination, and tad to secure passes in six subjects, Including 
English, They were given two-year scholarships. In the first year they 
received instruction in the subjects of the Senior Public Examination In 
such a way that some of them could sit at the end of the year if they
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wished. 3c®® secured os asurar as four passes, others one, two or three, but 
sortie did not present themselves for examination until their second year 
and some did not take aiy subjects to Senior standard while at College) 
the natter was left to the students1 own assessment of their ability. In 
the second year these students were given the same professional training 
as Seniors and Adults. Student teachers'1’ with less than three years* trai» 
ing received similar scholarships.
This fourth class of student calls for some consent. Zt m y  be assumed 
that they were first appointed as a  pure emergency measure. The scheme gave 
encouragement to students fresa country centres where secondary education did 
not extend beyond the Junior standard. It was, however, popular among students 
from centres where full secondary education was available. The proportion of 
females was high, ranging from 2*1 in 1953 to over 5*1 in 1957 and 19562 3. The 
main reason for this would appear to lie in the greater willingness of parents 
to support boys who display ability as far as the Senior standard, while parenta 
of girls with quite high ability often regard their daughters* professional lift 
as short and uncertain, and are therefore less willing for t h m  to remain at 
school past Junior^. This is supported by the fact that, during the period 
when Junior Teacher Scholars were admitted to College, the level of ability of 
the males as revealed by study and teaching practice was on the average lower 
than that of any other group in College.
The scheme was also popular because it enabled candidates to reach the
1. See pp. 110 et seq.
2. Teachers* College records.
3. A change might result here from a clarification of the place of married 
women in the service.
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ranks of the service a year sooner than they would if they regained at school 
until ¿Senior, thus providing the» with a financial advantage. In fact, it be- 
cazas so popular that it attracted numbers of students who Mould have proceeded 
to Senior* In 1957 only students living outside the metropolitan area ware 
allowed to take up Junior scholarships} and in 1958 the Minister publicly an­
nounced that from 1959 only students who had passed the Senior Examination would 
be admitted to the general course at tbs Teachers1 23College'*’.
The professional course given to Seniors, Adults, and Juniors alike during
the period of the one-year course has been a concentration of the previous two-
year training. In order to preserve the nein elements of the two-year course,
the College was compelled to function under considerably mere stress than could
2be considered desirable . The College has therefore acne tinder criticism on 
the ground that training is not thorough enough, a criticism which is frequent­
ly heard in discussion, particularly with older teachere. To this criticism 
it may be replied that no College coverse, however long, could provide the 
thorough coverage of the school curriculum which some teachers consider essen­
tial. On the other hand, serious attempts to develop good attitudes to teach­
ing, selected sailing of the techniques of teaching, and varied eaperieneea 
for students, both in school and outside, can do much in a short period to lay 
the foundations for subsequent development of satisfactory teaching skill . To 
that end the College has concentrated on attitude development at the rink of 
being accused of providing lese then the optimal amount of technique.
Students under the one-year course apend^  four days of each week in College
1. Brisbane «Sunday Mail«, 28th September, 1958.2. See p. 115.
3. «Spend« i at the tin» of writing (l9€cí th» one-year course is still inoperation.
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aari on» in a practising school, of which in 19éo there arc twenty-six in vari­
ous parta of Brisbane« The College tino-tabi» provides for training in general 
school method, theory, and educational psychology* for training in the special 
methods of teaching the subjects of the prlnexy school curriculum j for the 
special methods of teaching Infants* and for th» developernot of the students1 
own knowledge and skill, especially in fields where msuoy have had little ex­
perience, as in Art, ttisio, and, in the case of venen, general and natural 
science. In regard to the last, all students spend three hours a weak on each 
of three subjects - Art, Music, and Physical Education'*' • During this tine the 
twofold aim is observed of teaching students how to teach and fostering their 
own development in th» fields mentioned. In view of the brevity of the course, 
it has proved desirable to extend these and other activities into the field 
of extra-curricular activities or the border area between curricular and extra­
curricular. Examples are the amuai College concert, at which choirs from var­
ious College groups perform after training during their music course* the Art 
display and competition which has becca» an annual feature* the Sports Day and 
Swimming Carnival and the participation of many College teams In organised 
sport in the metropolitan area. In addition, cultural and sporting clubs are 
fostered as part of the College programme for those with special skill» or 
interests. For women, there is also a course in Needlework covering the re­
quirements of the primary school curriculum.
Additional experiences are provided in the nature of visits to institutions 
from time to time. Particularly may be mentioned visits to schools in the 
Brisbane area which maintain school project clubs - forestry, gardening, poul-
1. The full time-table appears in Appendix IV, p • 5 0 5 .
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try, and others - which students on appointment m y  find part of their work.
All students vÌ3it the Model One-teacher School at Ascot for observation and 
discussion. They also spend a day at the State Forestry establishment at 
uaerwah, on the North Coast. The alias are: first, to acquaint students with 
elements of forestry which will assist them to conduct forestry clubs in 
schools; second, to make them aware of the extent, and value of forestry to the 
State; and third, to provide another experience in the range which it is hoped 
will produce well-rounded persons to enter the teaching service.
It will be noted that th® general course for students is not differentia­
ted. There a special course for students who are to teach comercial sub­
jects, and another for teachers of domestic science, but these will be dealt 
with in discussing the training of specialist teachers. There is also a 
special course far secondai'/ teachers, which will be discussed in the final 
section of this charter. Otherwise the course is the samo for all, except 
that woman are trained In the teaching of needlework.
The reason for this is that there is no specialisation in State primary 
schools in Queensland, except that some teachers become expert in teaching a 
particular age group, for example, infants or the upper grades. All teachers 
are required to cover the whole syllabus for their grades, and in general may 
be required to teach any grade. Moreover, th® regulations of the Department 
of Education require all teachers to be prepared to serve in any part of the 
State, which also means that they may be required to serve in any sise or kind 
of State school. The effect on the College course is to make it necessary to 
train students so that they may become proficient in a wider range of school
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activities them may be required in other systems; so that all students take 
the same course. The general practice in appointing teachers for special re­
sponsibilities is to appoint than after they have had sane experience ss teach­
ers. Â few appointaents are nade direct frcra College} for «sample, students 
graduating Aron College are sanetlnes appointed to the School for the Deaf, 
jhere they receive the special training necessary, and seme are reconanended 
for appointment to schools for infants - the children entering school at approx* 
irately age five and proceeding as far as ags seven.
It is possible that the extension of the course nay be linked with an in­
creasing specialisation. The possibility of this, and the desirability, will 
be discussed in the chapter dealing with the training of specialist teachers.
A* ifitaai. Rpyelffpigntg Mil Pffftgltolüttag»
In this regard the full return to the Senior Public Examination as the 
standard of entry to the College has already been discussed. In 1959 no Jun­
ior Teacher Scholars were appointed, and Adults ware required to have Senior 
qualifications instead of Junior^ • Moreover, it becas» possible in the sane 
year to establish an order of merit on the results of the 195& Junior Public 
Examination for candidates for Junior scholarships to secondary schools. The 
number of candidates exceeded the number of scholarships the Government wished 
to grant, and a considerable number of candidates did not obtain scholarships} 
they will, of course, still have a second chance when they have passed their 
Senior in I960. Thus it may be concluded that the Department feels that tí» 
situation has stabilised and that normal recruiting procedures will enable 
shortages to be made up in the future.
1. From Teachers* College records.
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Reference has also been made to the presala© that the standard course fron 
1961 will be two years after Sender. The effect of this will be to relieve 
staff and students of some of the pressure unter which the one-year
course has placed the». It should be noted, however, that la the meantime the 
general course for students in English training colleges has been increased 
from two to three years. Ho public discussion of a similar nove has taken 
place in Queensland. It seme reasonable to assume that the change is unlikely 
tore, for two reasons. The change to two years will not take place until 1961, 
and is likely to be allowed to stand for some years at any zata, so long as 
candidates can be obtained on those terms. And Queensland's past record sug­
gests that new developments ere acre likely to occur in other States first} so 
far, no Australian State lias taken any action to give ita trainees for general 
primary teaching more than two years of training.
Outside the College the redntroducticn of a two-year course presents 
problems which will not be easy to solve, in view of the numbers concerned.
At present, students are dispersed for teaching practice among twenty-six prac­
tising schools. This dispersal is necessary for the present College population 
of approximately 900. Estimated figures of attendance for I960 is 1,100, and 
for 1961, 1,30o1. Thus at least as many practising schools are necessary in 
I960, and a larger number will be required for 1961« In 1962, it is expected 
that such large numbers will not be required ss the school population is ex­
pected to have stabilized by then. However, there will be the carry-over from 
1961 for their second year in addition to the new enrolments for 1962. The 
number requiring teaching practice may therefore be well over one thousand,
1. Report of the Minister for Education for 1957, p. 6.
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and if the College retarne to the earlier practico of sending second-year 
■students to practising schools far tuo day» a week the problem will he intensi­
fied» As it is necessary to strengthen the staffs of practising schools so 
that students nay have adequate practice without affecting the progress of the 
children, the Department is faced with the risk of depleting other schools and 
possibly arousing public hostilityj it is quite clear that maqy quite efficient 
teachers cannot be expected to possess the additional qualities required for 
successful training of students. It aay be that laost if not all metropolitan 
schools will becca» practising schools» A recent Western Australian practice 
has been to have practice teachers at various schools instead of whole practis­
ing schools, these teachers being under the general control of a member of the 
staff of Teachers' Collega1. This nay be the eventual solution.
Tbs problem will, however, be toads no sanier by the reintroduction of 
allowances far teachers engaged in braining students of the College» It will 
be recalled2 3that in 1935 an earlier practice of paying the staff of the prac­
tising school an allowance of £30 per annus had been replaced by that of pay­
ing the head teacher an allowance of £20. A variation of the Teachers' Award 
(State) In 1956 provided that bead teachers of practising schools and all teach* 
ora to whom trainee teachers ware allotted should be paid aa allowance of £4fi
3per annum . This had the advantage of recognizing that such teachers had a 
special responsibility and were entitled to payment far it. However, it has 
produced the situation where teachers on the same staff my or may not receive
1. Information given fay a member of the Claremont College Staff who visited Queensland on leave.
2. See pp . 92-5 .3. QTJ, July, 1953, p. 6.
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the allowance. On the assumption that existing practising school teacher a are 
to acsae extent selected» the development of further practising schools could 
increase this disparity. While many teachers would not mind it» conceding 
that the responsibility was probably worth wore than the allowance, seme would 
certainly question the bead teacher's choice (at present he makes his choice 
in consultation with the district inspector)» so that it may prove difficult 
to maintain amicable relations among the staffs concerned. Again» the alter­
native practice of having teachers and not schools selected to supervise teach­
ing practice might prove worth trying $ but the whole problem» bearing in mind 
the numbers involved» appears one which will call for very close consideration 
in the next few years.
Another recent development takes the College» in a way» back to one of its 
original functions - that is» the training of teachers for secondary- schools.
It will be recalled" that some of the original students ware matriculated per­
sona undertaking University study. Since than» the College from time to time 
provided training for small numbers of graduates for this purpose» until the 
establishment of the Faculty of Education in the University of Queensland» 
which undertook the responsibility of preparing graduates for the Diploma In 
Education and for secondary teaching. In Queensland» ss elsewhere» the ideal 
situation is that secondary schools should be staffed by graduates. Chis» 
however, has not to date been possible, and la recent years has been rendered 
less possible by the rapid lacrasse in both the school population «id the pro­
portion of each age group proceeding to secondary education.
Recognizing this, the Department in 1953 introduced an emergency scheme
1. See Chapter IV, (l).
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to obtain secondary teachers quickly by providing fifty special two-year 
scholarships on the reculte of the 1957 Senior Public Kraal nation. These 
scholarships were tenable during the first year at the University, where the 
scholare studied first year Arts or Science courses. In the second year they 
were to attend Teachers' College. The first group underwent their profession­
al training at College. They studied a sinilar general educational course In 
School Method, Theory of Education, and Educational Psychology to that giren 
the other students. However, instead of those elements of the course directed 
towards preparation for teaching in the prlaary school, they received training 
in the special methods of teaching secondary subjects. The subjects were those 
which they had selected as their fields in teaching in consultation with De­
partmental guidance officers, and which they had studied at First Year Univer­
sity level. A second group of two-year scholarship holders begun their oourse 
at the University at the beginning of 1959, and a third in I960.
The desirability of appointing young people (very few of then had reached 
the age of twenty-one on appointment) direct to secondary schools is open to 
seme question. There is sene opinion expressed among teachers that all second­
ary' teachers would benefit from some experience with younger children, and 
especially from the need to teach the whole curriculum end to be responsible 
far the whole fornai education of a class. However, official opinion leans to 
the present schema, and can scarcely do otherwise. For years the Department 
has been inviting teachers, through the "Education Office Gasette", to apply 
for appointment to secondary schools if they have the qualifications to teach 
secondary subjects. It must be assumed, therefore, that this source of svçply 
is almost if not quite exhausted. In addition, for several years, some of the
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moat capable students from Collage, with som© University study to their eradit, 
bavo bean sent to secondary schools at the and of their year fear some contin­
uous practice and haare bean appointed direct to High schools in the next year1 . 
This, too, Bust be regarded as an unavoidable emergency scheme, which will 
come to an end as aoon as better qualified candidates are available.
In the last term of 1959 another gro*qp was sent to College to augment the 
supply of secondary teachers. This group comprised a number of teachers with 
soste qualifications in the field of science, share the greatest present short­
age of teachers existed. These teachers, some with a number of years * experi­
ence but some with only one, received training in the special methods of teach­
ing the sciences so that they were available for appointment as science teach­
ers in I960. These were well commended during their teaching practice, and 
their progress in secondary teaching will doubtless be watched closely. Two 
further groups were appointed at the beginning of I960, one of potential 
science teachers and the other of potential teachers of languages and the soc­
ial studies.
All these schemes, of course, represent facets of the problem with which 
the present administration of the service was presented. This problem arose 
fremi a long period of what, in view of the developments, must be considered to 
be dependence on short-term expedients. From time to time action was taken 
which promised much, but such action was not pursued with vigour, or ceased 
with the onset of some emergency external to education. It seems fair to say 
that only the last two State Governments - the last labour Government and the 
Liberal Country Party Government which replaced it in 1957 - appear to have
1. In I960 some were attached to the special Secondary group from the beginn­
ing of the year.
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been aware of the extent of the educational problema of the State and of the 
lag in providing adequate educational facilities foar both children and teachers 
in training. A great deal of money has been spent on education since the sec­
ond World War, but the expenditure of smaller sums sooner would hare enabled 
the prement, administration to cope more effectively with the specific problems, 
some of which at least should hors been foreseen.
One of these foreseeable problems which received less than its due notice 
was that of housing a Teachers' College. The matter is considered sufficiently 
Important to warrant separate discussion, and will be dealt with in the next 
chapter. For ti» present, it should be noted that one of the pleasing features 
of 1959 was the laying of the foundation stone of a new Teachers’ Collega at 
Hadron Park and ti» ecanenceanib of work on this Collega. It will cena only 
in the nick of time, as «y increase in the present numbers will render the 
existing College at Kelvin Grove practically impossible to administer. What 
is pleasing about this is that at last it has been thought that a Teachers' 
College is aa deserving of a proper home aa ozy of the newer schools in the 
State, and that this heos should be carefully planted fear its purpose.
The final recent change to be mentioned may be thought scarcely worthy of 
mention, but has a certain significance. It is the change of the name of the 
institution. In 1952, in response to a request ffeca the Conference of the 
Teachers' Union, the nans was changed fren T eae her a' Training College* to 
"Teachers' College”1. This brought Queensland into line with other Australian 
States. It is recognised that the English practice is still to refer to "train-
1. "Education Office Gazette*, October, 1952, p. 224« Quaennlunri GovernmentPrinter.
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Ing colle gea". However, those who urged the change argued that the College 
should be regarded as a College g£ teachers« and that the term "training“ em­
phasised the old-fashioned preoccupation with techniques which was a legacy of 
the pupil teacher system. The new ms», too, laid stress on the fact that 
students of the College were In the first years of their maturity rather than 
in the last of their childhood. It is true that the attitude of College staff 
and teachers in general to the nature and purpose of College training has 
changed considerably since the establishment of ti» College. Yet, when the 
writer recalls being told fcy a senior Departmental Officer that the practice 
in earlier years was to refer to sale trainees as “Master", and recalls also 
references in similar terms in Departmental correspondence, he feels that the 
change is more than one in name only.
m- m
Possibly there is no aspect of the training of teachers in Queensland 
during the forty-five years alnee 1914 which confers so little credit on suc­
cessive governments as does the failure to provide the State's college of tea­
chers with an adequate and inspiring hone. It is true that a college does con­
sist of such sore than an organisation of buildings and equipment, and that 
very good work can be done with makeshifts if tbs spirit is there. But It is 
also true that the surroundings in which any work is done contribute largely 
to the success of the work; and in this regard the Queensland Teachers' Training 
College has suffered more than many institutions of its kind.
It will be recalled'*’ that the College was begun to provide professional 
training for matriculated scholarship holders who were at the same time pur­
suing University courses in Arts or Science. It was desirable, therefore, that 
the College should he situated close to the University, which had opened in 
1911 at ti» old Government Bouse in George Street. This was arranged as re­
ported by the Principal of the College in 1915*
"This institution ••••• was finally opened in January, 19H, in 
a temporary building intended far the trade classes of the 
Technical College. The Trades building gave two largo lecture— 
rooms for students, rooms for the teaching staff, and for lib­
raries and offices. As a temporary expedient this arrangement 
lasted until November, 1914, when the College was transferred to 
the Art School, occupying the whole of the rooms on the ground 
floor. The new hos» gave the College four good lecture-rooms, in­
cluding two ructas suitable for model and criticism lessons, suf­
ficient accommodation for ti» staff, luncheon rooms for students,
&C .-2
1. See Chapter I? (l) and (2)
2. QPP 1916-17, Voi. II, p. 145.
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The Árt School referred to is indeed a pleasant building} readers fatal 1 lar 
with Brisbane will recognize it as the Main Office of the present Central 
Technical College, with a semicircular portico which is one of the few attract­
ive architectural features of that institution. It was not, however, a train­
ing college. It was a converted Art School} and it established the pattern to 
be followed fear nary years. At first sight it aenas surprising that the Prin­
cipal should have referred to this makeshift with such enthusiasm} when we re­
member the long history of Queensland without any College, however, his enthu­
siast! m y  perhaps be understood.
yitft, 92à. ffto. Atabas-
The College continued to function at the George Street site until 1920, 
when the Principal had a change to report»
"Since the beginning of the year the work of the Training College 
has been carried on at the Old Fire Station in the Borami School 
grounds. This building has ample room, and is in d o s e  proximity 
to the practising schools. The Normal Schools were reorganised 
as the State Junior High School and the Brisbane Central State 
School, both mixed schools, and were used by the College as 
Practising Schools. Second and third year University students 
practised at the Junior High School, first year University ,
students and Short Course students at the Central State School ..."
This scheme had its advantages. Although it took the University students 
away from the University and so made their task of pursuing higher study more 
difficult, it made the professional training of th» students more convenient. 
%  to that time, the arrangements for teaching practice had been ratter loose, 
and a large number of schools had teen designated as practising schools. The 
concentration of teaching practice, model lessons, and criticism lessons in the
1. QPP 1921, Voi. I, p. 675
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one area nade for better supervision and acra effect ire training.
But again, there was no Training College* There was only an old discarded 
building. It was used far evening tutorial classes until it was demolished in 
1946 to make room for the new State Government building next to Anzac Square 
at the corner of Eduard and Ann Streets. The writer attended evening classes 
there, and, even allowing for the passage of time from 1920 to 1946, it was 
obvious that the building was very old, and for the purpose of teacher train­
ing could never have been anything but inconvenient. The Principal's comments 
(and this was a new Principal, appointed only at the beginning of 1920) must 
be viewed as conventional, except for the fact that general conditions in 
schools were at that tine far from good. Also, the George Street site had been 
good for the University Teacher Scholars, but the presence of Short Course 
students had nade it crowded.
The kind of building chocen indicated a different view of the purpose of 
the Training Collega. At George Street the students had been able to abare 
the amenities of the University, Including the open area of the Dren in. At 
the Fire Station they had to share the playground with the pupila of two large 
schools. The aia was to provida a centrally situated building where lectures 
could be given and teaching practice could be arranged, but it was obvious that 
the physical developoent of the students was not considered part of the raspón» 
sibiUty of the Collage.
!• 7}stek£iaas&*
The sac» was true, with greater force, when the next nova took placa. The
Trade Unico movement had recently built a new Trades Hall, and the old Trades
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H all In Turbot S treet f e l l  vacant. To th is  building the College was acred In 
1922i  23. I t  was only a  short removal -  one block away, so tha t the training 
advantages of the F ire Station s ite  were largely retained. Again the Principal 
expressed satisfaction t
"We have found our new hone a  decided improvement on the Old F ire S tation ••••• The class-roans are high and w ell-lighted, the lec­ture h a ll fo r demonstration purposes is  eonmodioua, s ta ff  and office rooms are su itab le, and the ccamaon rooms fo r students meet present requirements
The "Queensland Educational Journal" did not have any such favourable 
comment to make. I t  referred to  "rented premises In the old Trades Hail -  a 
building alleged to  be in  danger of collapse", and went on to  ask, "When the 
Hailway Department la  ready to  aove the building now used as a  College, where 
w ill the students and the train ing s ta ff  find room?***
The w riter was trained a t th is  s ite  in  193GU32, and has personal experi­
ence of i t s  inconvenience. The building stood squarely over one end of the 
railway tunnel car r ying the nein suburban r a i l  tra ff ic  from Central Station 
to  Rema S tree t. I t  stood three sto ries high and had one stairway to the rçper 
flo o rs. I ts  position made i t  incredibly d irty , and fumale students particularly 
had great d ifficu lty  keeping th e ir clothes clean. The recreation fa c ilitie s  
were lim ited to  one tennis court} no other exterior space existed, and a fte r 
the closing of the Central schools no playing fie ld s were available within 
reasonable distance of the College. The one good feature was the assembly ii*n 
mentioned by the Principal. I t  was capable, even a fte r the growth of the Col­
lege population to  several hundred, of seating the en tire student body. The
1 . QPP 1923, Voi. I ,  p . 785.2. Ibid .3 . QEJ, September, 1922, p . 1.
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building also housed the Evening Tutorial Classes, which at the tine were part 
•f the College, so that students undertaking Senior study could renala in the 
Berns building till the evening classes began* However, as the common rooms,
In spite of the Principal's consenta, were primitive sad the library was a 
small room which was kept locked, the advantage was a aaall one. The strange 
thing is that, although the building was claimed to be decrepit in 1922, and 
was popularly supposed to have been condenad, it continued to house the Col­
lege till 1942, and is still used as State Government offices.
A touch of irony enters the story at this point. The Collage had been re­
moved from George Street ostensibly to concentrate and facilitate professional 
training. The further renoval to Turbot Street nade it necessary to bring 
classes from the Central school to the College for demonstration and criticism 
1 assona. The classes were conducted by students of the College to and free the 
College, a practice which was probably good for developing the students' powers 
of control but which was certainly dangerous far tbs children. The removal of 
the Central School in 1927 to its present site in Leichhardt Street intensified 
this problem. Sisee 1922, the College has had nothing In the nature of a 
"campus” school such as exists in many places for experimental and demonstrat­
ion purposes.
Further Irony lias in the fleet that the first ever built for a
Collage was not used as such for twelve years. In 1929 a conference was held 
at the Department of Public Instruction to discuss a proposal for a College.
The conference was attended by Departmental representatives, the Public Service 
Commissioner (J. D. Story), and representatives of the University and of
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the Public Works Department1, The Comissionar outlined a comprehensive scheme 
of Government building in which it vas proposed to nove both the University and 
the College to St Lucia, where land had been bequeathed to the University, or 
to Victoria Park, Salvia Grove, where land had been held for years for Univer­
sity purposes. Story and the University representatives pressed for the St 
Lucia schm» to be undertaken, but the Departmental representatives contended 
that, as there was no immediate prospect of the scheme's being started, it 
would be better to build a College at Victoria Park which could become an 
Intermediate school (i.e., for higher primary pupils) when the College eventu­
ally went to St Lucia. The conference was inconclusive, recording only the re­
commendation that, if the St Lucia project were not proceeded with, Victoria 
Park was the next best.
The full story was not found in the ocansespondenoe, but a letter dated 6th 
February, 1930, to the Department of Education from the Department of Public 
works advised that:
"..... ti» work of erection of Section Ho, 1, Teachers' Training 
College, VICTORIA PARK, has been completed.
"The buildings may new be taken over by your Department.”2
It is popularly supposed among teachers (and this was referred to on sev­
eral occasions in the "Teachers* Journal”) that the College moved in on the 
Horth Brisbane Intermediate School and gradually forced it out of its own home. 
From the above the facts would appear to he that part of the hmidimg of the 
Intermediate School (revealed by enquiries to have been an L-shspad, two-storied
1. Departmental Fila, "Training Collega Scholarships" for 1929: Minutes of 
the Conference.
2, Departmental Fila, "Training Collage Scholarships", 1930.
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building) was actually built for a Collaga, but that, most likely on account 
of tha Depression, it was used at once for an Intermedíate school, the build­
ing being later extended to the usual U-shaped school building which was until 
recently a standard Public Works design. It is ironic indeed that idle College, 
which for so long had no hems, should, when one was built for it, be accused 
of ousting the legitimate occupants.
4. Kelvin Grove (Victoria Park)
The College eventually moved to the building which had been erected for 
it in 1942. Even then, there was a proposal that it should occupy an evacuated 
maternity hospital on Wickham Tenace. The move to Kelvin Grove was at first 
a great improvement, as numbers during the war were small and the College and 
the Intermediate School were able to co-exist in fair comfort} there was even 
room for the Domestic Science section of the College. However, as numbers 
grew, space became limited, and further moves were made to buildings which had 
been used for other purposes. The Domestic Science section moved to an Ameri­
can Services Club which fell vacent at the end of the War. It is still there 
in I960, although the ground on which the stands is City Council pro­
perty and is required by that body for the completion of an elaborate swimming 
pool project. The Intermediate School was ousted in 1953 to a nearby ex­
it. A. A. F. headquarters which the end of the war had left vacant, but in 1956 the 
North and South Brisbane Intermediate Schools went out of existence, and the 
whole of that paart of ti» last-mentioned building occupied by the North Bris­
bane School was occupied by ti» College, which now shares the building with the 
Departmental Film Centre.
So ftar it has not been possible to record the erection of one building
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ojqjreasly for the College*c Imediato u m . ln 1954« however, a classroom block 
was built at Kelvin Grove, giving four extra rooms. Since then the premises 
haws been augmented by the building of another four-rocsa block, a large music 
hall, and four new rooms under the 1954 building. This can scarcely be called 
a proud record for forty-five years.
The Kelvin Grove site, although not so centrally situated as previous 
sites, bad certain advantages. The ground on which the College stood was ac­
tually part of a large area belonging to the Department, which had been con­
sidered for a University at earlier dates. The building stood on a hill which 
had been graded flat (at another time a new Government House bad been planned 
there, and the foundations had actually been laid) • There was at least open 
space around the building, although it was almost solid rock. Thus it was 
possible to sake large changes in the programme, especially in Physical Educa­
tion. Until 1937, students underwent a three weeks' Intensive course under a 
visiting instructor; in that year two full-time staff members were appointed 
for this subject} thereafter, instruction was more regular, but lack of space 
frustrated efforts to provide an effective course. After the transfer to Kel­
vin Grove, it was possible to arrange a daily period of Physical Education for 
all students, which made for a much better balanced programme.
Even though th» site had advantages, the College itself fell far short of 
what a Teachers' College should be. There was no feature about the original 
building which distinguished it from any of a large number of State primary and 
High schools. Class-rooms were the standard sise, and what special facilities 
the various sections of the College needed had to be added as they vere required 
It would be possible to build a fine College on the site} but only a few of the
Uß
later additions to the original building bear evidence that they vere designed 
for their proper purpose.
During the recent war the area was largely occupied by American service 
huts, which became a housing camp after the war. Host of these had been cleared 
away by I960, and some work bad been done to provide playing fields. The work, 
however, has been slow, and up to the present it oust be said that the alte has 
potential rather than actual worth.
I* a?P9P far ft ÇpjIte m  store ?gggifàtt4*ifl§»
Meanwhile, however, steps were taken to supplement the training facilities 
at Kelvin Grove. During the post-war expansion of secondary education, several 
"perimeter" High schools ware established to relieve the pressure on the exist­
ing High schools, all of which lay close to the city. One of these was built 
on the disused Kledron Park race-course in th» northern suburbs, where a large 
area of open ground was available. Rumours followed that a Teachers' Collage 
would be built there also, but it was not until the graduation ceremozy of the 
College in December, 1957, that id» Minister for Education said that it was 
hoped that a start would be made on a new College. To confirm this, in his re­
port for 1957, issued in 195#, the Minister saldi
"Appreciative of the fundamental importance of teacher training we 
are resolved that a second Teachers' College should be opened at 
the beginning of I960."!
Planning was well forward by the end of 195#, and the construction of foun­
dations began in 1959* The foundation atone was laid by the Minister at a cere­
mony on 31ßt August, 1959, at which he saldi
"It is hoped that construction will be far enough advanced for this
1. Report of the Minister for Education for 1957, p. 5.
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auction to bs occupied ln February, 1960«"^
"This section" referred to the fhct that the planning of the College pro­
vided for tuo stages* The first was to be a class-room block with some admin­
istrative facilities, and the second, which the IClxdster said would be begun es 
soon as the first stage was completed, was to include all the amenities of a 
properly constructed College.
Whatever shortcomings were shown by earlier administrations, it cannot be 
denied that the planning of the new College went far to redeem the situation. 
The architects of the Department of Public Works, who designed the buildings, 
worked in close collaboration with id« Principal and staff at Kelvin Grove, and 
endeavoured to incorporate the recommendations of the staff so that the new Col* 
lege should be as efficient a plant as could be provided. Plans and drawings 
which have bean displayed suggest that, when Kedron Park Teachers* College is 
completed, it will bear comparison with similar institutions elsewhere, and will 
provide the future teachers of the State with a home where adequate surround­
ings will encourage good work.
There is only one thing about the scheme which gives rise to some concern. 
It is more completely dissociated from the University than the existing College. 
Many students undertake evening study at the University during their College 
course} and when the course is extended to two years it may bs assumed that 
more students will attempt University subjects. It will be more difficult for 
them to attend lectures from Kedron Park than it is from Kelvin Grove, and it
1. Hoted by the writer, who was present at the ceremony. The hope was not 
fulfilled. Probably because of demands on the Department of Public Works 
for new High Schools, work on the College et the end of 1959 was not far
beyond the foundations.
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scarcely seems likely that the enrolments can be arranged so that all students 
wishing to study at the University will be enrolled at the latter* This prob- 
lea is one which say not be of great concern at the moment, but any further 
lengthening of the course would surely encourage arrangements whereby students 
could complete at least part of their Class I requirements while still at 
College* In that case« the separation of the College from the University say 
be fait more deeply than it appears to be at present*
It should also be noted that the Department of Education still holds an 
area of land close to tbs University at Stirala for the erection of a teachers' 
college. This area is shown on naps of the University and ita surroundings, 
and has not yet been put to ary other use* Bo definite pronouncement has so 
far been made, but this m y naan that yet another college may be erected in 
Brisbane in the future, especially if the demand for secondary teachers contin­
ues to rise. The St Lucia alte would be ideal for the training of such teach­
ers; but the writer would hope that eventually University study will become an 
integral part of all teachers' training before thslr appointment to schools.
Some suggestions have been made for the establishment of colleges outside 
Brisbane, especially at Bookhanpton and Townsville, and sema reference vas nade 
to such colleges during the election campaign of 1957 (which resulted in a 
change of government) * The suggestions, however, do rat at present show any 
sign of becoming realities* They leve some merit; but it is feli that for 
colleges to be more than institutions of technical training there would need to 
be considerable changes in the cultural life of those centres* Parallel sug­
gestions for the establishment of University colleges at centres outside Brls-
H3
ban© bave been zmàe1. It is possible that the eatahl iahnent of a University 
college ami a teachers' «»liege at the sane centre would achieve the necessary 
cultural stimulation, and ary realization of a movement for a new State in 
Central or Northern Queensland would obviously call for rapid development of 
full educational facilities. Otherwise, however, it would appear that higher 
education will be mainly concentrated la Brisbane for sons time. Ia this re­
gard, the writer has sometimes discussed with students of the Collega the pos­
sible establishment of colleges in other parts of the State. The most frequent­
ly expressed opinion has been that, if they have to leave home aiyfaov (and most 
of the country students would have to do so wherever a college was established) 
they might as well come to the metropolis far their training and gain the ad­
vantages of extra-curricular life there.
1. It was announced early in I960 that a University Centre would he establishedat Townsville.
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1 .  tortwwn TraAnlnri « t i  -J rPB<?UgB-
Promotion in the service of the Department of Public Instruction (and, 
using the name adopted in 1957, the Department of Education) has always depend­
ed on two conditional
(a) Success in prescribed examinations*
(b) Years of efficient service.
For the purpose of determining promotion, end with it salary, it has al­
ways been the practice to divide the service into Classes, and each class into 
Divisions* Promotion fron class to class has depended on success in the pre­
scribed examinations; promotion from division to division on having completed 
the prescribed time in the lower division.
Until 1944, when the service was reclassified, there were three classes) 
since then there have been two* The number of divisione in each class has 
varied from tine to time, bat the principle enunciated above has governed pro­
motion at all times* This description has been used to introduce this chapter 
so that further discussion will be more readily understood.
It is not now, nor has it ever been, the practice of the Department to ap­
point teachers who ware fully trained in the sense that practitioners of other 
professions are fully trained, so that they need not undertake axy further 
courses of study in order to reach full professional status. The practice has 
been to appoint teachers with the qualifications necessary for appointment to 
the lowest class of the sendee, and to leave them to undertake further study is
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their ovm tisne Anã at their own expense if they wish to reach tí» higher classe a  
The point of entry intí> tí» service has varied according to individual teachers' 
qualifications, and higher qualifications have enabled acne teachers to bypass 
some classes or divisions* The general practice, however, has been that very 
few new appointees have rot had to study further in order to secure the fallest 
possible promotion. An exception is found in the present graduate students who 
have completed a full-time degree course and a Diploma in Education; they have 
all the necessary qualifications to proceed to Class I, Division I, provided 
that they complete the required years of efficient service*
The first form of classification was introduced fay the Board of General 
Education in 1861“ . Teachers were to be classified into three classes, each 
with sections A and B. Teachers were to be given certificates specifying their 
rank. They were to be tested by written examination and fay skill in teaching 
as assessed by an inspection of their schools* All teachers below Class II, 
Section A, were to he examined annually; above that level they were to he ex­
amined tricnnially unless they wished to seek promotion earlier. Examinations
2had to be passed in the following subjects t
PIftftf CflrtifÍBfttoM Grammar, Geography, Arithmetic, Art of Teach­
ing, and the National School Books in Beading*
fjff. SgfiPB# cl9flg Gftrtirtrato* Grammar, Geography» Arithmetic, School 
Ifenaga&ent, the National School Books, Reading, Writing, Algebra, Geometry, 
History, and Latin; Latin and History, and Algebra and Geometry were alter­
native groups of subjects*
ini* C](Mf CffirftftÜBpfa» Grammar, Geography, Arithmetic, National
1. LCJ 1362, Papar 15, pp. 16-17.
2. Details of the requirements will be found in Appendix II, pp. 282-4 .
School Books, Beading, Writing, Principles of Teaching, and two from the 
following lists English Language and Literature, History, Latin, Greek, 
French, German, Algebra, Geoentry, and Higher Mathematics.
Here can be seen tbs scheue of promotion by attaining progressively higher- 
academic standards, in the foro from which it has not essentially deviated 
since. There is nothing in the reports of the tine to indicate that the Board 
felt itself obliged to provide ary foro of instruction in any of the subjects 
prescribed. It would appear that teachers had to arrange for their own instruc­
tioni in fact, it is felt that seras at least of the requirements were suitable 
only for teachers who hod been educated in the mother country and had migrated 
as trained teachers, or had decided after migration to become teachers.
The same was true after the establishment of the Department of Public In­
struction in 1875. Classification was altered slightly and definite provisions 
were made for the time to be spent in each division of each class. The Regula­
tions of 1876 provided that there should be three classes of teacher, with three 
divisions in each class. Promotion was to he as bafores from class to class by 
examination, from division to division within a class by efficient service. In 
Glass m ,  the lowest, teachers were to spend three years in each divisioni In 
Class H, four, and in Clami X, five. Thus a teacher who suffered no cheek in 
his promotion would reach Class I, Division I, in his thirty-second year of ser­
vice; so that, if he completed his pupilage in his nineteenth year, which was 
about the usual age, ha would enter Clama I, Division 1, at the age of fifty.
The sarae Regulations prescribed ilia nature and number of examinations to be 
passed for promotion from each class to the next1. These were not very different
1. See Appendix II, pp.284 ¿for details of these.
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i'vcm the 1061 requirements. If anything, those for Cias« II had been raised a 
little, while for Class I, although it is difficult to judge the standard, the 
mmber of subjects to be taken was reduced. A rough equation with the ataviarás 
of today would be that Class II had soce resemblance to tí» Senior Public ísam- 
ination, probably being rather lower; while Class I approximated First Year 
Arts or Science at the University in three subjects (two for females) • The 
standard is not, however, what demands most notice; the main point at last» is 
that no provision for further training was mads at the time; all the Department 
bound itself to do was to conduct candidates through their four-year pupilage 
and to put them in position to pass the entrance examinations for Class 113, 
which were little different from those which would test a good elementary edu­
cation^  •
Bearing in mind the time required to reach Class I, the conditions of 
teaching at the time, and the severity of the requirements when read in corjunc- 
tion with knowledge of educational standards of the time, one finds it Is dif­
ficult to avoid the conclusion that it was not the official intention that the 
majority of teachers should proceed beyond the Third Class: ani tables of 
statistics attached to the reports of the time indicate that by far the most 
populous class was the Third.
Still no indication appeared that any assistance was given to teachers to 
prepare themselves for the higher examinations. Probably head teachers gave 
their staff members some unofficial assistance, and occasional advice would have 
been available from the district inspector. Generally, however, the responsib­
ility lay on the individual teacher to prepare himself. Since there was no
1. See Appendix 31, p. 234 .
University, and the a-,auninatioi¡s wer© conducted or arranged fcy the Department, 
it is easy to understand how so raray teachers felt that higher study was en­
tirely beyond their powers.
As far as can be ascertained, the first organized attempts to assist tea­
chers in this regard case with the establishment of the Queensland Teachers' 
Union and the first publication of the "Queensland Educational Journal" in 
1889 and 1890 respectively (the "Journal” began as a supplement to the "Civil 
Service Journal" and began independent publication in 1893) • Soon after its 
formation, the East Maratón Teachers' Association, the oldest branch of the 
Union, arranged for classes to be held In seme of the subjects required for 
higher classification. These were held in roc«» at the Central School (and 
therefore, it would appear, tilth the sanction of the Department) on Saturday
mornings and on evenings during the week**1 23• Similarly, classes in Drawing were
2organized in Brisbane, Ipswich, Maryborough, and Rockhampton , although the sub 
ject was at that time not part of the classification examinations, hut one which 
had recently been emphasized in the syllabus of schools.
The "Journal” pointed out some of the difficulties inherent in the system
of preparation for osamlnationsi
"The Mechanics paper for Class II ..... is responsible far maqy 
failures in this class. The standard of questions set is almost 
prohibitive, especially as this subject has to be studied without 
the aid of ary instruction in it. Teachers have to work through 
the problems in the textbook entirely fay their own study» while 
the problems are taken from the matriculation papers set for the « 
London, Dublin, and Edinburgh University examinations in science
Add to this the fact that study was done in addition to the full responai-
1. QEJ August, 1895, end in other issues of those years.
2. QEJ April, 1395, p. 24.
3. QEJ March, 1898, p. 16. This is only one of maxy comments severely critical 
of the system.
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¿illtar of teaching a class or administering a school, and it can be M e n  sty the 
proportion of teachers rising out of Class I H  w  scoli. Ono of the critic lona» 
of uodarn training which older teachers frequently nske is that progress is made 
too easy for present day teachers. While it is not necessary to concede this, 
it taust be admitted that the teachers ubo rose eren to Class II in the zineteentb 
century vare little short of heroic.
In addition to the classes organised ty the Union, eoae private tuition 
became available Aoufc this tine. The "Journal" carried a nabar of advertise- 
mente to offer coaching to teachers, of which the following, one from Brisbane 
and the other from Sydney, ware representative:
«ALL XB&CHESS* EEAJffillffBUB, 1904 - Class, Private, or Postal TUHIOH.
1900, top place (Arithmetic, Háchenles, Algebra), Class U ,  1901,
100 per cent, pasees with highest marks (English, Arithmetic, Algebra), 
Class m ,  and Hatheoatlca, Clase II. 1902, 100 per cant, passes 
with heat averages obtained. 1903, complete success of candidates 
with top Darles Class H I  (English, Arithmetic, Algebra), sad Class 
H  (Suelid and Maihesatiee) • Training Collega - Tcsperanee Ball. -,
ALL m i ß .  li. J. KELLI (State sai Unir. Certificates) Principal.*X
This would appear to put a new meaning on "training college". And again:
* »BORCHIA» having successfully Coached Pupils for Claes IH, still 
coaches in All Subjects for Class H  and Class 2 H  Exams. 22 
Boari» Street, Hedfera, Sydney, S.S.W."*
In spite of frequent "Journal" criticisms at the time, which suggested that 
eoo* at least of the teachers who did not belong to the Union would have made 
similar protests, the only official concession to teachers seeking higher class­
ification was to reduce in 1398 the tins to be spent in each division of each 
class fay one year1 23. This meant that a atn need be only forty-two instead
1. ^SJ Iferch, 1904, Voi. IX, p. 251.
2. Ibid.
3. ¡4BJ, December, 1398, p. l£j LCJ 1899, Voi. I, p. 1120.
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of fifty when be reached Clase I.I. ^
A study of the numbers in each class and the positions the teachers occup­
ied suggests that the Department was not only indifferent, bat also somewhat 
hostile, to higher classification. In 1898 there were 664 teachers in Class 11^  
221 in Class II, and only nineteen in Class I2 3. In view of what has been said, 
the number in Class I is not surprising) the number in Class II speaks wall for 
the staff of which teachers were nade. Tbs hostility is suggested by a cams- 
pendent to the "Journal" who drew attention to the disposal of teachers in tèe 
services
*1 find that there are 24 Sixth-Class Schools and one Fifth-Class 
School in charge of Third-Class Teachers, whilst there are no 
fewer than 60 Seventh and Eighth-Class Schools in charge of Sec­
ond-Class Teachers I la it likely, in view of these fasts, that 
young teachers will waste their tías studying for Class II, when 
they have equally as good a chance of obtaining a good school by 
remaining in Class HI?"3
Another in the same issue reached the same conclusion on slightly different 
evidence. He found that in the Teachers1 List for 1898 that Class I teacher* 
were In charge of schools from Class I (the largest) down to Class VI) Class 12 
teachers in schools from Class I to Class VIH) and Class IH teachers in aelocl 
from Clase IH to Class VIH (the lowest) • He concluded that, allowing for ex­
perience and teaching ability, "there is but little difference in the profess­
ional value of the certificates." The Editor of the "Journal" spoke even mene 
plainly?
1. On» "Journal" correspondent claimed that, because of a clash between the 
finencial year and the calendar year, the actual ages were about five years 
higher. In 1917, with further changes in 1919» the system was changed tc 
one of annual promotions with a year of efficient service in each divinice, 
th» divisions being: Class IH, eight) Class H, five) Class I, five.
2. OBJ, January, 1898, p. 5.
3. '4&J, June, 1898, p. 4.
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"All the Inspectore are Clase II raen. The last appointment to the 
staff is that of & Class II man, and it is act possible for the 
Department to say in plainer terns that the rank of Class I carries 
no claim for priority in promotion to the inspectorate ..... We 
hold no trief for» and no goodwill towards» the Glass I examination.
But the holders of It are clearly entitled to the natural profess­
ional rights attaching to the highest professional certificate the 
Department confers....
Brora what was said in earlier chapters concerning the General Inspector, 
David Ewart, it is not hard to conceive of an official attitude which held that 
a teacher could he educated above hie work, especially if his work lay among 
children of primary school age, and which considered eeonesy in salaries to he 
more important than building up a corps of well-educated teachers - for Class 
III teachers were much less well-paid than Class I.
1. âaflàafetf&g-fai V4fú)&r Tratainfi»
During idle late nineteenth century, Technical Colleges ware established in 
Brisbane and some country centres to provide education for the growing section 
of the population which was not concerned with primary production. At first 
these were only seal-official, being subsidized and inspected by the State but 
not under its direct control j this direct control did not cone until 1907^. 
Technical colleges first entered the field of teacher training by providing 
courses in now subjects to be taught in the primary school. Often the education 
of teachers had been so limited that they did not know enough of these subjects 
to teach them. For example, in 1897 a Sew Schedule of work in the primary 
schools was introduced which included Geometry and Algebra. These were to be 
taught to girls as well as boys and by women as well as stendi as can be seen 
from the teachers* examination requirements' , Euclid and Algebra were alternat-
1. QSJ 1901, Voi VI, p. 196.
2. Uyeth, op. cit., pp. 161-2.
3* QEJ October, 1396, pp. 6—7.
4* 6ee Appendix U0
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ire subjects fear both Claas H I  and Class II, and for malas only. Thus some 
raen and all women viere, unless they had taken private instruction in the sub­
jects, unable to teach the subjects. Classes had already been arranged by the 
East Meare ton Teachers1 23Association, and private tuition vas available. In 
1393 in the "Educational Journal” the Brisbane Technical College advertised 
classes in Geometry and Algebra. For teachers seeking higher classification it 
was announced that a class in Mechanics would be farmed if required, and that 
classes in Science were being held in connexion with the Technical College cour­
ses for the Fharoacy College1.
The range of courses for teachers gradually increased, until fay 1904 the
following were offered fay the Technical Colleges Drawing far Pupil Teachers
and Teachers up to Class H j  Geology, Anatomy, end Physiology for Class 1} sad
2Mechanics, etc., far Classes III, U ,  and I, if enough students enrolled •
Training was regularised further whan the Act of 1907 established the 
Central Technical College under full State control. The College continued for 
BKU$r years to provide classes in the subjects of the teachers1 examinations, and 
in 1913 set up a ayate® of corresponde m e  tuition which gave country teachers
•a
tuition more nearly comparable with that available in Brisbane • However, these 
classes were attended entirely in the teachers1 own tins, and all fees were 
paid fay the teachers.
The only change in the administration of these classes and correspondence 
courses was the transfer of both fro© one authority to another. In 1922 tbs 
correspondence classes and certain of the evening classes (the exceptions were
1. >4EJ August, 1393, p. 20.
2. 4EJ April, 1904, p. 4.
3. QPP 1914, Voi. I, p. 1471.
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in the sciences, for which only the Technical College had laboratory facilit­
ies) were transferred from the Technical College to the Teachers* Training 
College1, The reason given for this action was that the great majority of the 
students were teachers seeking higher classification, so that the expense 
should become a charge against the vote for teacher training» This continued 
until the end of the Second World War, when the evening classes were placed 
under a separate section of the Department as the Bvening Tutorial Classes»
The correspondence classes were nominally controlled from Teachers * Collage un­
til April, 1953, when they were separately constituted as the Secondary Corres­
pondence Classes»
The place of these classes gradually changed, but before discussing the 
changes it is worth while to mention two other sources of assistance for tea­
chers seeking further training. The " Queensland Educational Journal” made a 
feature of articles of educational interest, of two kinds. Some were discuss­
ions or reports of new ideas from overseas. Others were discussions of problems 
of teaching method or of the content of the curriculum. Frequent contributions 
came from district inspectors, particularly John Shirley, who later became 
Principal of the Training College, and fey experienced head teachers and assist­
ants, as well as experts outside the service, and correspondence from readers 
indicated that the articles ware deeply appreciated»
The second source of assistance was a new Departmental publication, the 
"Education Office Gazette”. This monthly journal was first published in Iky, 
1399, and was announced fey General Inspector Swart as *a vehicle fey which to ad­
dress teachers at short and regular intervala, say monthly, so as to be afri« to
1. QPP I923, Voi. I, p. 735 (Report of the Principal of the Training College).
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convey to thou words of adrice, of information, of warning, of encouragement,
of cheer, of comradeship .... H~ The "8.0.G." as it is universally called by
teachers, has regained the Department's organ fen* the promulgation of notices, 
reports, aaendmenta to regulations, and other official advices. For many years 
it was the practice to publish in the "Gazette" each year the corament3 of De­
partmental examiners on Wie annual examinations. These commenta gave teachers 
some idea of the standard required and of the pitfalls in the papers, so that 
they could more adequately prepare themselves. Although, as will presently be 
discussed, the responsibility for examining teachers for classification purpose 
gradually shifted frena the Department to the University, some older teachers 
could not or would not avail themselve3 of the University facilities. As late 
as 1944, when the service was reclassified, provision was made for alternative 
methods of enabling such teachers to reach Class I, sad in 1953 these tempor­
ary methods were extended until December, 1960^.
4* An Ftfrtiw Training»
The establishment of the University in 1909 and the Institution of the 
first classes in 1 9 U  were accompanied by the establishment of University Pub­
lic Sxsminationa, the Junior after two years of secondary education, and the 
Senior after four, the latter being the standard for matriculation. By negot­
iation between the Department and the University, it was provided that equival­
ence should be accepted between subjects of the Junior Public end the Class III 
-bcaminations, and between the Senior Public end Class II, and that Claas I 
examinations in subjects which were also subjects of the University curriculum
1. LCJ 1899, p. 1165 (Report of the General Inspector).
2. Education Office Gazette, September, 1953.
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should bs set and. axmained by the University^ . A farther provision of about 
the nane tias vas that teachers who matriculated in a Faculty of the University 
should be considered to have completed the requirements far Class II with the 
exception of Theory of Education and Class Teaching, although the number of 
subjects vas considerably less than that required in the Departmental examin­
ation for Class II« The reason for this may have been that matriculation had 
to be taken in am sitting, so that a teacher who matriculated really did a 
very heavy year's work.
Those provisions meant that, for many teachers, the only subjects necess­
ary to be taken at Departmental exeat nations were those of a professional 
nature. When the College began to enrol Juniors, they were often academically 
qualified for Class III, and Seniors were similarly qualified for Class II.
As time passed, therefore, the Departmental examinations came to be leas and 
less important, and the Departmental Class I examination waa entirely elimin­
ated. When the service was reclassified in 1944* Class IH was abolished, and 
as it was provided that the Senior Public Examination should be the standard 
for entry to the College, and thence to Class II, it became necessary far tea­
chers to qualify for Class I only. This qualification, however, was mads more 
difficult by raising the rambar of subjects to bo passed from three to six. 
Msamhile, the College had become fully autonomous in 1939, removing the nec­
essity for examinations in ary form of Education outside the College. The 
need for Departmental examinations therefore disappeared entirely except for a 
few teachers who in their later year« were still trying to obtain higher class­
ification vdthout University or higher secondary education«
1. QPP 1912, Voi. I, p. 377
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(-cm?idoration of the developments described so far shows that the progress 
of further training lias followed two lines. First, it has ceased to be only 
technical, or a syllabus for teachers only, as with the old Class II or Class 
I. Instead, it has required teachers increasingly to study subjects which are 
available to the community in general. This has been an advantage in that it 
has - or should have - kept teachers more in touch with students of tertiary 
level who are not teachers, and has worked against the tendency for teachers to 
becca» too ouch an "ia-group". The other line of development has been to make 
it somewhat easier for teachers to obtain higher classification. The result 
has been that today a considerable majority of teachers proceed to higher 
classification by taking the necessary examinations. This is facilitated by 
the higher standard of entry, which saves the seeker after promotion some of 
the work he would otherwise have to do in his own tine. From the change, it 
may be concluded that the present official attitude is that it is not only 
permissible but also desirable, if not indeed imperative, that teacher educatici! 
should include high content as well as high technical efficiency. It is fair 
to say that this is a major change in attitude.
What has not changed, however, is the attitude that a teacher is entirely 
responsible for his own higher education. It is still done entirely at the 
teacher's own expense, on his own responsibility, and in his own time. So 
University fees are paid for or refunded to the teacher, and no time is allowed 
to study or attend classes. It la not possible even to claim University fees 
as a deduction from taxable income. With due respect to the husbanding of pub­
lic finance, it is suggested that the official attitude leaves something to be 
desired, especially as in other places teachers' fees are paid while they are
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part-time undergraduates j Haw South Wales provides an example. Fall acceptance 
of the need for well-educated teachers would surely include acceptance of the 
idea that a higher education for teachers would be to the advantage of the 
State aa well as to the teacher. When the need and the idea are indeed accep­
ted, it will be ccrancn-place here, as elsewhere, that a teacher should commence 
his career with all the qualifications necessary for hin to reach the highest 
point on the basic pronotion scale.
This does not mean that a teacher's education will be complete when he is 
appointed. There is roca for considerable expansion of refresher training for 
teachers in service, so that they may all keep abreast of the best modern ideas 
and practices. Moreover, there are many forms of more specialized training, 
whether towards a degree or not, which teachers seaking appointments of special 
responsibility should undergo. In these, too,the dual advantages to both State 
and teacher suggest that at least partial assistance could be justified. It 
is felt, however, that considerable change in official thought will have to 
come about before such a situation la accepted.
